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PROLOGUE

THE MEN OF MONS

WHO shall sing the Song of them.

The wonder and the strength of them,

The gaiety and tenderness

They bore across, the sea ?

In every heart's the Song of them.

The debt that England owes to them.

The chivalry and fearlessness

That strove—and won Her free.

Merrily aboard at Southampton Quay
(The Horse and the Guns and the Foot together),

Southerly away to the dip of the sea

—

(Hey I for a holiday in August weather)

Far to the north the grey ships ride.

But abeam steals a T.B.D. for a guide

'Till they're safely along the French quay-side

—

(The Horse and the Guns and the Foot together).

Cheerily ashore by Rouen Quay
(The Horse and the Guns and the Foot together),

As proudly welcoming France flings free

Her gates, aglow in the golden weather.
" God speed ! " rings the cry : and with melodies gay
Echoing down the flower-strewn way.
Blithesome as children sped to their play

Go the Horse and the Guns and the Foot together.



X Prologue

On to the drab-grey Belgian land,

With Jingle of steel and creak of leather.

Swings into line the jocund band

Of Horse and Guns and Foot together.

Away in advance nn outpost screen

Of Caietwode's Cavalry intervene

;

While flushed with pride, or coldly serene

The marshalling armies press together.

And now while bells yet knoll to prayer.

Or ever the Host is raised on high,

A sterner summons blasts the air

In dread presage that Death is nigh.

Swift overhead in an endless stream

With ghastly wailing the great shells scream.

To plunge the world in a hideous dream

Of murderous carnage and misery.

Hour after hour the raging storm

Crashes o'er Guns and Foot together

;

Hour upon hour the ranks re-form

—

(Hey I what a game for the holiday weather 1)

Out to thtt flanks the Horse press home
Charge after charge—as the sea-waves comb
And lash the cliffs in eddying foam

—

(So work Guns, Foot and Horse together).

I

Lurid in flame falls the August night

(Shattered the trench and battered the gun).

Yet hurled in vain is the German might.

Scarce a yard of the ground is won.

But harsh is the Fate which aid assigns

To the enemy ranks as his power declines.

And cleaves a road through the stern-held lines

Ere the pale mists rise to the morning sun.



Prologue XI

Blinded, bloody, and torn, they reel

(The Horse and the Guns and the Foot together)

Back from the line of glinting steel

They have held through the hours of holiday weather.
Yet hearts beat high, though hands may clench

In the sinister whisper, " Betrayed—by the French ? "

As wistful they turn from the derelict trench
The Horse, Foot and Guns have held together.

So it's Southward Ho ! for th. land of France,
Through the shimmering haze of the August weather

;

" And it's we who'll pipe for » merry, mad dance,"
Say the Horse PMd the ouns and the Foot together.

" With our slim little rifles," the Infantry cry.
" We've shells," call the Gunners, " to darken the sky "

;

" While sabre and lance we gaily will ply,"
Sing the Horse as they caper in highest feather.

" They're five to one—bat we've piped the tune
Through the blazing hours of ;he August weather

;

It's time to go—^maybe none too soon,"
Whisper Horse and Guns and Foot together.

But none would be first to steal away
From the dance they have piped through the summer day ;

" 'Tis we," cry all, " who've tite right to stay "—
All the Horse and the Guns and the Foot together.

Staggering back dOTm the roads they come
(The Horse and the Guns and the Foot together),

And it's hey I for a whistle and a I toy dnim
To cheer us along through the gust weather I

Thrashed into rags are the uniforms neat

;

Blood-soaked puttees to wrap round the feet

;

" God I What a game, this merry retreat I
"

Cry the Horse and the Guns and the Foot together.



xu Prologue

Fighting—marching—fi^Miting again.
Steadily along through September's weather,

Cheerily singing and laughing at pain.
Go the Horse and the Guns and the Foot together.

Never have men escaped such a Hell

;

Never had men such a tale to tell

;

Never shall men such men excel

—

Our Horse, our Guns and our Foot to^i^etherl

Who shall sing the Lcng of them,
Tht wonder and the strength of them,

The gaiety and tenderness

They bore across the sea ?
In every heart's the Song of them.
The pride that England has in them,

The chivalry and fearlessness
That strove—and won Her free.
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The Marne—and After

THE TURN OF THE TIDE

K. Hen. We doubt not of a fair and lucky war.

We doubt not now
But every rub is smoothed on our way.
Then forth, dear countrymen : let us deliver

Our puissance into the hand of God,
Putting it straight in expedition.^

"Didn't I tell you we'd be home by Christ-

mas! " and Sergeant Smart threw a leg trium-

phantly across the pommel of his saddle and
came heavily to ground. (It wasn't the proper

way to dismount, but Smart evidently meant
to emphasise the finality of his remark.)

" Throw them leaders off to the left a bit,"

he ordered >
" and give them Frenchics behind

room to pass."

The lead-driver looked over his shoulder and

promptly began to pull across to the right.

" Left, I said," bawled the sergeant.

' The quotation headings throughout the volume are again

taken exclusively Irom Shakespeare's Henry V.

u
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The lead-driver evidently didn't hear, for he
continued to pull in the wrong direction as a
squadron of French cavalry trotted smartly by
in half-sections, greeted with a volley of cheers
all down the battery.

Sergeant Smart wisely decided to drop the
intricate subject of '* rule of the road " in out-
landish countries like France, and returned to
his first argument as two of his pals joined him.
The battery was halting for half-an-hour to
water the horses after a hard four hours' stretch—in the right direction.

"You mark my words," said Sergeant
Smart with an air of absolute conviction, "at
the rate we're going we'll have the AUemons
back over their old Rhine before the month's
out. And they won't half be sorry they took
this job on."

" Bit sanguine, aren't you? " remarked the
senior subaltern who was passing and overheard
the last words.

*' Sanguine, sir? What, after what the
General said? Last night's order, sir?"

"No, what was it? I haven't heard," said
the senior sub.

•* Why, he said—don't remember the exact
words—that if all went well he expected to
have the German Army scuppered in three
days

; that it was just up to us to carry out the
job." And Sergeant Smart surveyed his audi-
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ence with a put-that-in-your-pipe-and-snioke-it
air that was irresistibly comic.

"Well, you'd better see that you get a
ne>y pair of riding pants before you cross the
Rhine," said the senior sub. with a smile, '*or
tlie German ladies will all be laughing at you."
And he went on up the line to report to the
major.

"Will have his little joke," said the ser-
geant, twisting himself round to see the hole
through which the breeze was blowing. ** And
if it comes to that, Mr. Stanion could do with
another pair of boots himself."

" It's a treat to see some of those French
chaps at last," a cornoral remarked. "Can't
think what the hell they've been up to all this
time."

"Rummy lot, ain't they, them cavalry
coves? " the wheel-driver put in. "Wot d'yer
thmk 'o them tin belly-plates o' theirs, Ser-
geant? Fat lot o' use ahrt 'ere, I don't
think."

"All watered, Sergeant Smart?" a voice
rang out.

"All watered, sir."
" Bit up, then, and get mounted."
The senior subaltern salutes the CO.

" Battery all watered and ready, sir."
A minute later and they're off once again

at a steady trot in the hope of getting in a
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few rounds at the retreating Huns before night-

fall.

Yes, '• by the mass " their ** hearts were in

the trim." Never did an army, harried and
hunted for ten interminable days and nights,

battered by incredible weight of shell-fire,

marching and fighting, droppw j through sheer

physical exhaustion, staggering up and on again

to face and crush some new attack every hour
—never did an army turn at last upon its pur-

suers with such gaiety of spirits in the uncon-
querable conviction that the fullness of triumph
was theirs for the taking.

Once again it was the ingrained spirit of

English race and blood. History is full of in-

stances of it. Never to know when you are

beaten. By all the rules of war and human dis-

position those five Infantry Divisions,^ with a

Cavalry Division, had been put out of action

more than a week before. So indeed von Kluck
believed, or he would not have made the vital

mistake he did.^

But the gist of the matier was this, and it

> Through Uie conunon use of the "ixprfssion " Uic First Seven
Divisions," Uie public have come lu imagine Uiat the&e divisions
formed the original Expeditionary Forcu. 'lliis misnomer is re-

grettable. The original Force coniislcil of one Cavalry and four
Infantry Divisions. A fifth Division came into line for the battle
of Le Cateau, August 26th, 1914, tlie sixtli at the Alsne, and the
seventh in Flanders.

» Vide " The Retreat from Mons," p. 227.
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Is difficult to understand when we remember
the terrible time throu};h which the Force had
passed. The men, or a large proportion of

them, had seen how again and n^ain they had
beaten down heavy enemy attacks. They knew
themselves to be the better men, and it was
therefore incomprehensible to them why they

were always receiving the order to retire. The
prevalent feeling was tersely expressed in the

remark I have quoted in the earlier volume
** Where the 'ell are we going? and whv *'

are we retreating? Give 'em socks, di

we?"
In short, the Force had not been fighting as

a forlorn hope, with its back to the wall, as

it were, but as a victorious army confident in

its ability to advance at any moment and fret-

ting at the unreasonable delay in the passing
of the word.

Now that the ;ctual facts of the Retreat are

known this state of niind seems incredible.

When we recall the overwhelming superiority

of the enemy in men and material, and the
perfect detail of their preparation and organisa-
tion, it is indeed a miracle that any part of the
British Force escaped to tell the tale. And
yet all the time our men thought that they
were the victors. I do not attempt to exr^^in
it, I can only just state the fact.

There was, too, another factor which eeiii*
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worthy of mention, for it explains in some de-
gree the difference of outlook between our men
and our French Allies in those early days. The
French had unforgettable memories of the
German invasion of 1870. These, together
with subsequent incidents like the Prussian
demand, duly enforced, for the dismissal from
office of Delcasse the French Foreign Minister,
had gradually tended to a belief in the in-

vincibility of Prussian arms. As we remem-
ber, this belief was carefully fostered through-
out Europe, so that it was not only the French
people who were a party to it. And when you
are separated from a military menace like

that only by the width of a road, and can see

for j'ourselves what it looks like, it is not to
to be wondered at that the French National
Army had a very wholesome dread of its

effects.

It was with vastly different feelings that
the little professional Army of Britain took the
field. For them the might of Germany meant
nothing. It was not even a bogey with a
turnip head. That it would be a very real and
a very stern fight our officers fully realised. But
then the professional Army, which is always at
work somewhere or other on the confines of
Empire, is well used to hard knocks. And so

they went into this fight, too, simply because
it was their job and, so far as this new armv
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was concerned, with the belief that the foeman

would probably prove worthy of their steel.

That was all. I suppose there was hardly a

man in the Force who properly appreciated the

reasons for the War. That came later, together

with evidence of the hellish methods of the

Hun.
So it came about that for one reason and

another the British Force had to withstand the

main shock of the German invasion. How our

two Army Corps did so, and how, under God*s

hand, the victory of the Marne was made pos-

sible I have already told. The task, a wholly

unexpected one, of our Army was, for the

moment, fulfilled. It became now the turn of

our French Allies. And it was our French

Allies who won the Battle of the Marne. The
British played their part right valiantly, but,

from the nature of the contest, it was only a

comparatively small part which could be allotted

to them. The marvel is that they were in such

fine fettle that they could play it at all. And
that is where von Kluck miscalculated.

Most people find it extremely difficult to

understand just how the tide turned during those

critical days. And it is difficult. But as just

now we are all soldiers at heart, women as well

as men, and as the Marne is one of the decisive

battles of the world in which we are all con-

cerned, it is worth giving it a few minutes'
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study. I will outline the main facts as shortly
and concisely as I can.

On the opposite page is a plan to show the
Franco-British line on the eve of the advance,
and below it is another to indicate roughly how
the various Armies were distributed.

6th French Army. Perhaps the first

thing you will notice is the appearance of a
new French Army on the extreme left, where,
up to now, there had only been brigades and
occasional troops. This was the eih French
Army. But it was new only in the sense of
its appearance in that position. As a matter
of fact, this force, consisting of rather more
than four divisions, had already suffered
severely in the previous fighting in the east.
We see it in position on the eve of the advance
not as a strong fighting force in itself destined
to turn the enemy flank, but rather as the
nucleus upon which will shortly be concen-
trated a succession of reinforcements.

Most of these reinforcements were coming
from the south of Paris, and history may prob-
ably know them as the "taxi-cab army."
The story of how motor-buses, taxi-cabs and
every possible vehicle were commandeered to
rush the troops across Paris to the battle-front
is well known. They came into position, divi-
sion by division, at various times on September
6, 7, and 8, The actual French attack from

^!!J
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this quarter on the German right was begun
about mid-day on September 5, 1914, and the
main idea was the attempted cutting of von
Kluck's line of communications back through
Belgium and the outflanking and rolling up of
his army on the west, just as he had tried to
outflank the British during the Retreat.

British. Still looking at tlie Plan, and
moving from west to east, we next come to
our own arm}'. They had crossed the stream
of the Grand Morin, a tributary of the Marne,
and had halted with the Forest of Crecy be-
tween them and the entwiy. German cavalry
and advance guards were still moving towards
them from the north across the Marne.

At this time the British losses had not yet
been made good, although a welcome reinforce-
ment of about 2,000 men had just joined the
Second Corps. These losses, up to Septem-
ber 7, were put at 589 officers and 18,140
N.C.O.'s and men, or a number not very far
below one quarter of the strength of the
Force when it came into action only a fort-
night before. The Second Corps alone had
lost 350 officers and 9,200 men, or more than
a quarter of its original strength.

In equipment, entrenching tools and so
forth, we were rather badly off. During the
Retreat men had discarded pretty well every-
thing they carried except their rifles. Great-
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coats and packs were pitched aside during the

first couple of days, and what was then left in

the way of tools was lost at Le Cateau. The
principal base, too, had been moved from Havre
to St. Nazaire, and as the line of communica-
tion had not yet been properly re-established

it was impossible for the moment to get up
new supplies.

But the Army Service Corps was putting in

some of the finest work that corps has ever
done. And only those who saw a little of its

organisation from the inside could realise the

enormous difficulties which officers and men
had then to surmount. Food and ammunition
were the only two things to bother about in

those early days, and somehow or other the
goods were delivered. The man at the head of

that department of the Army's work, the cool

and calculating brain which foresaw every con-
tingency and instantly grasped the best way
to meet it, this was Sir William Robertson,
Quarter-Master-General. No more need be
said. And his right hand man was Colonel
C. M. Mathew, an officer who had seen most
of the fighting there was to be seen on the

confines of the Empire since 1884, and as

cheer>' and lovauie a man as any in the Force.
French Annies.—Immediately on the

British right, and bridging the gap to the 5th
French Army, came a French cavalry corps

i
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under General Conneau. Then came the 5th
Army, the 7th Amiy (or 9th), and in succes-
sion the 4th, 8rd, 2nd and 1st.

Numbers. As regards the numbers of the
opposing forces along that 800-mile battle-

front, it is not easy to give even an approxi-
mate estimate. We have a fair idea of the
strength of the Franco-British line, but we can
only guess rather wildly at the numbers of the
enemy. No one has made more carefully
reasoned calculations of such figures than Mr.
Hilaire Belloc, and his estimate is that the
Germans numbered at least 75 Divisions, as
against 51 or 52 Franco-British (40 French,
6 British). VV^e may place the Franco-British
strength at about 700,000 men.^

These figures, together with the Plan, will,
I hope, serve to explain the remark that the
British could only play a comparatively small
part in the great battle or battles of the Marne.
I \yill now, without discussing strategy or
tactics, summarise under three heads how the
fighting went

:

(1). East. An exceedingly heavy German
attack was being directed from the north
against the line Verdun-Toul-Epinal,

^
For those who may wish t" study in fuller detail the numbers

and composition of the Armies, reference is suggested to "A
General Sketch of Uie War—Second Phase," by Hilaire Belloc
aad Major Whitton's " Tlie Marne Campaign."
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and particularly against the centre and

the town of Nancy. The importance to

the enemy of success at this point may
be gauged from the presence there of the

German Emperor. Here, after deliver-

ing the usual address to his troops, he

liad dressed himself with more than his

usual care, and, surrounded by the usual

glittering staff, stood waiting to make
his triumphal entry into Nancy.

This attack actually began about Sep-

tember 1. It reached its climax just

when General Joffre ordered the advance

along the Allied line. The French, with

far inferior numbers, held and repulsed

the attack »vith a German loss estimated

at about 120,000 men—and the German
Emperor decided to see for himself how
things were going on in East Prussia.

(2). West, Von Kluck had swerved S.E.

in his advance towards Paris. Appar-

ently he thought that the Allied left

(the British and 5th French Army)
would crumble before his outflanking

attack, and that the 6th Army on his

right was not worth bothering about.

As already noted the 6th French

Army was being built up to try an out-

flanking scheme upon the German right.

Suddenly, then, appeared to von Kluck
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this new menace. To meet it he began
to withdraw troops from his left (oppos-
ing the British). Joffre ordered a general
counter-offensive; the 6th Army began
their outflanking movement, and the
British and 5th Army turned to advance.

The weight of this counter-attack in-
duced the Germans to strengthen their
right at the expense of their centre,
and

(8). The Centre was broken into by General
Foch and his divisions. A gap was dis-
covered in the German line, the French
poured in, and by a briUiant stroke the
Battle of the Marne was won. The Ger-
mans had to retreat all along the line.^

There you have the barest possible outline
of this great battle. Nor do I even hint at
the sternness of the fighting, how the French
were at times driven back, clung limpet-like to
new positions, rallied and thrust the invaders
back once more. To our Allies it was now or
never. The decisive stroke, one of the most
brilliant and effective coups-de-main in military
history, was not actually delivered until the late
afternoon of Wednesday, September 9. The

n,J.f"
i^^"°V"'P'-«bablc that ofllcial histories may considerablymod fy this theory. The other theorj. ably supported by Sor

r; rSitVuved b
•

r
'''\"^ '"^'"^ ^^^^ '^""^"« «fe batUwas really p ayed by General Manoury and his Amiy on the ,^estWc must v^ait for liie official statement.
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story of it, whichever version is correct, is still

to be told as it should be. And if Englishmen
are not particularly happy in remembering
foreign names, let us at least remember and
hold in the highest honour the names of
Generals Foch and Manoury.

*

It was late in the evening of Saturday, Sep-
tember 5, that the orders got round that at last

we were to advance as part of a general offen-
sive. That evening Generals Smith-Dorrien
and Haig visited many units of their respective
commands, and if there was any shadow of a
lingering doubt in the minds of the G.O.C.'s
as to the condition and keenness of the men,
that visit finally dispelled it. By good fortune,
too, the day had been a complete rest for nearly
everyone, and that had worked wonders.
Thomas Atkins does like to start his job
properly washed and shaved. And I well re-
member a General Officer making a sudden
appearance amongst a platoon of a certain
famous county regiment.

"Tshun," yelled a lance-corporal.
Out came the heads covered with soap-suds

before the General had time to stop them.
" Go on, men," said the General, **but you

will be glad to hear that we're going to advance
to-morrow." And with a salute and a smile
he passed on.
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There was a moment's pause, and tlicn with
a veil up into the air went the buckets of soa-

water, deluging everyone near by. The men
rushed back to their lines, vigorously rubbing
their heads dry, to spread the good news.

That was how the lads felt about it.

•' I call upon the British Anny in France
to show now to the enemy its power," said

Sir John French in his Order of the Day, " and
to push on vigorously to the attack beside the
6th French Army.*'

Away to the south, througli the dim, misty
glades of the Forest of Crecy before ever the
sun is up, there is a great stirring of marching
men. Here and there and on the flanks bat-

teries of field-guns are pushing along hard, for

they have some lee-way to make up. Close up
with the cavalrj' screens you will find the Horse
Gunners. Their moment, too, is at hand.
Years ago the German Kaiser and his Staff

recognised them as the finest body of troops in

the world; he has seen what they can do in a

retirement (L Battery is not forgotten), now
he and his merry men shall see what they can
do now that the advance is sounded. Yes, it

is good to feel that it is the right direction

at last.

Back to the riverside town of Melun, where
G.H.Q. has its habitation, runs the wireless

current of sympathy. Pere Joffre has just paid
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visit, "fa va bien maintenart, n*est ce
»as?" ** Mais oui, ?a niarche! " G.H.Q. has
lone a deal of packing and unpacking these last

lays. And they are men of few words those
[ed-tabbed, brass-hatted ones. But this time

—

p marchel Once again a procession of lordly

lotor-cars takes the dusty roads and the mairie
[s left empty. The townsfolk are sorry to see
"lem go. Mais si poZw, ces anglais!

Still farther south and we come to our old
priends the motor lorries. Right down to Fon-
linebleau they have displayed Mr. Johnnie
^Valker and his eyeglass, Mr. PuUtite and his

[jorsets, Mr. Mayflower and his margarine before
in enthusiastic country folk. The colours are
lot so brilUant as they were a month ago.
some of the pictures, too, are chipped by bullet
larks, but Mr. Walker smiles serenelv as of

)ld, and brings a feeling of peace to our excit-
able French friends.

Here, too, the rumour comes that the tide
las turned. The lorries fill up to their capacity
iith shells, a last hurried overhauling of parts,
md they, too, are reversed for the north.
\Tout ga marchel

At dawn on Sunday, September 6, the
[battle opened. The tide had turned.
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WITH THE CAVALRY

Chor. Think, when we talk of horses, thai you see themPrinting their proud hoofs V the recLing earth

kin^T'
'^''"^^'' ''"" "'"' "'"'' "''^^ °"'" '

Carry them here and there.

Picture to yourselves our own fair county of

fr'nnh' P" ">« Picture as you would a photo-
graph, and you will see a little of this fragrant
country.de of France through which ourCn
are now advancing.
A land rich in orchards, where heavy

branches dip down to lazy streams and tell adouble harvest of their glowing fruit. A landof yellowmg corn, through which, like wind-
tracks, run the straight, poplar-lined roads
rising and bending to the gentle hills. A landof tiny towns and sleepy hamlets, of noble
chateaux glmimenng white against the sky, of
tiled cottages and thatched barns dimly seen
against the blue dusk of the woodlands

Into this fair land have tlie Huns carried

fh. r '• /i?°^
^^' ^'''^' °^ ^^^ "ttlc river ofthe Grand Morm ran the line of their southern-

i8
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most bivouacs that eve of the Allied advance.
And ever in touch with them our own cavalry

patrols are now beginning to drive them back.
De Lisle is ov.t there with his 9th Lancers, 4th
Dragoon Guards and 18th Hussars. Hubert
Gough, too, with the 8rd and 5th Cavah'y
Brigades.

That first day there was comparatively little

fighting, at least on any big scale. The French
were pushing ahead pretty fast and seemed to
be doing most of the work. With us it was
more an affair of outposts, in which the cavalry
were more particularly engaged. Little dis-

putes over the passage of a stream, the clearing
of a cluster of bams, a squadron charge upon
a spitting machine-gun, and so on.

Typical of this fighting was a trifling affair
near Pezarches. A squadron of Lancers was
working in advance of a section of Horse Gun-
ners when their scouts were suddenly fired upon
from behind a hedgerow which ran across some
farm buildings. Two of ours were hit, one in the
arm, one in the leg. The four advance scouts,
who were dismounted, at once began to fall back
upon the main body, firing as they retired.

In the meantime the CO. dismounted half
his troop and lined a parallel hedge to pour in
a hot return fire. The other half-troop worked
round under cover of a wood to try to get the
enemy on the flank.
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The enemy fire seemed to slacken, and some
of the Germans were seen making for their
horses.

"They're bolting! Come on, boys," pr^d
the subaltern was in his saddle and over the iovv
hedge with his men after him in less time t .n-.
it takes to tell.

But half way across the open a couple of
machine-guns opened fire straight in front.
The subaltern mixed up a curse with a prayer
that the other half-troop would get round in
tmie and held straight ahead.

Over the next hedge and the subaltern
launched straight into the middle of a litter of
astonished pigs. Down came the horse and two
piglets had all the breath knocked out of them.
It was rather inglorious, but they certainly
saved the officer's life. Before he could get up
bis half-troop were in amongst the few remain-mg enemy troopers, while the machine-guns
went on spitting death into friend and foe alike.

Now the Gunner subaltern had grasped
what was happening, and it looked rather
serious

;
nor could he see how he was to lend a

hand. Anyway, he decided to trek after the
second half-troop. Round the wood the sec-
tion went at a canter just as the troop was
clear and hning up to charge. And then
Lancers and Gunners in those breathless seconds
could tell what they were up against.
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It was a regular little tactical trick of the
Germans. A handful of cavalry would form a

screen, and working up behind would come a

couple, say, of fast motor lorries, each carding
40 odd men, Jaegers generally, and a couple of
machine-guns. The cavalry would hold the line

while the infantry deployed, and would then
slip away, unmasking the machine-guns. But
in this case the enemy evidently had not noticed
our flanking movement.

"Mine, I think!" said the Gunner sub-
altern.

You have to make up your mind pretty
quickly in a case like that, and the guns swept
out into the open without a check of the pace.
A sudden wheel. Then, " Halt, action front I

'*

and an admirably placed shell informed the
Huns that the game was not to be so one-sided
after all. Before six rounds had been fired two
of the machine-guns were out of action and the
Lancers charged, while the gunners turned
their attention to the motor lorries. One lorry
got away

, the other didn't. And a quarter of
an hour later one of the first batches of Huns^
was on its way to comfortable quarters in
England.

The whole affair had lasted about a quarter
of an hour, and the dear old lady who owned
the farm looked on all the while from an upper
window, as though it were a stage play arranged
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for her especial benefit. When it »vas all over

down she came to help with the wounded and
dispense drinks.

The subaltern who had jumped on the V ?s,

and was none the worse for the adventure save

for a sprained ankle, tried to explain.
" Mille pardons, madame," said he in his

best French, "tres fache j'ai jumped on votre

petits pores."

That settled it. Madame didn't know what
he meant, but she recognised "pores" and
flew out into the yard.

"Good heavens," exclaimed the Gunner
subaltern who was helping to carry one of his

men into the house, "there's some cursed

German after the women." And he drew his

revolver and ran, too, as shriek after shriek rent

the air.

Round the comer he came full tilt upon
half a dozen Lancers doubled up with laughter

round an old woman who was calling heaven to

witness her grievous loss.

" What the " he began, taking a trooper

by the scruff of the neck. And then he saw.

Well, quiet was at length restored and
Madame eventually pacified by a golden half-

sovereign and the first subaltern's cap badge.

And that gallant officer is, I am glad to say,

still ready and willing to heave you out of the

window whenever you may innocently inquire
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as to the price of pork. But as he is now a

major you have to be rather discreet.

The Germans had certainly brought their

machine-gun work to a fine art. In the earlier

volume I have described how they used them in

infantry attack, and a few more notes at this

stage may also prove of interest.

The great importance which the enemy
attached to machine-guns is seen from the fact

that where the British Army went in for rifle

practice and competitions like those at jJislej^

and elsewhere the Germans held machine-gun

competitions. They consider these to be in-

finitely more valuable. Each infantry regiment

carries with it perhaps twelve of these guns, and

they are always moved as a part of the regi-

mental transport.

And the ingenuity which has been expended

upon this transport is as remarkable as any-

thing in their military organisation. Secrecy

seems to be the dominant note. They are

carried either on light motor-lorries or two-

wheeled carts; sometimes on stretchers with a

rug or covering thrown over. And at a short

distance away these last look for all the world

like a wounded man being carried by a couple

of Red Cross orderlies. In fact, on many occa-

sions our men have been completely taken in

by the trick and have held their fire.
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The carts, too, are generally provided with

double bottoms, in which the machine-guns are

packed, and perhaps four men ride in the

vehicle. The rest of the cart is piled up with

odds and ends of various kinds, and no one

would guess the real contents. Instances have

been recorded at G.H.Q. where some of these

carts were captured and the guns never dis-

covered until later someone knocked a bottom

through by accident.

Then they have another trick of burying a

machine-gun when there is a risk of capture.

A wooden cross is put over the " grave," and,

of course, no one would dream of disturbing

the "body."
But as we have long since come to expect

from the Huns, several of the transport tricks

are not legitimate. Cases of abuse of the Red
Cross were quite common. Knowing the

enemy now for what they are it is obvious that

they would not miss so excellent an opportunity

of getting up close to their opponents by em-

blazoning their machine-gun lorries with a big

red cross. ^ One can recall several instances

where our men or French or Belgians have

allowed a German Red Cross ambulance to

drive close by when, as it passed, the hood

» The Germans, with their curious mentality, cannot believe

that other nations would not adopt similar tactics in abuse of the

Red Cross. Hence their attacks on hospital ships.

_^
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(of steel) has been slipped down to disclose

a machine-gun which has promptly opened

fire.

One particularly flagrant case was recorded

a week after the Advance had begun. Here a

party of Germans was seen advancing and wav-

ing a Red Cross flag in front of four stretch** s

carried by orderlies. The British officer ordered

the cease fire and the party approached. When
they were about 800 yards off a murderous

maxim fire was opened. A general mix-up fol-

lowed, and after our reinforcements had satis-

factorily disposed of the would-be murderers

the stretchers were found with the machine-guns

still strapped on them.

As our advance pushed on, although it was

rather a slow business at the outset, the fighting

became more severe. The enemy made the best

use of the difficult country, and we were con-

tinually checked by their cavalry and machine-

gun tactics. When it was a question of dealing

with their cavalry alone, and our own had half a

chance, it was all over in a few minutes. It was

the combination which worked the mischief.

But even here the balance was not too heavy

against us, for our cavalry seemed to be as useful

dismounted as they were mounted, while their

shooting was well up to the standard of the

infantry.
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II

I cannot do better than illustrate these two

sides of our cavalry work by two incidents which,

oddly enough, happened in the same engage-

ment.

A regiment of German Dragoons had

pushed its way south through the little village

of Moncel after the retreating British. Now
had come the inexplicable order to abandon the

pursuit and return the way they had come. It

was not in the best of tempers that the dragoons

clattered once again down the village street, for

the cursed English cavalry had been leading

them a rare dance all the afternoon, and the ex-

perience had not been a pleasant one.

" Captain Schniff with a squadron will hold

the village till further orders," the colonel com-

manded as he took the remainder of the regi-

ment with him on the northern road.

The captain did not feel too happy about

the position, and thought once or twice of tele-

phoning to headquarters for a couple of maxims.

However, deciding to make the best of it, he

turned his attention to instilling a little whole-

some respect for " Kultur " into the villagers.

Unfortunately, his class was likely to be a small

one, for everybody had fled with the exception

of three old women, two girls, two old men and

four or five children.

Nothing daunted, be and his men set to work

upon the principles officially laid down by his

tiL
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Government,* with the gratifying result that

before nightfall the two old men had both been

shot for trying to defend their womenfolk from

insult; one girl had been outraged and had

escaped somewhere after shooting the man with

his own carbine, and the remainder had been

reduced to a state of mental and physical

paralysis.
* i.

• •

Thus the night passed without further nci-

dent. But in the early morning the outposts

fell back upon the village with the news that

British cavalry had been seen in considerable

strength moving in their direction. With a

hurried order to the senior sergeant Captain

Schniff made his way to a small outhouse at

the end of the village where the field-telephone

line ended, and in a few seconds had informed

his brigade H.Q. that he was expecting an

attack in force at any minute.

It came before he had removed the receiver-

cap from his head.

Three sudden shots and Captain Schniflf,

running out into the street, found himself in the

middle of a whirl of men and horses. Half his

squadron had mounted, the rest had just got

hold of their horses when the wave of British

cavalry swept in from the south. A troop of the

9th Lancers, acting as advance guard, had driven

1 " The Usages of War on Land," issued by the General Slaft

of the Genaan Army. Translated by J. H. Morgan.
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in the outposts, and not knowing, and caring
less, what the enemy strength might be, had
galloped straight at the village.

A few minutes of mad cut and thrust and
the old people were avenged. The Lancers
cleared the street from end to end almost in a
single sweep. By the little outhouse door stood
Schniff, pistol in hand. His first shot brought
down a trooper with a bullet through his chest.
His second tore a cut through a horse's shoulder.
Then the wave swept over him. It passed ; but
the German captain still stood against the lintel,
pinned to the wood with a sabre thrust clean
through the neck.

Ranks were re-formed, two or three scouts
sent forward to the north, and a message was
despatched to the main body to report. There
with the 9th Lancers were the 18th Hussars,
and a brief debate followed as to whether they
should push on or hold the village for a spell.
The Colonel in command of the Lancers knew
fair^v accurately the enemy strength in c ..valry
in the immediate neighbourhood, and the odds
against the British were rather heavy.

However, the point was soon decided for
them. Captain Schniff's telephone message had
been promptly acted upon, and some four new
German squadrons were already well on the
way to support their comrades. Our out-
posts fell back in their turn with the report
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that the enemy were approaching fast from
two sides.

A squadron of the Hussars was at once sent

forward with orders to dismount and get under
cover ready to open fire as they saw the best

opportunity. The Lancers were formed up clear

of the village, but still out of sight of the ad-

vancing Germans. The joking and laughter have

for the moment died away, and every man
sits as though carved in stone with that curious,

empty feeling inside which will always creep

over one when waiting for the moment. Officers

nervously fidget at the reins and try to appear

unconcerned as they rack their brains for a

sentence or two of encouragement or warning
for their men. The Colonel is well out to the

front carefully judging the ground and distance.

There is a gentle dip in the ground which his

eye at once tells him is the spot where the shock
should come. That extra down gradient will

be worth to him a score more men.
''We'll get them all right," a subaltern

says over his shoulder. *' They always pull in

a bit when we're on them." He had been
through it before with his men, and knew about
that odd, sudden shrinking which seems to
attack German cavalry at the critical moment.
The men knew too, and they instinctively settled

to a tighter grip in the saddle, every eye on the
man who was to lead them. The eternal seconds

< 11
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passed and the tension grew till it was weii-nigh

unbearable; just as when a bowstring is slowly

drawn back until it seems that the yew will

surely snap.

Suddenly the Colonel sees that the moment
has come. The enemy are riding diagonally

across his front, and it may be possible to meet

them before they can fully change direction.

The signal is given and the Lancers have started,

so steadily that they might be entering the arena

at Olympia for the musical ride.

The pace increases. The Colonel has given

his men plenty of room, for they'll need every

bit of advantage they can get. " Steady, men,

steady !
" The enemy have begun to wheel

—

Now!
One tremendous bound forward and the

gallant horses are stretched out to the utter-

most. Down the slope they thunder. Each

man tries to pick an opponent, but there is no

time. There is one mighty crash all down the

line. The Lancers have got home. Heave!

and they are through. TLrough, with hardly a

check of the pace, and on. The files close in

and the men begin to drag at the bit reins.

A wheel into section, and so to the village,

again.

The Germans, too, have checked and

wheeled round, but they are not so steady.

Though by far the heavier cavalry they have

i
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been badly mauled. It \sas like the little Eng-

lish ships sailing through and raking the great

galleons of the Spanish Annada. Still, they

recover and turn to retire the way they had

come. Back they trot, re-forming ranks as they

go. Now they have reached the northern end

of the village. Now three hundred yards past,

when there is a sudden burst of rifle fire and

a hail of bullets ploughs through the hardly

formed ranks.

(You had forgotten all about the Hussars,

hadn't you?)
t. . j- • r

But the Germans know what disciphne

means, and they are courageous enough too.

There is a momentary confusion, but a sudden

word of command pulls them together, and

about eighty odd men from the inner flank

wheel about.

"By Jove! " exclaims the Hussar sqaadron

leader, "they're actually going to charge us."

Then, after a moment to make sure, "Cease

fire!—we'll wait for 'em," he adds to himself.

The other officers and N.C.O.'s ' e in a

moment what they are to do. It is an old

trick, but it calls for nerves of steel to carry

it out. The Hussars had been firing "rapid

independent" on the retiring Germans, a.d it

is not always easy to get your men quickly in

hand again, especially when there is an

avalanche of men and horses coming down on
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top of you. Still, the Germans do not hold

a grinding monopoly in discipline, and you
might say that 8 crack British regiment will

go one better, for the men are trained and
disciplined as human beings, not machines.

*• Not a shot till you get the word, and then
two good volieys," sings out the O.C. *' Aim
low."

The German cavalry has covered 150 yards.

They are getting alarmingly close, and coming
for all they are worth dead straight. Again it

is just a matter of seconds, but the O.C. is

as cool as though it were practice on the Pir-

bright ranges.

100 yards ! and—" Pfire !

'*

Every Hussar had picked his man, and that

one volley accounted for practically the entire

line of Dragoons. They say that only ten got

back.

So ended perhaps the most orilliant cavalry

engagement of the war up to that date, and,

so far as I am aware, up to the time of writing.

It illustrates very happily the moimted and dis-

mounted work of our cavalry in those early

days. All the world knows how magnificently

they fought later in the trenches and not only

our own Home cavalry, but those splendid men
from India, the Deccan Horse, the Poona
Light Horse, and other crack regiments.

The story, too, seems to tell of an adven-
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tiire in some earlier war. Of a time when t)ic

enemy was worthy of your steel, and each fa -ed

the other for clean give-and-take fighting, with

the better man to win. No rancour on either

side, but a shake of the hand and a drink shared

when it was over. Oh, the pity of it that the

Germans cannot always fight so!

<£.vi-v 'it ': IWlJHIiK'
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KULTUR

K. Hen. Now, if these men have defeated the law and

outrun native punishment, though they can outstrip men,

they have no wings to fly from God.

Never, I suppose, since the dawn of history

have a number of men crowded into so small a

circle of time so many and such varied experi-

ences as those which fell to the lot of that First

Expeditionary Force of ours during the first six

weeks of the war. I look back upon those

autumn days of 1914, and they seem no more

than " the insubstantial pageant of a dream."

A dream from which, on the awakening, a few

incidents stand out sharp and clear, but all else

is lost save only a sense of atmosphere, of

environment.

It was that atmosphere which I sought to

recapture for the first part of the narrative.

And now. as I embark upon the second part,

I tind that some subtle change has taken place.
*' Naturally," you will exclaim, " you have

turned from a harassed retreat to a victorious

advance. Of course it is different."

No, it is not that ; at least, not wLolly that.

34
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I can see the dividing line between retreat and
advance, but it is something bigger, more
vague. Somehow the general tone of the
campaign is different. The enemy is not the
same, the countryside, the inhabitants, all are
changed. Before the Advance was four days
old there seems to have been, looking back
now, some indefinable change even with our
own men, some difference in outlook, some sub-
dued note which sounded like a grave counter-
point beneath their natural elation at the turn
of affairs. I do not think this lasted, for the
inborn gaiety of the British soldier soon re-
asserted itself. But I seem to have detected
it throughout this month of September.

And I am inclined to think that the new
mental outlook which did not come upon us
until the Advance had well begun was due to
this, that we reahsed for the first time the in-
credible tragedy of this mighty social cataclysm.
Look back for a moment and you may perhaps
understand.

Barely a month had passed since that fateful
August holiday night. Scarcely had the men
realised that the country was at war before they
were swept up by a giant hand, thrust into
trains and troopships, dropped into a foreign
land, hurried through the country and set before
this Prussian god of destruction like Hindoo
devotees before the car of Juggernaut. Before
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they could begin to adjust themselves to these

astonishing conditions they were swept back
again through the mazes of a veritable night-

mare. Everything was unreal, phantasmal.

Villages, countryfolk, the pursuing hordes of

blue-grey figures, all seemed to dance through
the brain like motes in a vampire mist.

Then slowly came the awakening. The
dream-cloud lifted and they began to see

clearly. Before the Retreat had ended the men
were themselves again. They turned to drive

their pursuers back ; and as they drove them
back the British and French saw. Now they
knew War for what it was ; they recognised for

what they were the beings who had hurled it

upon the world.

So this was modern war; and this was how
a great modern and civilised people waged it!

"Kultur had passed that way! "

It was along the line of the Grand Morin
river, from the town of Coulommiers through
Rebais and so beyon^^ La Ferte that our men
made their first rcj aintance with German
"Kultur." There . been a few isolated in-

stances during the iicLieat, symptoms of Hun
brutality which had for the moment stricken

with horror the unit inunediately concerned.

But now the troops suddenly crossed the

threshold of a new world : a world which revealed
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as in a blinding lightning-flash not merely the
wanton excesses and unbridled licence of an in-

vading army, but the unspeakable depravity of
a nation.

Remember that at this time the war was
barely a month old. The civilised world had
not yet learned of the crimes committed in
Belgium; the Lusitania had not been sunk,
Rheims Cathedral had not been shelled, the
ghastly story of Wittenberg camp was yet to
come. Even the rumour about Dinant, Ter-
monde and Louvain had barely reached the
Army in the field, nor indeed was it credited.
Personally, the first mail I received after leav-
ing England on August 14, and the first news-
paper I saw, was on September 16 at the Aisne.
We knew practically nothing of the course of
events. I mention these facts to suggest more
clearly how unprepared the men must have been
for the sights they now witnessed.

The little town of Rebais was the first.

There were about two streets of houses still

standing, the remainder was merely a ruin.
When the first British troops entered after
driving out the enemy it was imagined that the
town was quite deserted. But after diligent
search a few old men and half-crazy women
were discovered in cellars and basements. A
corporal and a couple of men got into one shop,
and in the back room found two young girls.
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I

They were trying to climb up the blank wall,
legs and arms outstretched, as though they were
flies. At the entrance of the men they merely
glanced over their shoulders and laughed a
laugh which sent a shudder through the veins.
When the corporal touched them they turned
round, crouched on the ground and fawned
upon him like puppies. In a cot close by lay the
broken body of a tiny child. The corporal
went out and reported to his officer with the tears
rolling down his face.

Rebais, too, was the scene of one of the most
extraordinary cases of sexual perversion on the
part of some Germans ever recorded. I cannot
possibly set down the story here ; besides, it has
already been published.* But it may be re-
marked in passing that one of the outstanding
features of Hun " Kultur," as exhibited in Bel-
gium and Northern France, has been a glut of
such obscene and bestial acts as can only be
detailed between the covers of a book of medical
science as instances of mental and physical
depravity.

From this line of country northward to the
Aisne the Huns had left behind them one long
track of foul deeds, ruin and desolation; a
memory which nothing will efface from the heart
of the French people till France is no more a

•"German Atrocities" (T. Fislior Unwin). by J. H. Morgan,
late Home uiTice Commissioner with the LJ.E.F., p, 62.
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nation. Some few places escaped in great
measure, but there was not one which did not
bear some traces of that trail of slime.

Here is a charming country-house which
looks down to Nogent and the smiling valley

of tlie Marne. One wing of the house projects

and encloses on three sides a large courtyard.

A company of our infantry bivouacked hard by
one night, and the officers thought they might
find hospitality in the house. Unable to make
anyone hear, they went round to the courtyard
side. This is what they found. The yard was
ankle-deep in feathers—of pigeons and chickens.

The gutters ran black-red with the blood of

pigs and farm-stock. Hundreds of birds must
have been slaughtered—from the number of
pigeonries around the owner was evidently a
fancier on a large scale.

The officers found a door open and entered
the house. Stumbling over some broken wood-
work and a big " grandfather" clock which lay

across the passage, they came to a room which
lay in darkness save for a narrow shaft of light

from a chink in the shutters. Through the door
tliere drifted a stench beside which the open
sewers of a Chinese city in the height of sum-
mer would have smelt like a rose-garden. When
at last they had ventured in, candles in hand,
it was found that, in addition to the carcass of
a pig which had been slaughtered on the carpet,
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tiie ro >m had been used, evidently by a number
of men, as a latrine. Everything, too, which
coujl be broken lay shattered on the floor,

with curtains, blinds, tapestries and chair-

coverings smeared with excreta and filth.

To cut the story short, practically every room
in the house was in much the same condition.

The state of the bedrooms, the linen, ladies'

garments and so forth was simply indescribable.

One isolated case? No. Ask the French
Government how many of their chateaux in

those Departments of France escaped such a fate.

In the great majority of cases the destruction

or, in its milder forms, the mischief, was purely

wanton. Destruction simply for the sake of

destruction. Ironmongery shops and houses

where there were plenty of bottles and glasses

to smash seemed particular favourites. In town
after town we came across ironmongers' where
thousands of nails and screws were scattered

from the drawers and boxes all over the floors

;

or perfumers' shops where all the bottles of
liquids had been broken by pistol bullets or
rifle butts.

Cooking utensils would be looted in one
town, used and then thrown into the ditch to

save the trouble of transport, and the process
would be repeated in the next village. At least,

this was the only explanation we could imagine
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for the number of pots and pans found lying
about uncleaned.

Systematic looting was quite the least of the
crimes committed. And one may give some
idea of the extent to which this was carried out
by citing the one town of Coulommiers, a place
about the size of Tunbridge Wells. Here the
Iluns, during the two days of their occupation,
pillaged the houses and did uiinor damage to
the value of some £10,000. Such was the con-
dition of the to\\'n when our troops expelled
the Germans from it at the beginning of
September.

Of the outrages and mutilations inilicted

upon women and young girls and children T
hardly trust myself to write. Their number
seemed well-nigh incalculable. Never a town,
village, or hamlet, rarely a farmstead did our men
pass during those days of victory and horror
but poor victims stretched forth imploring aims
or lay still with fast-glazing eyes, mute wit-
nesses to the bestial savagery of the invaders,
the nation of supermen destined by their

"friend" God to inherit the earth. Of a
surety will the God Whom they never cease to
blaspheme take His count upon them on that
Great Day when St. Joseph shall marshal before
Him in witness the ranks of those poor tortured
souls.
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Though vengeance, though repayment are

His, yet such is man that he must at times
rejoice at the finding of a human instmment.
One such case I recall, and I can find no regret
in my heart for the fate of one, at least, of these

savages.

It was at a farm near Chateau-Thierry. A
patrol of Uhlans rode by. Through the open
door the;' could see the goodvvife busy about
her dutie. crooning the while to her baby as

he playe by the hearth. Roughly the men
demanded food, and, entering, one of the patrol

made as if to hurt the child. Food was refused,

the woman saying that she had nothing in the
house. A search of the house proved fruitless,

and they again made their demand. Again she
replied that there was none. Thereupon the
men seized her, pinned her against the door and
crucified her, arms outstretched, with knives

through her wrists. The child they seized,

broke one of his tiny arms, and threw him down
before her. Then they rode away, leaving behind
one of their number for some purpose or other.

When the patrol had gone on the man who
remained again asked for food and drink. And
the woman, in agony, nodded assent. The
knives were withdrawn. The man seated him-
self at the table while the woman staggered

out to the back. In a minute or so she re-

turned, holding something under her apron.
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The Uhlan sat quietly at the table looking

through a notebook. The woman came behind

him as though to place a dish on the table. A
sudden effort and she drew from beneath her

apron a heavy chopper. With a single crash

she split his skull. Then, seizing her baby, she

fled out into the woods.

There is perhaps no people in the world who
have earned a more sinister reputation for in-

genuity in torture than the Chinese. Methods
employed in our own country during the Middle
Ages or by the Spanish Inquisition were bad
enough, as we know too well. But Germany,
with its stucco civilisation, has outdistanced all.

The Chinese are adepts in the torture of the

body ; the Germans torture body and soul. The
Chinese may torture the individual; the Ger-
mans add the refinement of torturing two or

more together. They will outrage a wife in

the presence of her husband^ a daughter before

her mother. They will tic a mother up and
nuitilate her baby before her eyes. All these

things have they done again and again : not in

the heat of battle, but under the coolness of

rigid discipline; with the connivance and
encouragement of their officers.^

• A typical and thoroughly autlienticated case, where a German
s )l.lier (lipped ? baby's head into a saucepan of boiling water to
make V.ie mother produce some more coilce, is quoted in the
Appendix to the Bryce Report, p. 287.
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A company of British infantry was march-

ing through a Marne village. One of the men
turned to wave a hand to a little girl whose
face appeared at a first-floor window of a cot-
tage.

•' Silly owl
!
" remarked a pal. *' Can't vou

.seeit'sad)ll?" ^
The company marched on. In the evening

•some men from an Irish regiment joined up,
and It chanced that the little incident of the
afternoon was mentioned in a joking way.

*' It was a child," said an Irishman gravely.
"Shure, we saw herself. McClusky and me
and some of us went in. 'Twas a baby tied
across the window, with a cruel bay'net in her.
Aye, and an old man, too, and a woman and
a boy, all stabbed to the death. "»

Do you befei-i dimly to realise what was
this new world through which the British
Army was advancing? Do you now appre-
ciate a little of the feeling which steeled their
hearts?

^
And since it is of interest to learn how the

invaders themselves regarded their own doings,
here is the translation of a portion of a letter
written by a German soldier," and seled .

'

at

17o'
^^" '^* *""''^"' narrated in " The R. treat from Mons" p.

» The name, regiment, brigade and division of !ho writ.-r arc on
the original, together with date and town.
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random from a number of others. The letter

is addressed to a German girl.

••I am sending you a bracelet made out of a
shell. It will be a nice souvenir for you of a German
warrior whr had been through the whole campaign
and killed many French. I have also bayoneted
several women. During the fight at Batonville {sic)

I did for seven women and four young girls in five
minutes," etc.

On the other hand, it is pleasant to record
that one diary at least has come into the pos-
session of the P'rench authorities in which the
author, an officer in a Saxon corps, honestly
deplores the vandalism and wanton outrages
conniiitted by the soldiery.

"The place," he writes, "is a disgrace
to our army." And he adds the significant

words
:

" The column commanders are re-

sponsible for the greater part of the damage,
as they could have prevented the looting and
destruction."

With that I close this harrowing chapter.

I have tried to set forth those incidents as

dispassionately as possible, and have steeled

myself to the effort. Of several I write at

first-hand. There are others still more horrible

of which I know but cannot narrate. To say

that the memory of those scenes is seared for
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ever iii the brain is hopeiessly inadequate.
They have clianged the \(ry h\es oi" tne
men who \.itne.s.sed thcin. [ou ciuild it bt

otherwise ?

And 1 have made inysel write il em •' w
partly tha^ this may he a tniv naria:ivc <.: those
early days n!" Lhi> War of I-ibenition but mher
that (' r people n.ay realise—S(, far i^ ,t printt i

page lan conip( , (he reui tiaUir of \ cm n.,

of eivir^ation and humanit;. .

I nave remarked < lat it is he d« ^rav^

of a 'hole uaion rather tlum '\e int. vid

exeess. s of an army wiueh is i 'x.n.sibb I-

these Lhings. A national r, :v cHt tlit

spirit of the nation. The CeiMuin Vrn as,

.1! the outbreak of war, t sr ^n ; m.v as
Britain in 191(> had i . tlu lieh .u ciita-

tivc, I mea! of the ttion ln a Wi .je. It
'vas not a seleet bod\ >>t' luirssioP!* troops
sueh as ours was. And iL is thi! atioual

i.nny— and, throiiuii il. i le uer? a op'^'

—

whieh was gudt\ »f iuost increc uuti ^es
against al! laws miai: and divii. .

F'or \«, pu>i, H iigh but a few of us
realist d it, le n;! stat ties o^ Germany

oo
I

iiii the rapid moralhave indieai d on

degenerati . of ti, p'-^n It has at length
found its t prcssioii i..r y^ e re^t of the
world is ton -rned, in .c treniei iS catalogue

crimes ci. n itted by Germaii a^Idiers and
..f
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I

sailors, which, fmrn the number and the ferocity
of them, have ictually at last dulled tiie brain
of civil satioii. w'e have, for instance, come to
accepi the nmrder on the high se;is of women
and chi Iren . s a matter of everyday occ irrence.

But no national army and na\>, recruited
as it is from the ranks of the nation itself, could
IX ssibiy guilty of such obscenity and crimi-
nality were it not that the poison had choked
their \cry blood. It is the Gennan people
who arc w . Have ^vc already forgotten
t! unholy y throughout Germany which
' cted the inkinjf of the Lusi ania and so
t deliberate murder of scores of women and
ci, idren? Or the delight eviiued when Zep-
pelins shed lestruction on harmless non-com-
batants? (>r the dehberate torture inflicted

ii 'mils upon helpless, wounded
war conveyed through their
iost incredible of all, the cal-

)us cruelty of German Red
mothers, sisters and wives of

Ml'by Geru
prisoner^

country ?

culatcd anu

Cross nurses

Gern^ans?

They say that we fight to crush Prussian
militarism; that we will never treat with the
Hohenzollerns and ruling aste; that we would
free the German pc .pie from their oppressors.
How foolish it soiUids! We understand the
Germans as little as the Genua js understar
human beings. What purpose to humar"
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will be served by a German revolution? The
German people remain. Does civilisation hope
completely to change the mental and physical
outlook of an entire people who, in their nature,
have altered not a whit since they emerged from
their primeval caves and forests?

These are the things which I would have
my fellow-countrymen and women remember
when the day of reckoning comes. The men
who are now fighting in France and Flanders
have not seen things such as I have set down.
But there are still amongst them a few—a tiny
few—who have seen and who remember. Shall
not these be allowed a voice when that reckon-
ing arrives? And France? She will ne» ;r for-
get. And it is France and Belgium who will
cast the die; for it is they who have suffered.
Suffered in such wise as this England of ours
has not dreamed of.

Par mes champs dhmstis, par mes villcs en flammes.
Par vies dlages fusilUs,

Par le cri des enfants massacris el des fetnmest
Par mes fils tomhis par milliers—

Je jure de venger le Droit et la Justice.

And if at the last the justice of men
cannot reach the criminals, still is there the
justice of God, and that shall not fail.

" They have no wings to fly from God."



IV

DAYS OF THE ADVANCE

K. Hen. The game's afoot

:

Follow your spirit, and upon this charge
Cry—"God for Harry, England, and Saint George ! "

Half a dozen dumpy, grey motor-buses,
newly sped out of Paris, came panting
heavily up the hill. They had been converted
by French mgenuity into big meat-safes, and
as they climbed one caught a glimpse of legs
of mutton through the wire gauze which was
stretched across the window-frames.

"Benk, 'O'bum, Benk! Penny all the
way!" was the greeting all down the ranks
of a perspiring battalion incontinently thrust
to the side of the road to allow the vehicles

[to pass.

'* We could do with a few o' them, mate,"
remarked Private Cherry to his next number.

Ihat s wot we want—some of them ole num-
ber levens orf of the Strand. It's orl right
this i^oot-sloggin' is, in a manner o' speakin';
but wot I sez is, that yer carn't ginger up the
Allemons not 'arf wot yer might. Lummel
Ihey carn't arf 'op it! Why, yer- »»

E
49
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"Fall in!"
The men drop back into their fours, and

in a few moments are off again after the
retreating Germans.

By now that retreat is beginning to look
suspiciously like a rout. It was not that, but
the men were mightily cheered by the sight
of abandoned vehicles and impedimenta of all

kinds, and particularly by the steady stream
of prisoners being passed through to the rear.

You can imagine the curiosity with which
Private Thomas A. regarded the first detach-
ments which were escorted by. The general
opinion was summed up in the sentence

:

" Rummy-lookin' lot of blighters, aren't
they?"

And you may take that as an expression
of amused affection, criticism, plcy, dislike, or
sarcasm, as you please. Knowing something
of Tommy and his ways, I am inclined to
think that there was a generous sprinkling of
the first-named quality included. That was at

the beginning. After a few days' experience
of their behaviour, and until the Aisne was
reached, that opinion was somewhat modified.
It ran:

**
j

j»

Those Huns became a posit v nuisance.
You couldn't move without ling up
against little parties anxious to return to
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England, and our 1 .s were far too busy .to

bother about providing escorts. Not that
escorts were really needed, for Cousin Fritz
was reniarkably docile. A single unitomi of
khaki was quite sufficient, even if the wearer
carried no more lethal a weapon than a walk-
ing-stick.

Long after the wave of pursuit had rolled
the Germans back, they still went on surrender-
ing to the bus-drivers and A.S.C. in the rear.
One A.S.C. corporal went for a short evening
stroll in a little wood hard by. He did not
even carry a stick, but he came back decorated
with rifles and bayonets and things, and three
sheepish Huns in tow.
A special department was needed to cope

with prisoners. This was soon improvised, and
our men got into the habit of straggling off to
round up Huns. It became quite an evening
pastime if there was a halt of a few hours for
a rest and food. By the way, there is another
httle habit of Thomas A. You would imagine
that he would be only too glad to sit down
after a stiff march and a bit of a scrap, have
his tea and smoke his -fag" in peace. Not
a bit of it. If he cannot fird a football to
kick about, he'll sit and ** buck " on every
conceivable subject until he has to fall in
again-and then he is so sleepy he can't keep
nis eyes open.
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And the chance of securing a few souvenirs

for the "missus" at home was too good to

let sHp. Some of these little trophies of the

chase were quite worth having, although I am
not quite sure that Tommy should have taken

them. We have a somewhat different stan-

dard from the Ilun in these matters. Still, as

most of the souvenirs were pressed upon the

captors out of gratitude, it was probably in

order. Of course, a handsome gold watch, or

a pair of useful field-glasses, may sometimes

have changed hands as an expression of grati-

tude; but I suspect that cases involving a

little gentle persuasion were not quite un-

known, for it is difficult to imagine that a

Hun would willingly part with such things.

A lad of mine was very proud over one of

his captures. I don't know how this particular

man was rounded up, but he turned out to

be no less a personage than the premier marks-

man of the German Army. At least, he said

he was, and showed the gold Imperial badge
on the sleeve of his tunic. The badge now
reposes in a little frame on the wall of a best

parlour somewhere down the Walworth Road,
S.E.

Here is another trifling incident in this

wholesale capture of Huns which shall be re-

corded, not because it was of any particular

importance or interest, but because its sue-
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cessful issue was in some measure due (I will

be quite frank with j'ou) to one of my own
little fads. Most of us have our fads and
fancies, and one of mine chances to be in-
sisting on the importance of "observation,"
keeping your eyes and cars open and making
correct deductions from trifles. Incidentally,
the men concerned were town lads, who were
only beginning such training.

One morning a farmer came along and
begged us to settle up with some Huns who
w^re making themselves too much at home in
his house. A small paitrol of men under a cor-
poral, all being trained in observation work,
was selected. They had to try to rush the
farm without their approach being seen.

The back of the farm gave on to a copse of
trees. "What kind 1 trees?" asked the
corporal. "Beech," was the reply. So the
corporal knew at once that as there is little or
no undergrowth in a beech copse it would be
difficult to get at the house unseen from that
side. However, they made a start.

Very quietly they approached the copse.
Suddenly a pair of wood-pigeons flew out, dis-
turbed, so they guessed, by someone in the
wood. That settled it, for there was no one

[else about save the Huns. The patrol crept
!

round to the front, got in and surprised four
i
Huns m the back kitchen. A fifth was in the
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copse collecting wood. Had the corporal not

known about beech trees, and had they misted

the significance of the pigeons' flight, the

little surprise might not have come off so suc-

cessfully.

A keen Press correspondent would have

given his ears for the chance of being present

with the B.E.F. on Tuesday and Wednesday,
September 8 and 9, and of standing on the

southern ridges above the Marne Valley as the

flghting developed. For the moment one

seemed to forget the horror of modem war-

fare in this bird's-eye view of intense movement.

Here, at least, was a battle out of the story

books, and one may reasonably doubt whether

such another will ever be witnessed.

Our front ran along the south bank of the

Marne and extended, roughly, from Chateau-

Thierry on the east to La Ferte on the west.

Midway between lay the village of Nogent
I'Artaud. This was only a small place, but of

considerable importance, owing to the main
road from the south which passed through and
crossed the river by an excellent bridge, a fine

specimen of French engineering work. The
river at this point is about as broad as the

Thames at Windsor. On either bank the

ground slopes gradually down, the ridges on the

southern banks being rather the higher. The
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dead level of the valley, with t!^e rivei flowing

through, is perhaps a mile across.

Thus standing on the high ground above

Nogent you get a fine panorama of the Mame
Valley, and so it is 'rom here that we will

watch events for a mintues. The general

position is that you an the German rear-guards

crossing the river and following the main bodies

which are trekking off to the north as hard as

they can move. The British are gradually

gaining the southern ridges and then launching

down into the valley and up beyond in stern

pursuit. But although it is definite pursuit, the

fighting is deadly serious all through, and every

point of vantage which can help the enemy is

hotly contested by them.

At La Ferte the Third Corps* under General

Pulteney were having a stiff fight to cross the

river, for the Germans had destroved the

bridges. But the good old English county

regiments down there were not going to be

held up by a trifle like that. They'm coonA

up from Zommerzet, they be—and Zom-
merzet breeds good fighting men. And then
there are lads from the stiff plough-lands

of Essex, as hardy as the soil of that stem
county. And there are Hampshire lads, and

• This corps (so-called) vas then composed only of the Fourth
Division and 19th Infantry Brigade. It will be remembered that
these commands had been hitherto worlclng under General Smith-
Dorrien.
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lads from lovely Warwickshire, and lads fra
Lancashire. Wales, too, with her Fusiliers,
had her share of the fight that day. Add in
Highlanders and battalions of three different
Irish regiments, and you'll see what a com-
mand that little Third Corps was. The G.O.C.
should have been a proud man those days.

The bridges are gone and the Germans hold
the north bank with a few dozen machine-guns.
Behind these up the slopes are batteries of
field-guns. No, it does not seem a very easy
tusk.

British batteries, not more than a dozen,
have slipped into positions in support of our
infantry. To the rear there are a couple of
"heavy" batteries. We, too, have a few
maehinc-guns, but very few. It was a weapon
which had not been considered by the powers-
that-were of particular importance.

All day long British and Germans pounded
away at each other with no great effect on either
side. Our guns could not always manage to
locate and silence the enemy machine-guns, and
an attempted crossing of the river by the in-
t latry would thus have been sheer madness, for
there was as yet no bridge.

In the afternoon the cheery news came along
that both the Fi; t and Second Corps had
crossed the Marne higher up and were pushing
ahead. Third Corps H.Q. was quite seriously

I
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annoyed at being left. But their hour had
ahiiost struck. It was now up to the Sappers
to provide the means.

At two or three favourable points the bridg-
ing materials were ready. As the darkness
gathered these were rushed down to the bank
and the Sappers went at it like demons. The
night was pitch dark save for the fitful flashes
from the guns and a gleam from burning houses
on the north bank; later the rain came down
in torrents.

Swiftly but surely the Sappers worked. At
one point something like a dummy bridge was
made where the burning shone more brightly.
This to draw the enemy's fire so far as possible.
The ruse succeeded admirably. But a company
of the Blankshires, very bored at the long wait,
decided to make a little voyage of discovery on
some roughly-made rafts. Gaily they slipped
from the moorings, and once out in the stream
promptly lost all control. A little later some
of the "Jocks" who were patiently waiting
farther dowTi the river heard a medley of strange
oaths, gurgles, and frantic splashings coming
from midstream. There was no mistaking a
good, honest English "damn," even though
uttered in broad dialect, and that ^robably
saved the explorers from a hot rifle .^re from
the Scots.

" What the de'il are ye doin' oot there this
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time o* the nieht? " a voice rang out from the

bank.

"We're the Blankshires—trying to cross,"

came the plaintive answer.

"Ye're no the Blankshires "—this very

emphatically
—"ye're a daft set o' loonies tae

gang paddlin' aboot i' the bum this middle o*

the nicht. Gin ye maun wash yersels ye dinna

need to mak* sic a boast aboot it."

But by the time the little homily was

finished the adventurers were nearly out of

hearing. Some of them jumped overboard and

reached the bank, but for the remainder it was

a forlorn little party which drifted into a French

outpost in the early morning and was rescued.

"Quite mad, all these English," remarked the

French captain, and no one bothered any more.

Long before the dawn the Sappers had

finished their job and the infantry had slipped

across. Once at grips with the enemy there

was little further trouble so far as La Ferte

was concerned. But the Third Corps, with the

Fourth French Corps (8th Division) next on

their left, still had a very tough proposition in

the shape of a very strong artillery position held

by something like ninety German guns. I be-

lieve this was eventually solved by the Second

Corps driving in a wedge behind the position

and forcing a retirement.

The crossing of the Marne by Nogent and
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Charly was noteworthy because there was no

resistance. It was an awkwi/.l place to capture,

and there was that excellent bridge there which

the enemy were certain to destroy. Great were

the preparations for the assault, and everyone

was on the tiptoe of excitement.

You picture our advance guards spread out

down the slope to the village, creeping forward

from cover to cover. Nearer still, and not a

rifle shot broaks the silence of that early Sep-

tember morning. Not a blue-grey coat to be

seen, not a movement in the valley. It was all

so uncanny that the men were convinced that

they were going straight into some devilish

ambush.

At length a couple of scouts went forward.

They were watched down to the outlying houses.

A woman came out.
*' Where's the AUemonds, mother? *' asked

one of the scouts, keeping his eyes and ears open
for any sign of movement.

The good woman replied with a torrent of

abuse against the " accursed ones." Then,
seeing that the man couldn't understand a word
she took him by the arm and drew him towards

the house.
" Here, what's the game? " <!aid the man,

ver>' naturally holding back.

The woman pushed open the door and
pointed in. Then the man saw it all in a flash.
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Inside were four Germans lying on the floor

niid a heap of empty bottles, dead drunk.

And from the gestures of the woman he soon

gathered that there were plenty of others about

in the same condition. In fact, the village had

been the scene of a tremendous drinking bout.

The Germans had come across a fine stock of old

wine, and the day before a regiment had drunk

itself senseless. There were now only about

thirty left in the village incapable of moving;

the remainder had slipped away on the approach

of the British, and were gradually roui :'ed up

in batches in the neighbouring woods. And a

nice-looking lot of camp-followers they were

too!

The bridge had been heavily barricaded, and

it took nearly an hour to out the i «rbed wire

away. They had evidently intended to mak a

stiff fight for it, but the wine was too good to

miss. Incidentally, there were no preparations

for blowing up the bridge, and from the fact

that several others were left intact General

Smith-Dorrien remarked at the time that he

suspected they were left so for use on the retur*'

journey of the Germans. Well, the bridges are

still waiting for them.

Elsewhere the crossing of the Marne was not

so easy. The First Corps, for instance, had

some very hard fighting before they gained the
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northern bank. Thc^ had, also, one or two

old-fashioned .spectacular displays to cheer

them on. There was » ne place when the Ger-

mans had run a pontoon bridge across. If you

are standing on the crest above Nogent you'll

probably \)e able to pick it out with a pair of

good glasses; it is up towards Chateau-Thierry.

One of oiu: airmen reported a mass of enemy

troops crossing, streaming down one slope and

up the other. A Horse Battery was the first to

open fire. I don't remember what the range

was, but it was like the dear old pre-war Prac-

tice Camp days on Salisbury Plain when a couple

of canvas screens representing cavalry used to

roll down towards the guns, and you'd plug in

^Ltll at about 800 yards' range and go home for

^Mnrh.

'he Ilorsc Gunners had it all to themselves

!* J ! »arly a quarter ot' an hour—the time of

:' lives. Then a Field Battery came along,

and the Major's i <e, viien he saw what they

were firing at, wouiu have given Baimsfather a

fine idea for a tum sketch. One recalls Jellicoe's

tor ;uod-to-be-irue i.it^sage to Beatty and the

baiUt-cruisers at Jutland Bank, " You can

sheer off now ; I'll finish the job."

Anyvay, a compromise was effected; the

Horse G'.aners limbered up and clattered oflf

for a still .arer view of the target, while the

Field Gun:acrs set contentedly to work in their
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h.rrf k" 1

?""• »"'8<"-''ody with a chunk of

r„in„ ?1? 1' '° ?' '"""' ''°<' •'"'f » French
roll in the other, as he switched tlie battery fromone part of the target to another, as though he«ere spraying a flower-bed. He did not, how-
ever, get »o long an innings as the Horse Gun-
ners, tor an enemy battery, with the exactrange, began to r«taUate, and he had to run hisguns back. Still, it was a nice chatty Sttletwenty minutes while i' lasted.

Everywhere the roads were littered with

do'ft'T!; Tr "".^ ^"'''''^'' ""-^ ">-« was no

fCnl.,! ,

'*".'«-""•* was more hurried
th. n he en- ,iy h„d intended. But, as It turnedout, we were only engaged with very strong

should have p hed on a great deal more rapidly

kenl/ ^ ?"'." ™"'''' ""' P<**'"''y have beenkeener, and I do not quite see how they couldhave speeded up the driving power unless twere with the horses.
For the horses, poor old comrades, were

h"^^" f"^
'"'' """'""-^ - ">* «ea h

what tf K^"" "*' ""•' '^°'^- Rememberwhat they had gone through in the last three

:::n-:^ 'r """^^ "'^'
""" -v-deil'revery call. Bemember, too, that in no army
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in the world is so much care bestowed upon its

horses as in ours. To the trooper or driver his
horse (or pair) is almost his best pal, and you,
an Englishman or woman who reads, will know
what that must mean. One of the first things
taught to a recruit in a mounted regiment is

the idea of making his horse a pet. And, so
far as the Gunners are concerned, you will find
one indirect result of that happy teaching in the
reputation which the Regiment has won for
being able to drive the guns over the most im-
possible country and take them anywhere.
What a wonderful combination it would be to
have the French '' .75's " with Enghsh teams
and drivers!

But if it was almost impossible to keep the
horses in condition the men were in splendid
fettle, despite all their hardships. People are
rather apt to forget th?.t thic was identically the
same amiy which had just won through the
Retreat, and that, as yet, there had been no
opportunity for any rest and reorganisation.
In equipment the ofllcers were as badly off as
the men. Most of them had no great-coats,
waterproof sheets, nor any change of clothing,
for all extra kit had been ruthlessly sacrificed or
thrown away. At one point, it will be remem-
o^ed, orders had been issued to destroy all
officers' baggage.* In my own unit, for in-

> Vide " The Retreat from Mom," p. 220.
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stance, I do not believe there were more than a

dozen paii-s of serviceable boots left. The men
stuck to their work with bare feet coming
through what was left of the leather. And this

shortage was not made good for another three

weeks.

The base was right away down at the mouth
of the Loire, and the farther we advanced the

more difficult it became to get up supplies.

Also, during the Retreat, a large number of

railway bridges had been destroyed behind us,

and this meant that in the Advance the trains

could not get within some 30 miles of U5.

The wonder is that the A.S.C. achieved so lumh
in getting up food and anmumition. On the

Retreat there was a reasonable chanc. of get-

ting food and little necessaries in the towns and
villages, for the country was then untouched.
Now we were moving forward in the track of a
plague of locusts, and you could not buy even
a box of matches or a stick of chocolate. Per-
haps if critics will bear all these little facts in

mind they will not be so ready to condemn.

A typical example of the difficulties of the

fighting in the Marne valley was furnished by
an episode in which the D.C.L.I.'s^ played a
part. It was a fight for Montreuil aux Lions,

* Diike of Cornwall's Light Infantry : serving in 14lh Infantry
Urigade, i'iltti Division.
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a little place strongly held by the enemy and
screened by thick woods.

It began with one of those desperate attacks,

doomed to failure, by infantry insufficient in

numbers across the open upon strong, con-

cealed defensive positions. However, the

D.C.L.I.'s were ordered to clear the enemy
out, and so they tackled the job straight away.

One company worked round to a flank by
a sunken road, deployed into extended order

along a hedgerow and waited for the signid.

A second company deployed in similar fashion

for a frontal attack. With a shrill blast of a

whistle they were all on their feet. A twenty
yards' rush only brought a few scattered rifle-

shots from the wood, and they were on their

feet attain for a second ad\9.nce. Then the

storm broke. There must have been a dozen
maxims protecting that short front of wood, and
with a single crash they opened fire on the
ComwaDs. Within twenty seconds those two
companies lost half their number.

Reserves doubled up to their support, and a
second gallant attack was repulsed in the same
way, though a couple of our own maxims
backed it up so far as they could. Four times
at different points did the Cornwalls face the
murderous fire. In one comer they got home,
and for a few minutes there was fierce work with
the bayonet and rifle-butt. Two guns they

HM
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captured, but the corner was too hot to hold,

and they went down fighting to the last man.

By now it was the k^e afternoon, and mes-

sages were sent back for reinforcements. With

the darkness General Cuthbert had concentrated

the greater part of his Brigade, and by mid-

night the men of Kent and Yorkshire had

avenged their comrades and swept the woods

and village clear of the enemy.

There was much hard fighting of this nature,

especially with the First Corps, and in one or

two places the Guards suffered badly before they

could get to grips with the enemy. But once

the machine-guns were beaten down, and our

men got to close quarters, the Germans

crumpled immediately and put up their hands.

With the Marne safely crossed th^ gomg

was very much easier, and our men pushed

ahead in splendid style. The country was far

more open, and there were comparatively few

of those awkward woods to be cleared. Thus

a few lucky R.F.A. batteries were given a very

cheery three or four days' work of a character

which will probably never be known again in

war. They were sent fon^ard with the pursuing

cavalry to manoeuvre as Horse batteries, and

worry the retiring Boche as much as possible.

These were tactics which we had recently ex-

perienced at the hands of the enemy during the

Retreat, and they had not been pleasant for us.
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It is rather curious that we should so soon have

had the opportunity of retaliating, and with

excellent effect, despite the miserable weather

and dreadful condition of the roads.

Looking back over those days of the

Advance, and putting this and that together,

I cannot help thinking that the Force accom-

plished very notable work ; work such as should

not be, forgotten. For generations this great

turning-point in the world's history will, I

suppose, be discussed by critics and historians.

We should have done this; the French ought

to have done that; the Germans might have

done so-and-so. In this volume no attempt is

made to contribute to that discussion. But

there is one point which I would emphasise;

one remark which I would make to the learned

sages. Do not ignore the human element

!

The little flags which you pin into large-scale

maps, the little wooden blocks which you
manoeuvre as you would chessmen, these are

in reality but men like you.

That tiny Force, although it held no more
than a tenth part of that long 800-mile front,

did the work allotted to it because the spirit of

the men soared exultant above all difficulty and
hardship. (It is not for me to speak of our
French Allies.) You may move your pawns
across the board and say, ** by such an hour
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they should have been on such a line," but the

"iwns which you move are flesh and blood. The

len had already achieved the incredible, and,

knowing this, you ask why they did not con-

tinue to perform miracles.

At this time, with the exception of the 2,000

men already mentioned as reinforcements, the

losses of the Force in men and guns had not

been made good, despite the statement in the

London Press of August 29 that they had. For

instance, the Second Corps alone was 42 guns

below its strength, or the equivalent of seven

entire field batteries.

I cannot resist adding by way of comment

the Press Bureau bulletin published in the

Times of September 7, 1914 :

In all drafts amounting to 19,000 men have reached

our army or are approaching them on the Lines of

Communication, and advantage is being taken of the

five quiet days («tc)that have passed since the action

of September 1 to fill up the gaps and refit and con-

solidate the units.

This presumably referred to the Army in

India, or to reinforcements being sent to

France via the Cape of Good Hope. But the

"five quiet days!
"

If there must be criticism, let it be directed

not against the Force, but against the poli-

ticians then in power who for seven long years
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refused to listen to the men who warned them
of what would certainly come to pass ; who told

them the actual month of the year when Ger-

many would make her murderous attack.

The losses had not been made gcxxi as they

should have been, and the fault did not lie with

the military authorities. It was the war-worn
veterans of two amazing weeks' campaigning
who turned and drove back 60 miles over a 80-

mile front an enemy vastly superior in numbers,
in guns, in amnmnition and in equipment, and
it was the unconquerable pride of race which
enabled them to do it.



A LITTLE MUSIC, AND A CHURCH PARADE

K. Hen. 'Tis good for men to love their present pains
Upon example; so the spirit is eased:
And when the mind is quicken'd, out of doubt.
The organs, though defunct and dead before.

Break up their drowsy grave and newly move
With casted slough and fresh legerity.

A CERTAIN unit was tenipoiarily held up during
the Advance at a little village on the Marne.
It chanced that they remained there lor twenty-
four hours. The men bedded-do\\n in a couple
of big barns while the CO. found a room in

the adjoining farm. In one of the rooms there
was a little piano, and the C.O. hit upon the
idea of giving the men a musical entertainment,
or rather of helping them to give one.

Now the C.O. was Captain Eldridge (at Iiis

request I omit his real name), and Eldridge was
a man with no small reputation as a nmsician,

composer and elocutionist. He was, in fact,

recognised as one of the finest living reciters of

Diclwens's "Christmas Carol," while as a lec-

turer he had been very popular in many parts

of the world for some years past. This by way
of introducing him.

The men were delighted with the idea ; the
70
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piano was soon carried out into tht bara, some
oil lamps and candles were secured, and Eldridge
started in. The proceedings opened with some
eight or nine rollicking choruses of popular
songs, " Who's your lady friend," " Hold your
hand out," "Everybody's doing it," and so
on. But artfully sandwiched in were three or
four of the old songs, *' Heart of Oak," " Loch
Louiond," and others.

Then Eldridge gave a little chat about the
beauty and value of the old songs, the well-
known ditties and the lesser-known folk songs,
slurring in ilhistration " Yarmouth is a pretty
town," "The Golden Vanity," and otitis.
Tiie men were obviously amazed that such s<mg'<
could have been created by the country-folk,
and before the hour was up they were singing
" Golden Vanity " as though they had known it

ail their lives. And it was a fact, as the lecturer
pointed out to them, that the songs which they
had sung the best were the old English ones.

This incident seems worth recording for two
rcas'jns, apart from its comment on the old tag
about "not being a musical nation." One is

that the little entertainment was the first given
to the men on active service during the war;
and that it was from this and subsequent ones,
with some stirring lectures on phases of the war,
given by Eldridge, that the authorities came to
realise the vital importance of this form of recrc a-
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tion for the men. Hence came the organisation
of regular concert parties hy Miss Lena Ash-
well and of frequent tours of the "front" by
well-known artist .

The second point of interest is that it shows
one side of the work which the *' Naval and
Military Musical Union" has been doing for
scv eral years past in the two Services. The value
of good music for our fighting men has never
been properly and officially recognised. Thus,
as usual, it was left for private enterprise to
show the way. I l>elieve that General Sraith-
Dorrien (who, by the way, is President of the
Union) begged hard that some of the military
bands might be sent to France in the early days.
Eventually, after many weary months, some
were sent, and inmiediately they had the fine,
tonic effect on the men which he knew would be
the case. Who can ever forget the immortal
story of Major Tom Bridges collecting the
stragglers in St. Quentin and marching them
away to the tune of " The British Grenadiers,"
played on a penny whistle and toy drum?

No, you cannot beat the fine old land- and
sea-songs for the men to sing. And once they
know them the men are in full agreement. As
Eldridge remarked, " I am quite ready to play
ragtime by the hour for the boys to sing, but
it was ' Heart of Oak ' which beat our lads to
quarters for the battle of Trafalgar."
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Nor can I resist recording another incident
which happened the next duy, a Sunday. It

looked as though a move would not be made
until the afternoon, and as this was the first

opportunity since Mons, Eldridge paraded the
men and asked if they would hke to have a
Church Parade service. There was no mistake
about the enthusiastic response, and so the
Roman Catholics fell out to a flank and were
inarched off to a tiny church for 10 o'clock
Mass, while the Church of England party filed

in to the barn where the piano was.
This was the order of Service; and again,

unless I am mistaken, it was the first Church
Parade service held in the Force since they had
landed on French soil :

—

General Confession : Lord's Prayer : Preces
and Responses : Hymn, *' O God, our Help in
Ages Past" : Lesson from the Old Testament,
where Jonathan and his armour-bearer go up
against the Philistines: Hymn, "Rock of
Ages" (by general request): Prayers, (a) the
noble supplication used every morning in the
Navy, *'0 Eternal Lord God, Who alone
spreadest out the heavens " (but specially adapted
that day to the Army), (b) two other suitable
prayers: Hymn, "Onward, Christian Sol-
diers " : National Anthem.

It may be added that there were only two
prayer- and hymn-books available, one of which
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Eldridge had to use, but never, so he told me,
had he heard the hymns and National Anthem
sung with deeper feeUng or enthusiasm.

The Service was repeated, by general re-

quest, three Sundays later, when opportunity
presented itself, at the Aisne. This time the
men, some 800 strong, formed up on open
ground in three sides of a square. There was
no piano and again onl>' two spare hymn-books.
But the congregation made a brave effort over
the hynms, and, at least, they knew the National
Anthem. And all the while the great guns
thundered through the valley. There was no
padre to take the Service, but I am inclined to
think that it owed much of its effect upon the
men to the fact that it was their own CO. who
laid with them their offering of prayer and
thanksgiving before the Throne of the Almighty.

I have often been asked about the attitude

of the men generally towards religion and
spiritual matters, and I have found it very diffi-

cult to give an adequate reply. Englishmen
have a natural reluctance to speak about such
things, and if there is one who does he appears
to be regarded with suspicion. After all, it is

by noble example rather than by precept that a
man wins the confidence and esteem of his fel-

lows in the matter of religion, and active service

must inevitably bring out all that is best in the
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man. If an oiSicer has shown his command that

he is a man and an English gentleman in the

best sense of the word, the rest naturally follows.

There is an old proverb, "Let him who
knows not how to pray go to sea." And in

this is war like the sea, for both must needs

engender prayer in a man. I do not believe that

any man can be an atheist in the daily presence

of death. The faith in a Supreme Being, the

trust in the efficacy of prayer, may not be

apparent to his comrades, but it is there, none

the less, hidden deep in the heart of a man.

During the opening month there was prac-

tically no opportunity for officers and men to

partake of the *'most comfortable Sacrament"
of the Holy Communion, but so soon as it was

possible to hold the Service in various commands
the response to the summons was almost over-

whelming. And the same conditions were

always to be seen at the Base on the eve of a

draft's departure for the " front."

But if the ghostly comfort of the Church

Service and the ministrations of a priest were

denied them, when through the welter of battle

there was no time for thought or prayer, may
we not say with perfect sincerity that the men
made of their great work a prayer? Who is it

will deny that the self-sacrificing devotion of

men for their comrades, the succour of wounded

under fire, the pity and help extended to the
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country-folk, even the rescue of dumb animals
—who will deny that prayers such as those v^ere

not more acceptable to God than the '* words of
their mouths and the meditations of their

hearts"?

And there was another aspect. I can best
indicate it by an example. One night I had to
look after a man who was badly hit and suffer-

ing agony. There was no doctor available, and
in the meantime I dosed him with opium to
relieve the pain. After a little while he tried

to get at his pocket. Helping him, I found a
letter and placed it in his hand.

" It's all right, sir," he replied, *' number's
not up yet-

>» rw\
Then in a minute or so,

** Mother—says—she's praying for me—read
letter."

I read the letter as he asked, but the words
are too sacred to set down. The man pulled
through safely, partly, perhaps, owing to a
splendid constitution, but mainly, I think,
because he willed to live, supremely confident
that the old mother's prayer nmst be granted.

This incident must have been just one of

hundreds like it. The men did not talk of such
things save, perhaps, in an extreme case like

that one. But when they did it was always
with a perfect simplicity which carried imme-
diate conviction. People at home, bishops and
clergymen, used to assert with professional
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pride that there was a great spiritual revival

with the Army in the field. They suggested

that the teachings of the Church were respon-

sible for the awakening. The padres working
with the troops knew better. Just as the war
has altered our outlook on the material life, so

has it extended and transformed our vista of the

spiritual. And one thing, at least, is certain,

the time has come when our dignitaries of the

Church must needs set their house in order, for

"our sons have show^n us God."
I think there can have been few men in the

Force who did not realise, even if it were but

dimly, that the prayers of their loved ones and
of the people at home followed them. Nor
were those prayers without avail. In all the

works of R. L. Stevenson there is no passage

of finer truth and comfort than the one in which

he asserts that a generous prayer is never pre-

sented in vain. "The petition," he writes,

" may be refused, but the petitioner is always,

I believe, rewarded by some gracious visitation."

It is those at home who have the harder part,

for the mental torture and suspense is infinitely

greater than mere physical discomfort, greater

even than wounds and disablement. Perhaps

in the confidence that their prayers are not

in vain there may be for those loved ones

something of comfort, something of that

" gracious visitation."
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WITH THE PLYING CORPS

K. Hen. Therefore let our proportions for these wars
Be soon collected, and all things thought upon
That may with reasonable swiftness add
More feathers to our wings.

In all the departments of our fighting Services,

hardly one of which has not been completely

revolutionised since the outbreak of the war, no
developments are more astonishing than those

which have taken place in the Air Services. It

seems only yesterday that Bleriot made the

first cross-Channel flight and so brought great

headlines into the daily papers, " England no
more an Island " ;

" ThrCc "^ to our Island

Supremacy," and such-like nonsense. To-day
our men fly backwards and forwards over the

Dover Straits as regularly as an infantry bat-

talion goes on a route march. In the first year

of the war there was accomplished in invention

and flight more than could have been dreamed
of in ten years of peace.

It is well that we should occasionally remind
ourselves, and our AlUes and neighbours, of facts

like these. We are far too modest over our
78
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nation's achievements, and since we so con-
stantly belittle and criticise ourselves we can
hardly be surprised that our friends and enemies
should take us at our own valuat'on.

At Mons and during the Retreat, as far as

the Aisne, in fact, the R.F.C. was represented

by four little aeroplane squadrons, Nos. 2, 8, 4
and 5. This meant about 60 machines, and the
number averaged about the same until well into

1915. This was due to the fact that we lost so

many machines in the earlier months, and the

authorities were hard put to it merely to replace

them without building additions. But it was
not the number of aeroplanes which counted, it

was the skill of the pilots and observers. And
in this the R.F.C. has been second to none.

In those early days of which I write aero-
plane work was in its infancy; no or. seemed
to realise its actual value, and certainly hardly
a man can have foreseen those wonderful de-
velopments in the new arm which were so

speedily to be in force. One looks back at the
old days of peace manoeuvres, trekking about
on Salisbury Plain or through the Essex flats,

and remembers how suspiciously one regarded
aircraft. Co-operation between aircraft and guns,
now of the first importance, was then hardly
more than hinted at, and signalling was of the
most cumbersome description, sheets or large
flags spread out on the ground, and so forth.
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Now it was as though a veil had suddeply

been torn aside from the future. The swift and

accurate information of the enemy movements

which the R.F.C. sent in left general officers

gaping with astonishment. When you are

accustomed to rely upon laborious written

dispatches brought in by cavalry patrol, dated

perhaps an hour and a half before you receive

them, it certainly is a little disconcerting to get

a message literally from the sky to the effect

that an enemy battery is at that moment un-

limbering to come into action 4t}4 miles E.N.E.

o'' where you are sitting. I remember how

picased General Smith-Dorrien was when an

aeroplane squadron was definitely allotted to

him at the opening of the Advance, and how

amazed he was at the accurate information

wirelessed or signalled down.

It may be noted here that although the

R.F.C. had starte , m equipment, yet so

rapidly did they n ^ ^' leeway that we were

actually the first f'f lune armies in the field to

Inake practical use of wireless and of photo-

graphy. Wireless signalling from aircraft was

used first, I believe, at the Aisne. The arm-

ing of aircraft came later, and it was after the

Force had got round to Flanders that the first

Lewis gun was mounted. Until then it was

a rifle or revolver, and not always these.

But to return for a moment to the Retreat.
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Tjike every other ami of the Service, the R.F.C.

was working under new and untried cciditions

of warfare. No one could guess just what the

Ccrinan Flying L ,)rps would be like :—how fast

were their machines; how were they a\ d;

would their men fight, and so on. Thus on the

very first day our airmen went out, and, as

C neral Henderson remarked, no one at H.Q.
could tell whether any of them would be seen

again. However, to the General's relief, all

returned safely.

One fact was very soon established, the

German wns not out to fight. With the enemy,

as with us, observation was the main thing.

And as soon as our men got their air-legs (if

there is such a term) the reports they brought

back were invaluable. Within two or three

days they had begun to mark down the

character and direction of every single enemy
column.

It was entirely due to our T^.F.C\, and the

tact must never be forgotten, Lhat v( Kir 's

big turning movement to the south-east m\

just before Paris was discovered in go*' t. ae.

The news was at once sent on to ii -al

.lolfre, and the Allied attack at the Mam
the result. A momentous and historical ^

of observation work and a big feather in ^e

cap for the Corps. It adds another to the ^

of instances where the fate of an Army, soui.
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times the issue of a campaign, has been decided

by n single scout keeping his eyes open and

making a correct deduction from what he has

seen.*

There are so many stories of phicky obser-

vation work and hair-breadth escapes one might

tell. We lost many machines, but somehow or

other the pilot would generally turn up in a

day or two in our lines after an adventurous

journey from behind the enemy's.

A machine would come down crippled.

Word was got back to the R.F.C. H.Q., and

a fast motor-car with a couple of mechanics was

sent up to the scene of the accident. Here

the men would work for all they were worth

imtil an advance patrol of enemy cavalry hove

in sight. If they could get the "old 'bus''

going in time—all right. I*f they couldn't the

engine would be picked up and carried off in

the car from under the very noses of the disap-

pointed Germans.

The aeropark (may I coin the word?) and

Corps H.Q. had many a lively moment during

the Retreat. When units were continually being

left to shift for themselves and escape as best

they could, H.Q., awaiting the return of over-

»The battle of Sadowa, for instance, where a single German

scout discovered the Austrian Army in an unexpected position,

with the result that the German line of attack was immediately

altered and with complete success.
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due machines, would often find themselves in

a very unhtalthy situation. Like the old

A.S.C. 'bus drivers (you will remember them

in the earlier volume), they were not armed and

prepared for defence. So on several occasions

tlie R.F.C. lorries were converted into a kind

of Boer laager, while the remaining officers and

men would stand t ^ llh any weapon that came

handy. There v Ay, if ever, a protecting

force to help theii out they always got away

somehow, slipped through the ranks of the re-

tirement, and started in again somewhere ahead.

Here is a striking little piece of observation

woric which illustrates admirably the skill and

courage of the R.F.C. There was a certain

Flight Commander (now, I believe, a dis-

tinguished General officer) who went up one

day on an observing "stunt.'* He brought

bad a piece of valuable information which no

one juld believe.

* Righto," said he, "I'll go and have

another look."

In due time he returned, made an excellent

landing, and stepped out of his machine. It

was seen that she was simply riddled with

bullet holes.

" Yes, it's all right," he reported, " it was
the Nth Regiment."

" Good lord, man, what the devil have you
been up to? " they asked him.
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"Well," said he, lighting a cigarette,
"you're such a lot of unbelieving beggars that
I had to make sure. I just landed in the 5ame
field and had a look at the number on their
tunics. Had rather a job starting again, but
they're rotten shots."

By such deeds of cool-headed daring is the
tradition of a Service created. We speak with
pride of the glorious tradition of the Navy, of
the gallant deeds and noble chivalry of our sea-
men; achievements and aspirations which
through the centuries have welded into a per-
fect whole that Spirit of the Navy which lives
with us to-day. But the Air Service, born but
yesterday, seems already to have grown old in
wisdom and achievement. Yet we can see the
record and tradition of it being created day by
day before our eyes. The first amazing adven-
ture in the new element is within the memory
of each one of us.

So swiftly do the events of this war crowd
upon us that we are apt to forget the great
debt which we owe to those gallant gentle-
men, adventurers all, who created the Flying
Corps—men who, like Frobisher and Drake,
Raleigh and Hawkins, went a-voyaging in their
frail cockleshells through unknown, uncharted
seas to dare everything for England's sake. If it

is those young lads of ours fresh from school who
are so worthily maintaining for us this new-born
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tradition, remember that it was the pioneers, the
old officers who created it and made the Flying
Corps. Amongst these Sir David Henderson
nmst ever take pride of phice. The first Colonel-
Comnmndant of the Corps, he learned to fly
during spare time snatched from his onerous
duties as Director of Military Training, and so,
with the outbreak of war, he had the proud
privilege of commanding the first four little

squadrons to go on active service. Nor nmst
the name of Godfrey Paine, Conmiodore, R.N.,
be forgotten. As commandant of the Central
Flying School during the critical years of the
birth of the Corps it will be guessed how grave
a responsibility was his in the training of the
personnel.

It was many months before our lads (on
the ground) learned to distinguish between the
markings on the various machines; to decide
which aeroplanes were ours, French, or Ger-
man. The consequence was that whenever an
aeroplane sailed over, everyone would stc-rt
finng away at her as hard as he could and with
any weapon that came handy. Of course, no
one had the least idea how to shoot at such a
target, save perhaps officers who knew some-
thmg about rocketing pheasants coming over
tree-tops in a high wind. But that didn't
matter. Orders from G.H.Q. had stated quite

I
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plainly that all enemy aeroplanes were to be

fired at. And as you couldn't tell which were

enemy aeroplanes you decided that it was better

not to run any risk in missing a possibility. Sc

you fired, and somewhere in the direction of the

machine. I have even seen an old woman in

the street throwing stones.

But they were fine sportsmen those flying

men of ours. It certainly is annoying when

you are just dipping down for a good landing

in your own hues to be greeted with volleys of

rifle fire from your own friends. Yet apart from

a little grousing if the petrol tank had been shot

through, or some other like mishap had been

caused, they took it all in excellent heart.

Orders were not to fight if you had any

special job on hand. If you had to fight, then

do it behind the enemy lines. But sometimes

the temptation was too great to resist. One

particularly thrilling encounter I remember at

the Aisne, an encounter which should rank as

historic, for it definitely established once and

for all the superiority of our flying men over

those of the enemy.

One of our men, I believe it was Lieutenant

(now Flight Commander) N. C. Spratt, R.F.C.,

was returning from over the enemy's lines. It

was a warm, sunny day, with barely a cloud in the

sky. When well within our lines another aero-

plane was seen following the first: whether it
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was friend or foe no one could tell. The second

machine was perhaps a mile behind the first

when Spratt realised that he was being chased.

With a sharp pull on the " joy stick " Spratt

began to climb. Then a steep "bank" over,

and in a few seconds, it seemed, Spratt had

turned to meet the pursuer. It was an enemy
after all.

The firing at the aeroplanes ceased as if by

some magic command. No sound now save the

whir of the propellers humming like a gigantic

sewing machine. From above it must have

been a curious sight, those hundreds of white,

upturned faces as the great audience gazed spell-

bound at the combatants.

Spratt went straight for his man like a hawk
at a fieldfare. Men held their breath for the

crash which seemed inevitable. But, almost on
his quarry, Spratt suddenly dived beneath,

swung upwards in a climb, and was over the

enemy. Faintly was heard the crack of a

revolver.

Then followed such an exhibition of flying,

of this new mastery of the air, as made each

man grip his fellow by the arm and catch his

breath at the sheer wonder of it. Over and
under, loops and banks, Spratt manoeuvred his

machine. Now she hung poised, almost motion-
less—so one fancied—then she seemed to hold

the air, tail on, beating with swift wings. With
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a sudden dive she would dart away to return
and harass her enemy once agaui with her in-

credible evolutions.

The end came suddenly. The German had
had enough. Turning, he fled in fear from this

superhuman enemy. Spratt, with yel!s of
laughter, followed. On, on into the vague dis-

tance the two tiny specks vanished from sight.
And the hundreds below who had watched spell-
br and threw their caps into the air and yelled
themselves hoarse.

Half an hour afterwards, as dusk was falling,

an aeroplane winged her way back to the aero-
park. Softly she nosed to the ground, taxied
her distance and stopped. A few mechanics
ran up to attend to her wants. Spratt hoisted
himself out, to lean against the machine shaking
with laughter. A brother officer came swiftly
across to him.

" So it was you, was it, you old beggar! '*

he exclaimed. "Did you finish him? "

Spratt shook his head, still laughing.
"Good lord, why not?"
Hadn't got a gun," said Spratt.

ti

It was, however, the moral effect which
counted on this occasion, and that had been
great. Our man had put the fear of God into
the Boche, and from that day onwards we knew
that our flying men were the masters. The
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Boche wouldn't fight. That superiority they
have never lost, despite the pessimistic head-

waggings of croakers at home. The Germans
from time to time ma}'^ produce a better engine,

.'•nd so for a spell we may have to compete on
somewhat uacqual terms so far as equipment
goes.

But it is )t the engine or the machine or

the gun which counts in the long run, it is the

man in cor^rcl. Again and again during this

v.'ar has that fact been established, especiall./

with the Fleet. The spirit and breed of race

have ever risen triumphant over incredible dis-

advantages. That this should be so on the seas

we naturally expect, for we are an island people

and the tang of the salt is in the bl'XMi of us;

the centuries-old tradition of sea heritage runs in

the veins. It is a sea tradition with which no
twenty-years-old Navy of landsmen can hope to

compete.

But in the new element of the air we started

on equal terms. If anything the Germans were
ahead of us, and certainly in equipment. For
some years they had been experimenting with

all types of machi' es, both heavier and lighter

than air. Yet, ( . agair, they have failed.

Once again they pinned their faith to the

machine and neglected the human element.

Germany has failed because Germany does not

breed the men.
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The gallant deed of Lieutenant Warneford,
V.C., when

In one brief crowded hour
He drew the world's wide wonder and hei dower
Of breathless admiration,

was but typical of the deeds socomplished by
our flying nier every day that passes. They are
made possible because untiring experiments and
improvements are giving us the right engines
and the best machines. But what avails the
finest engineering skill if the right men are not
at hand to pilot?

And so at the call of this new mistress Eng-
land hps once again shown to the world the
blood that is in her. *'Now these her princes
are come home again," and with never a thought
save that England calls has the budding flower
of her manhood leaped to fight for her this new,
strange warfare. Pricked by the sharp spur of
adventure, as their fathers were before them,

Almost they brush the splendour of the stars.
And sway the low red lantern of the moon
With wmd-beats of swift wings.

Thus if it was the old officers who. made the
Flying Corps it is to the cool brains and gallant
hearts of these boys of 18 or 19 years that the
future destiny of the Air Service is entrusted.
And the old officers wUl tell you with pride

III
!:'.:
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how apt their pupils are, how quickly they

learn, and of the glory of their achievement.

The destiny of the Service is in safe hands. As
with Captain Ball, Lieutenant Warneford, and
many another, so

While such deeds move
An empire, while eyes glow, and wonder starts

And old-time courage kindles in young hearts.

Men will be found to die his lonely death.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the toast is

:

" The Royal Air Services of His Majesty's

Navy and Aniiy."

Fray charge your glasses, and to the brim

!
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BETWEEN WHILES

Fluellen. / beseech you now, will you voutsafe me
look you, a few disputations w .,i you, as partly touching or
concerning the disciplines of the war, in the way of argument,
look you, and friendly communication.

"Between uhiles " is not perhaps a very
happy title, for notliing took place during the
Mame-Aisne days which was not essentially a
part of this horrible business of War. Still
there were, shall we say, lighter moments avay
from the sterner realities, and it was some cf
these which really suggested the heading.

Then, as now (thre years later) the great
topic of conversation was the eternal one of the
primitive animal—Food. No sooner was one
meal finished than you began wondering about
the next and what you were going to get. You
knew perfectly well, for it was always Bentos
bully-beef or Maconochie's Mixture, but it was
not unpleasant to pretend about it and order
something really scrumptious. I remember
5>ir iLrnest Shackleton once telling me that the
same delightful game was a great help to him
and his men in the Antarctic. The ideal dinner

ga
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menu they used to plan ran something like

this :—item, a cup of nice hot oily fat; item, a
boiled leg of pork with plenty of fat, pease lid-
ding, etc.; item, a boiled treacle pudding; and
a cup of strong cocoa to finish with.

The men seldom mapped oiit meals like

that; their desires seemed to run in the direc-

tion of special dishes, "something a bit tasty

like." The homely kipper, perhaps; a stuflFed

sheep's heart; a plate of whelks; fried fish and
chips. And, oh, the fun there was in trying to

make the motherly patronnes of cafes and
estaminets understand about fish and chips.

" Bon soyer, mother," a hungry Tommy
from London's wild-East remarked affably

leaning over the counter, " pennorth o' fish and
chips, please."

" Mais oui, monsieur, tout-de-suite," the
good lady replied, not understanding a word.

"Wot did she say, chum? " said Tommy,
turning to a pal.

" Dunno! Thought she said ' Moossoo was
too sweet.'

"

"Too sweet! '*
this in great astonishment.

"Too sweet! Me? Wot, on 'er? My eye,
chum, time we 'opped orf ahrt o' this. T'ain't
arf a lively spot. My missus alius did tork a lot

abaht them French 'ussies—torked frew the
back of her neck, I fought she did. But turn-
ing on a bloke like this all of a suddin like—I'd
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never a fort it of 'em. Wot abahrt them fish
an' chips? Ain't we ffoin' to get none? "

" Better make yerself a bit pally like fust,"
advised his ehum.
"O orlright, hif it's tae custom o' the

country, I'm on." And Private Thomas A.,
with some dim idea of acting up to Kitchener's
famous parting words on the subject, promptly
heaved himself on to the coimter, reached over,
placed an arm around the astonished patronnel
and gallantly saluted the good dame upon the
cheek.

'*Veeve longtong cordiarl!" sang out
Thomas A. No. 2, a cry which was re-echoed
by a number of French poilus who had been
anuised spectators.

Madame was far too good-tempered to feel
any particular resentment. If anything she
was shyly pleased at the little act of gallantry.
Unluckily, though, it did not have the effect of
producing the fish and chips, and our friends
had to be content with a glass of weak beer
each. And French beer is not popular in the
British Army.

By the way, so great was the demand for
fish and chips that later, in Flanders, shops
were actually opened in little towns and villages
to the rear of the lines for the sale of that suc-
culent if greasy combination—to Tommy's
great content.
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For a short spell something went wrong
with the meat supply, and the edict went forth
that every man was to be allowed two francs
per day in lieu. The men were not to receive
the actual cash, but purchase of rations to that
amount was to be effected locally. In other
words, we were to live on the country till sup-
plies got into working order again.

The CO. of one unit, who was rather a good
caterer when put to it (no, fair reader, you need
not smile; your charming sex has not a
monopoly in these weighty matters), went one
fine morning into a neighbouring town to pur-
chase sheep. He was directed to a butcher's
on the market square.

"Bonjour, monsieur! How much are your
sheep per kilo, if I buy wholesale? "

" For you, monsieur; for ces braves gardens
d'Anglais I will charge but three francs per
kilo."

^

"Three francs! But that is outrageous,
monsieur."

M. le boucher shrugged his shoulders.
" Mais non, monsieur, it is a fair price. It is
the price which has been fixed for the commune,
and we cannot sell for less."

" But whoever heard of such a price? And
who could have fixed it at that ?

"

"Pardon, monsieur, but it has been fixed
by M. le maire himself."
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** Oh, but I am sure M. le iimlre would not

fix so high n price ; it is unheard of." The CO.
waxed impatient.

'* But yes, monsieur, it is certain. M. le

maire is a worthy man who knows the value of

these things."
" Oh, well," said the CO. with resignation,

"if it is so, I . St go and see the mayor and
talk to him myself. Will you have the kindness
to direct me to his house?"

M. le boucher drew hinjself up with an air

of splendid dignity, and, laying his hand upon
his breast,

" I, monsieur; I am M. le maire," he said.

I do not suppose that our men thought their

rations ver>' remarkable, but to our French
comrades the commissariat was a never-ending
source of astonishment. It is a well-worn plati-

tude by now to remark that never has an Army
in the field been fed so luxuriously as ours, and
that from the very first. The food was there if

only the A.S.C could get it up to the men.
And to do the A.S.C justice, they never failed

save only when it was a sheer impossibility ; and
they did noi, «»ften fail even then. It is true that
the variety was not very large. We did get
rather a surfeit of plum and apple jam, and fresh

vegetables would have been most welcome (ye
gtnls ! fancy an army on active service grumbling
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because fresh vegeUbles were not issued), buttaking .t all round we had every reason o bemost grateful to the powers that were for their
adnnrable foresight and arrangements.

It may seem a curious confession to uuikc.but It was not until we got to the Aisne, whei^we were able to shake down a little, that I dfs"
covered that a beneficent Government stmplied
free rations to the officers as well as to the men.One was so accustomed to the • ^t* of mess
bills for food that it did not o- ,o me t^^!
gird conditions of active servi .s any different

of 8 daily field allowance over and above the
usual rate of pay, so that one quite cheerfully
paid for such food as was obtainable. When "^

few months later, the daily rate of officers' paywas "ised a round I began seriously to studythe lists of "best investments." It was miplr^ant to find that you could now count upo^a comfortable living wage in the Army.
The pay which the men received was another

fac which used to astonish the French. To the
poilu with his two sous a day (or is it one sou?)!

ar^^ r°i,'"
'!"•'' "'"^ '"'^^ ^^'"•"J like anarmy of millionaires. Among the thrifty French

dtl/M
" «t'''™8''"ec of the Englishman

"ith his money when liolidcv-making on the
Continent had long been a ,.,.,.•.. ft seem«^
that^our lads were now det rmi.neo io l:ve up to
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the English reputation. And since they began
with the firm conviction that a franc was of the
same value as a shilling, that a five-franc note
was the same as a five-shilling piece instead of
being only a trifle over four shillings, it is easy
to imagine the results.

It is easy, too, to see their unconscious point
of view. A summer holiday on "the Conti-
nong," with the old tradition of the English
milord in their blood. (Remember the thou-
sands of pounds squandered in a week's holiday
at Blackpool by Lancashire workers.) A shilling

or half a crown would be thrown on the counter
with an air of magnificence for a roll or a couple
of eggs. The patronne was probably as ignorant
of the value of the silver piece as the man him-
self, and whatever change was forthcoming the
man would pocket without a thought. The
temptation was too great, and within a week of
the landing in France the thrifty shopkeepers
were coining money wherever our men passed.

Pay for the men would be obtained from any
Field Cashier whom one could discover, and we
used to give them five francs each about every
ten days. The N.C.O.'s would, of course, receive
more according to rank. An officer could
obtain five pounds at a time from the same
source. It must have been a very ungrateful
and responsible job that of a Field Cashier,
especially in the early days when they were on
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the move all the time. One incident well illus-
trates it.

The scene is a small A.S.C. officers' mess in
a farmhouse near the Aisne. The CO. and
three other officers are having dinner. The door
IS suddenly thrown open and another officer
appears.

" At last
!
" he exclaims breathlessly. " At

last I've found you. Thank the Lord ! Where's
my box? " And he pants heavily into a chair.

The diners look at each other in astonish-
ment.

'* What on earth are you talking about? "
says the C .O. " Have a drink ?

'

'

" My box. The one I gave you to look
alter.

" Box? " says the CO. ; "you didn't give
me any box." The other officers shake their
heads. " When was it, and what sort of box? "

The newcomer sat up in alarm. " On the
Tuesday night at that little village after Mons.
Don't you remember I asked one of your lot to
take care of it for a few hours? When I came
back you'd gone, and I've been trying to find
out ever since what unit it was. For God's sake,
don't say you haven't got it."

The CO. shook his head and thought for a
minute. Then, " Yes, I do seem to remember
a sergeant bringing me a box. Said an officer
had asked him to look after it. I took it on my
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car for about a week, but I haven't seen it for

some time. Hope it wasn't anything im-

portant."
" Important !

"—the Field Cashier (for such

he was) passed his hand over his forehead—"im-
portant ! Oh, no, thanks ; there was only about

five thousand pounds in cash in it."

The CO. whistled. " I say, I'm awfuUy
sorry. I'll have a search made. It may have

been put on one of the lorries."

A search was made and an officer was sent

back in a car through the villages, but nothing

more was ever heard of box or money. A Court

of Inquiry was duly held, with what result I do

not know. But this was just one of a hundred

similar incidents of which there was no time to

take stock during those days of stress. The
officer in question had found a Divisional Head-
quarters, and handed his box to the senior

N.C.O. on duty for a couple of hours. He
never dreamed (nor did anyone else) that the

Division, and the Army, were then in imminent

danger of being wiped out at any moment. And
that was the little adventure of the Field

Cashier and the Pay Chest.

It was extraordinary how little count one

took of incidents like that. One of my own
men, for instance, on the very first Sunday shot

a comrade through the head with a revolver and

killed him. A pure accident , he " didn't know
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it was loaded." We kept the man under arrest

for a week, but it was merely a farce under such

conditions of hurried retreat. I recall the pathos

of the incident because the victim of this mis-

adventure had only half an hour before finished

writing cheery letters to his wife and mother.

Between whiles we had an occasional court-

martial or two. Not the interminable, red-tape

variety of court-martial they have at home, but

a shortened form properly adapted for active

service; the Field General CM. Again, until

the Aisne was reached these were very few in

number, for there was no chance of holding them
when on the move. We shot a goodly number
of spies, and there were a few cases where sum-
mary treatment had to be meted out to our own
men. Every army has its black sheep, and it is

absurd to pretend that ours was different from
M^hers in the field.

At the same time, one is happy to record that

cases of the more serious crimes of active ser-

vice were very rare indeed; some few were in-

evitable. For instance, during the first four
months I heard of only three cases of looting.

The culprits were very promptly dealt with.

There were a very few cases of disobeying
orders, and again, of course, an immediate
example had to be made for the sake of dis-

cipUne. Even cases of drunkenness were few
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and far between, and that was rather astonishing

in view of the weird drinks the men imbibed in

the cafes in place of good, honest beer.

Courts-martial on active service are all very

much alike ; there is a minimum of writing, and

cases are very quickly disposed of, if the presi-

dent knows his business. One case, I remem-

ber, came to a very abrupt end—through enemy

intervention.

The court (of three officers) had assembled

in a small house a mile or so behind the front

lines. A d; ultory gun-fire by the enemy had

been going on since daybreak, but only a stray

shell or two had fallen anywhere near the house.

The court was formally opened, and the

three witnesses for the prosecution in the second

case had ensconced themselves beside a neigh-

bouring hedge to await their turn for giving

evidence.

The first case was nearly at an end when a

shell sailed over the house and burst about fifty

yards beyond. A second burst some seventy

yards short. The president quietly finished the

case, and, opening the second, sent an orderly

for the prisoner and the first witness for the

prosecution. The prisoner was marched in and

the court waited. A minute later the orderly

returned. With face deathly white he saluted.

"Shell, sir! All the witnesses killed,*' he

reported.



VIII

THE CROSSING OF THE AISNE

K. Hen. Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide

;

Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit

To his fail height I—On, on, you noblest English,

Whose blood is fet from fathers of war-proof !

It was on Saturday, September 12, that the

Force reached the River Aisne, and never, never

will anyone who was there forget the misery of

that day. People at home reading despatches

from the front may be told in half a dozen words

that " the weather delayed further progress,"

or that " snow rendered operations difficult,'*

and they murmur '* Pity they're having such bad

weather out there," and think little more about

it. But to the men " out there " it means just

everything.

You must picture, if you will, the various

units, horse, guns and foot, as they came up that

day to the south bank of the river ; for it is only

whe'^ you can see them in the mind's* eye that

you will begin to appreciate the sheer wonder

of their continued achievement.

Remember that this was still the remnant of

the Force which had fought through from Mons
103
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and, without a break, had turned and fought

back again. Two hundred odd miles of ceaseless

fighting and marching, and through torrid heat

alternating with drenching rain. Casualties not

yet made good ; lost or worn-out kit not yet fully

replaced. The men, or a great number of them,

were in rags, and that is just the truth of it.

During the few previous days the weather

had been getting worse and worse. The climax

came that Saturday in a steady downpour of

heavy rain which did not stop for an hour. It

seemed as though all the rain in the world had

been concentrated in that valley. The roads

became quagmires for all wheeled traffic, and

transport and guns were everywhere held up.

The men left their bivouacs wet through;

before half an hour had passed they had all got

to that stage when nothing mattered. The

orders were to make good the crossing of the

river and hold the northern slopes. On that day

no one, at G.H.Q. or in the Force, could have

guessed what was before them, that it was the

end of the Advance and the beginning of many

weary months of hammering at a wall.

With the earUest misty dawn everyone was

on the move, squelch, squelch through the mud.

Teams strained at the guns, dragging them

through the liquid glue away over fields of heavy

soil wherein carriages sank wellnigh axle deep.

Motor-cars with a ceaseless yonking of strident
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horns thrust infantry aside. And the rain came

down in torrents.

One battalion found a few dozen oat sacks

in a granary. Wrapped round the shoulders

they were at least a reasonable substitute for

greatcoats, and there was a mad rush for them.

Another company appeared looking like a gang

of Chinese coolies with bundles of straw tied

together and hung over the shoulders by way of

capes. Disconsolate-looking cavalry horses,

heads and tails tucked down, plodded heavily

past, carrying riders who sat grimly in pools of

water. Squelch, squelch, and down came the

rain. Oh for a glass of hot rum and water, and

a pipe of tobacco ! Never mind ; stick it, lads

!

The Sixth Division have landed; they are on

their way up.

It was on this very day that we got the

rumour about those Russians landing in the

north of Scotland and being rushed down

through England to take the Germans in the

rear. The fact seemed so unlikely and improb-

able that it was quite generally believed, and

the rumour had a very heartening effect. We
didn't hear till later of the extraordinary sensa-

tion it caused at home amongst all classes, even

down to the old lady whose son, a railway

porter, had actually swept the snow out of the

railway carriages.

About 7 a.m. General Allenby with his
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cavalry had worked up to Braisne, a village some
five miles south of the river. Quickly they drove

out a small enemy force, but were unable to hold

the village without support. This was forth-

coming from some of the infantry of the 8rd

Division. General Gough, too, with his

Brigade (the regiments of a previous chapter)

had another smart little affair with enemy in-

fantry some three miles nearer to the river.

One may be excused from referring so fre-

quently to those three gallant regiments under
General Gough, but they did put the fear of

God into the Germans. When there was a little

job like that on hand it was not a case of sending

for those lads to do it; they were generally on
the spot and half-way through it by the time the

need was realised.

Well, this time they just counted out some
seventy Germans, captured 150 more, and then

went on with their trek to the river. But the

bridge at Vailly, with a strong battery of

machine-guns to hold it, was too tough a nut to

crack just then, so they exchanged a few shots

and drew off out of range to await supports and
guns.

Elsewhere, all along their sixteen-mile front,

the Force pressed steadily forward. On the ex-

treme right the lads of Sussex, Northampton
and Lancashire; on the extreme left that

splendid little Third Corps which we watched
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crossing the Marne at La Fert^. Squelch they

went through the mud and rain, but it was the

right direction, and—we're all going to be home

by Christmas. Cheero

!

But apart from the distressing condition of

the troops, the bad weather was a severe handi-

cap to the Flying Corps. Our flying men were

away and aloft as usual, but observation was

simply impossible. Thus the several H.Q.'s had

to send their troops blindly forward, and trust

more or less to luck, and no one knew what we

were up against. I wonder what the Force

would have done that day and the next had

they known. Gone ahead just the same, I

suppose. But we didn't know, and this is what

it was.

The Aisne about there was sixty or seventy

yards broad, in flood and very deep. There was

just one possible bridge for the whole front ; all

the remainder had been destroyed. About a

mile north from the river the ground began to

climb to a high plateau which the Germans had

prepared as a strong defensive position. It was

a natural line of defence ; they had reconnoitred

every yard of it years before, had prepared in

secret their big gun positions all along the

height, and so soon as they had swept over the

country in their advance they had set tr

work upon it against such a contingency as the

present.

J
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Few facts of the war can h* revealed in
stronger light than this the military organisation
and forethought of the Prussian General Staff.

I should imagine that there was not an officer
on that Staff, from William Hohenzollern down-
wards, who doubted for a moment that their
war plans against France would have been pre-
cisely fulfilled within their scheduled time—that
Paris would have fallen, the French Armies
been destroyed, and terms of peace dictated in
time to turn upon Russia in the same way
before the Holy Empire had had time fully to
mobilise. And yet, despite that conviction, the
Prussian Staff had worked out the defensive
strategy of the Aisne—in case.

Our flying men could not yet tdl us all liis,

and even when the crossing of the river and the
subsequent attacks were in progress it was with
the greatest difficulty that they were able to dis-
cover the German gun positions. The general
impression was that the enemy were going on
with their retirement, and it was with this idea
in mind that the G.O.C.'s pushed ahead.

It was not until the afternoon of the 12th
that the several Commands realised that it was
going to be a difficult task. Our advance patrols
arrived at the river at various points, and were
promptly held up everywhere. Reports were
sent back, and the S.O.S. call went out for the
Royal Engineers. Ac ' it was then that this

i
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splendid Corps started upon and accomplished

one of the finest pieces of work in its history.

Lieutenant J. A. C. Pennycuick (now

Captain and D.S.O.) began it by floating out on

some kind of raft (no one quite knows how it

was done), and drifting down stream to within

100 yards of the bridge at Missy in order to

reconnoitre, lie could not well escape being

seen, and the Germans as soon as they had re-

covered from their astonishment blazed away at

him as hard as they could. But, to quote

Admiral Beatty's delicious remark upon a similar

adventure,^ "this in no way interfered with the

clarity of his report." Pennycuick got back

safely to tell how the bridge was just a wreck,

while the remnant of it was strongly held with

the inevitable battery of machine-guns.

Similar reconnaissance vas successfully car-

ried out within the next couple of hours at all

the points of possible crossing. The Sappers

saw what they had to do, and promptly tackled

the job with that thoroughness and gay in-

souciance which have ever marked their work.

The enemy had all the ranges registered for

their overwhelming mass of guns, and they were

fully prepared to hold up by every means the

crossing of the British. But that fact didn't

> Reconnaissance by a sea-plane flying at 900 ft. under heavy

fire from fo'.ir enemy cruisers. BattU of Jutland Bank official

despatches.
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bother ' 'le Sappers. It was up to them to pro-

vide the means of crossing, and they intended

to do it. Within forty-eight hours they had
finished the task.

Within forty-eiglit hours, working under the

direct fire of the enemy's massed artillery and
machine-guns, the Sappers had constructed or

sufficiently repaired no fewer than fourteen

bridges along a Rftecn-niile front and across a

seventy-yards broad river in flood.

Upon such a feat as this any comment is im-

possible. One can only record it in the simplest

words, and leave the details to the imagination.

The misery and depression of that pouring

wet day hung over the troops like a leaden pall

all through the night. Towards evening a gale

sprang up to add to the discomfort (if it were

possible). All the day the men had been halted

under arms awaiting the orders to go forward.

They had started off gaily enough, but the cheek

had soon come, and that meant moral depression

as well as physical discomfort. With nightfall

an attempt was made to secure some shelter in

the neighbouring villages and barns, but there

was little enough available. And the rain

poured down unceasingly. Food supplies tem-

porarily broke down, for the roads by this time

were impassable for transport. It was a dreadful

night, and how the men saw it through, coming

as the climax of all their privations, remains a

Jii
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mystery. The wonder is that most of the Force

were not on the sick list with dysentery and

simihir complaints.

And yet before the following night had

passed the whole of the British Force, with the

exception of half a dozen Brigades, had crossed

the Aisne. They had *' made good " once more.

Ah! the wonder of the "contemptible little

Army." Never has the world seen such troops.

Will it ever again?

To some of the men in the 11th Brigade

(Third Corps again) fell the honour of being the

first across. Do you remember their nocturnal

expedition on the river at La Ferte when they

were chaffed by the Jocks? The memory of it

had cut deep, and this time they were deter-

mined to make a clean job of it. They suc-

ceeded admirably, and by 3 o'clock on the

Sunday morning they had pushed across on some

rafts from near Venizel, and were snugly

settled on the other side. A little later the

remainder of the 11th Brigade, as well as the

12th, were over hard upon their heels and push-

ing ahead up the hill.

Thus had the first troops won the northern

bank. Their task had been comparatively easy.

Not so with the remainder. But I can find no

words in which to tell of the achievement of

these and the following days. The genius of

some great painter displayed upon a mighty

KT
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canvas might perhaps suggest the scene; no
author's pen can do so. So would one cry :

O for a Muse of fire, that woul : ascend
The brightest heaven of inventi« m !

The dawn of that Sunday, the 18th, broke
dull and misty after the rain-sodden night, and
the first gleam of daylight came is a welcome
relief to the men after the depressing hours of

darkness. All down the valley the fog-wreaths
tumbled and danced before the dull booming of

the guns on the northern heights, and shells tore

their way through the heavy air to burst with
deadly monotony along and over the southern
bank.

The Cavalry and Horse Gunners, with an
occasional battery of field-guns, are up in the
front on the very fringe of the shell storm. Pass
down the horse-Unes, and you will see the men
already hard at work wisping and hand-rubbing,
striving to work up the circulation and get some
warmth into their dumb comrades before the
business of the day begins. They know well

enough that it is the first hour or so that will tell.

A little apart from the horses of one
squadron are picketed three or four officers'

chargers. **WeU looked after," you will ex-
claim ;

*' they've actually got horse-rugs." Look
a little closer, and you will notice that the
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'* horse-rugs " are of rather superior quality.

They are the officers' great-coats.

Most of the gunners and drivers have found

their night's shelter under their guns and

wagons. Rather risky, this, for the horses,

tethered to the wheels, will probably kick

you during the night. At least one driver fell

in that morning w^ith two black eyes and a

bleeding mouth.

"If you want to fight," said the No. 1,

" why can't you wait for them Germans? "

"Carn't 'elp it, Sergeant," protested the

driver; " it was that there 'Ermione. She went
and trod on my face in the dark—the old

blighter !
" he added affectionately, as he slipped

in the bit.

And " 'Ermione," nuzzling into his hand,

was rewarded with a piece of cold bacon which
she didn't like and promptly dropped in the

mud.
All the C.O.'s have got their orders. The

various H.Q. Staffs have spent a very busy night

worl 'ng out the arrangements for the advance.

You can see them, some in leaky barns, others

in tapestried drawing-rooms of lordly chateaux,

one and all poring over large-scale maps, fitting

in this and that report, checking dispositions of

troops. Right back to G.H.Q. at F^re-en-

Tardenois, fifteen miles to the rear, run the

threads of communication,
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" On that morning," saj s Sir John French,
*' I ordered the British Forces to advance and

make good the Aisne."

Little enough it seems when r olved into

that single paragraph. But it indicates as

nothing else can the supreme confidence which

the Commander-in-Chief had in his troops.

The British guns all along the lines have

begun their response to the enemy's heavier

metal. Effective firing was very difficult, f r in

many cases battery commanders had but a vague

idea what their targets were. The German gun

positions on the heights were most cleverly con-

cealed, and until fire was concentrated just over

the river crossings a great deal of ammunition

was wasted.

On the extreme right the First Corps had

to make a double crossing ; first a canal which

runs parallel to the Aisne, and then the river

itself. Just by the village of Bourg another

canal runs down from the north, crosses the

Aisne by an aqueduct, and enters the first canal

at a "hair-pin" angle. This was the spot

assigned to the First Division, and they had a

pontoon bridge, just constructed, and the

aqueduct by which to cross.

A small advance patrol has felt its way for-

ward to the crossing. Good ! The enemy have

rather neglected that aqueduct, and they have

left but a weak post to hold it. Word goes back
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to the batteries, and nearly all the available guns

there are switched on. But the enemy, too,

know what is going to happen, and a deluge of

shrapnel and high explosive is poured down over

the river and banks.

The first to the pontoons was a company of

one of the County regiments. Officers ahead,

over they went. It was fairly easy going, but

the shrapnel took its toll, and perhaps a quarter

of the little advance force went down. The bank

was quickly won, and our guns by this time had

settled accounts with the trifling enemy rear-

guard on the aqueduct hard by. The cavalry

followed close upon the advance company, the

boats of the bridge swaying and dipping as they

crossed. But the horses are long since accus-

tomed to such a roadway, even though under

fire, and the men get them safely over. Once on

the bank the squadrons form up as though on

the drill-groimd, and it is only a few minutes

before they are off and away to round up or

drive ahead scattered parties of the enemy. By
the evening they had occupied three or four of

the villages five miles north of the river.

For the remainder of the Division the cross-

ing was fairly easy. The aqueduct was, if I re-

member, intact save for a few broken girders

and supports, and the Sappers worked unceas-

ingly to strengthen it and the pontoons. Thus
this Division got rather ahead of the rest of the
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Force, and the effect of this was seen during the

following days.

A little farther to the west the Second

Division had a stiff tussle before they could make

good. I wish I could give you a picture of the

shattered bridge that Sunday morning as

General Haking's Brigade swarmed across.

They were the Worcesters, the Highland Light

Infantry, the Connaught Rangers, and the

Oxford and Bucks Light Infantry.

There was just a single girder and a tangle of

wreckage for them to clamber over. On the far

side lay the Germans with maxims, while up on

the heights the enemy gunners worked hard to

finish their task of destruction. For once their

gunnery failed them, but it was a near thing.

Just as the first of our men set foot on the girder

a well-placed high explosive shell burst close

under the far end, and twisted up still more the

slender support; and that was the last which

seemed to do any real damage.

The big difficulty about that crossing was

that you could not rush it. Under fire, when

the blood is up and a position has to be won,

there is no thought of holding back if it can be

done at the double. But to clamber in single

file across a steel plank, over a swollen river with

shrapnel and H.E. hissing and plumping all

round—that calls for steady nerves.

There was one big man, in the Worcesters,
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I think, whose great strength served him and a

comrade well that morning. The man immedi-

ately in front got badly hit, staggered for an

instant, and was on the point of falling over into

the river when

—

" Hold up, chum !
" called the big man,

grabbing him by the belt. With a hea^ he got

him round the waist, and tucked him up under

his arm. How he got across the remaining fifty

yards of that narrow slippery path burdened

with his kit, his rifle and a full-grown man with

all his kit remains a mystery. But he did it

somehow by sheer grit; needless to add he was

promptly dubbed " Blondin'* by his pals.

The next crossing farther west was at

Chavonne. This fell to the Brigade of Guards

under General Scott-Kerr, and was probably tL3

hardest of any ; this, and the crossing at Coade.

At both these points the northern heights fall

sharply down to the river bank ; thus the char-

acter of the ground helped the enemy very

materially in their defence. At Bourg and Pont-

Arcy the northern side was comparatively level

for some few miles.

If you were to ask any half-dozen officers in

the Force to tell you which they considered the

best all-round regiment out there, I would

venture a wager that you would receive, as I did,

the same reply from each. And that answer

would be *' the Guards.'' Just that. Not the
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Irish Guards or Grenadiers, but " the Guards.'*

And in the original Force, where there seemed
nothing to choose between the various arms and
regiments, that is surely a very remarkable

tribute.

" For the press of knights," says Emerson,
" not every brow can receive the laurel." And
I have often tried to analyse that indefinable

quality about the Brigade of Guards which has

given them a place apart, even in that so great

a " press of knights." I think that if I had to

define it in a single word, I should say it was

"finish." You will find that quality pre-

eminent in everything about them. Their

uniform and kit are always a trifle more neat

and smart than their neighbours' ; their bivouac

or camp lines a trifle more straight and well

ordered; their movements on parade carry a

trifle more spring ; and so all through the list.

To the lay mind these factors are of trivial

account. But to the sailor or the soldier they

spell the word "discipline." And discipline,

with all that it involves, is perhaps the greatest

asset in modem warfare.

That crossing of the Aisne at Chavonne was

the hardest, and, by mere chance, it was allotted

to the Brigade of Guards. How they carried

it after nearly twelve hours of hard fighting,

eventually crossing in boats, and then stormed a

strong position the other side, is a story which
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will rank as one of the proudest in all their mag

Jy sunset they, too, had '* made
nificent record.

good the Aisne.'*
. « • j

To tell of the work of the reniammg Brigades

on this day is only to rep'^at incidents already set

down, for these are but typical of the whole.

It was work in which all arms nobly played a

part : the individual and collective gallantry and

skill of the Sappers; the unceasing vigilance

and support of the Gunners whi a made the

crossing possible ; the superb tenacity and gay

courage of the Infantry which carried them over

and through every obstacle.

By nightfall the Men of Mons had ' made

good the Aisne " according to orders.

¥
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AT THE AISNE

Bard. On, on, on, on, on t to the breach, to tlie breach I

Nym. Pray thee, corporal, stay : the knocks are too

hoi ; and, for mine own part, I have not a case of Hoes ;

the humour of it is too hot that is the very plain-song of it.

With the passage of the Aisne there began the

last great fight of the Men of Mons, the original

*' contemptible " Army. For four days and

nights it lasted with never a break, and all that

mortal men could do the officers and men accom-

plished. Yard by yard they won their way up

the plateau, and when they could do no more

there they held their ground. Their attack

passed into a defence. Then, with the imperish-

able tradition of the British infantry, was formed

once again " the thin red line."

Hour after hour, day after day, the waves

of German infantry rolled down upon them.

Hour after hour the British stood to meet them,

broke them and hurled them back in disorder.

Pounded night and day by the German guns,

to which our own could barely reply, they

clung to their positions. Was a point momen-
lai
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tarily lost, a counter-attack would instantly be

launched and the position won again.

There they fought while their ranks grc '

ever thinner, and still the remnant struggled

on. That little Hne, with the cavalry all in,

held and fought the enemy to a standstill. For

with the fifth day of the battle the German
attacks had grown weaker and weaker and the

dreary dawn of trench warfare had come.

It was the last day's fighting for the original

Expeditionary Force, composed as it had l)een

from the early stages of the Retreat. The

Sixth Division was on its way up from the

coast, and on September 16 it had come into

line. Of course, this is no more than a' trivial

point of sentimental record. But you who read

will perhaps appreciate the feeling of pride

which was in the hearts of the '* old stagers " at

having seen the thing through from the begin-

ning.

And the difference, in appearance, manner

and so forth, between the new-comers and the

old stagers was almost laughable. Can you not

imagine the contrast? There was no possibility

of mistaking one for the other, although the

lads of the Sixth did their best in the way of

'* make-up."
With the exception of one Irish battalion

they were all English county regiments; Kent,

Leicester, Durham, Shropshire, Yorkshire and
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otliers. And how fresh and young-looking

they seemed beside the war-stained veterans of

a month ! Such nice clean faces and such nice

clean uniforms. And overcoats ! real overcoats

they had.
" Hullo, mate !

" (can you not hear the old

stager?)
*' Come up to join the picnic, have

you? Proper picnic this, I give you my word.

Why, we ought to be paying the blooming

Government for giving us such a jolly old

picnic. An' they're paying u«—five francs a

fortnight. Robbery, that's what it is, down-

right robbery to take the money—that's what

I sez. You'll see, my lad, after you've been

out 'ere a bit. You won't like to take it."

The new-comer murmured something which

might have been an expression of somewhat

doubtful gratitude.
" Why, mate," Ihe veteran continued,

starting backwards in astonishment, " whatever

are them things you've got on your feet?

Boots? 'Ere, let's have a look : 'em. My
Gawd! and laces, too, in 'em! Real laces!

Leather, ain't they? Gawd!" and he lapsed

into incoherence.
" 'Ere," he said, " I'll tell you wliat I'll do

for you, chum. Them things ain't no good to

you. Wot you want is a nice shiny German

'elmet. Or one of them long stickers wot them

cavalry o' theirs uses. That's wot you want.
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A soovenir like, \^ot you can send 'ome to yer

best gal. Boots! wot*s the good of boots? She
don't want boots, she wants one o' them *elmets

so*s she can do a bit o' swank to her pals on
a Sunday night."

The new hand was obviously becoming im-

pressed. In fact, he had been touched upon
a very tender spot.

"That's all right then, mate," decided the

veteran. "I've got the very thing for 'cr.

Got a proper dab o' blood on it too, it 'as,

an' a regular cut in it where I got li;'. blighter

clean through the napper. Dirt cheap it is for

them boots, but I'll let you 'ave it cos you're a

new chum—see? Come along o' me and we'll

'and over."

Meekly the new chum followed, and the

bargain was sealed with a " j-^tit caporal

"

apiece (Woodbines were no more then). But
the new chum was not so happy over his bargain

the next morning when charged before his

CO. with " losing by neglect his personal

equipnient," and that shiny German helmet
cost him dear by the time he had finished with
all the necessary formalities.

However, it was not very long before the
new chums had become broken in to the man-
ners and customs of active service, but it took
longer for them to get the hang of the fighting.

A brand-new company going into the firing-
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line for the first time is apt to be pretty nervous,

especially when it is trench work. A year

later on the Flanders side, when things had

settled down into a regular routine, a new bat-

talion would go through endless rehearsals of

every phase of trench work before it went up

into the front line. The only new thing they

then had to face was the target hitting them

back.

But at the Aisne there was no opportunity

for rehearsals. Every man was wanted, and

badly too. So alter a very few days in reserve

-w battalions were sent up to replace some

„ hich had suffered the most severely.

There was one new half-battalion which

took over a certain very warm comer of hastily

dug trenches. They didn»t like it, and it is

no use pretending they did. Who shall blame

them? It wa* a wet, misty dawn when they

first found themselves peering anxiously along

their rifies at the enemy lines only some 150

yards away. They were cold, they were rather

hungry, and the last few hours, when they had

been relieving thei» comrades, had been trying

ones for the nerves. So that there were a

good handful of them to echo the remark in

Henry F .,
** Would I were in an alehouse m

London I I would give all my fame for a pot

of ale and safety."

And the enemy, with that uncai y secret

l%«- *fc«.*--*, ...'-
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service of theirs, knew perfectly well that new,
untried companies had taker, the place of the
old guard. " We'll just give them an hour to

settle down," said the Germans, "and then at

the early dawn we'll have them out of it."

And that is exactly what happened. The
officers were probably as nervous as the men,
but they kept a tight grip on themselves not
to show it. A few minutes' heavy gunfire came
almost as a relief, for they knew it was but the
prelude for what was coming.

"Stick it, lads; here they come." And
with the words down rolled the wave upon them.
The front ranks melted away before the heavy
rifle fire, but there \yasn't quite the same
quality about it as usual. You cannot get that
nice accuracy and tremendous speed with your
rifle when you are feeling cold and wet and
rather nervous and everything is new.

So the wave swept on down the slope,

over the parapet, and into the trenches. The
new chums now were fighting for their lives.

One vast confusion of mad stabbing, bashing
wi*^h rifle-butts, fists, revolvers, anything. Still

the wave poured into the trench, flooded it,

swallowed up the defenders, stayed there. Tho
trench was won.

The crash of the attack had come to the
Brigade Commander a few hundred yards away.
He had expected it, had hoped that all would

I
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be well—but he was prepared. Curtly he raps

out an order—"The Hampshiies will retake

Trench W *'—the order is scribbled down,

signed, and a Staff officer is on his way with

it before a couple of minutes have passed.

The Hampshires, in support, are finishing

a somewhat sketchy breakfast and feeling in

their pockets for any stray fag that might have

worked into the lining. Sergeant Stephens is

sitting on a little mound gloomily listening to

the noise of the attack. Suddenly he jumps to

his feet.
, „ .. ,,, „,

" Fall in, B Company," he calls. We 11

be wanted up there in a minute," he adds for

the benefit of one of his corporals.

B Company snatches up its rifles, looks to

it that bayonets are fixed and all magazines

charged. Within a few minutes the Company

commander appears, running.
'* We're to counter-attack TrenchW, he re-

marks cheerily. " Any pistol ammunition yet?
"

" No, sir," says Sergeant Stephens. Had

orders to throw the last lot in .. the river. You

remember, sir."

His captain does remember, and curses

again. There had been something wrong with

the ammunition originally issued, and orders

had been sent round to throw any remaining

into the nearest river. For a week or more

officers had been without any.

^

I
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** What's that lot up there in W?" asks

a private.

"Don't know. Think it's the Blankshires.
Just come up," replies the next number.

" Well, why the hell can't they do the job
'stead of rounding us up? "

"Stop that talking," cuts in a corporal
sharply.

The captain casts a quick glance over his

company and hurries back to report "ready."
A few more minutes and they are off with two
other companies, cutting out into extended
order as they advance.

The German guns from the very beginning
have been plastering with shrapnel and H.E.
all the ground just to the south of the won
trenches in anticipation of counter-attacks. The
gunners and officers cannot see for the mist,

but the ranges ai'e registered and so they carry

on.

The Hampshires have been through this sort

of thing before, and - ^ile one never gets really

used to it they ar inclined to worry over-

much. The groun against them, and it is

very heavy moving up over that wet, chalky
soil.

Just as the mighty breakers crash high upon
the beach and roll back in wavelets over the
pebbles and sand, so does the counter-attack

develop. The enemy have attacked in heavy
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masses, overwhelming almost by sheer weight.

The British counter-attack in thin, extended

lines, skirmishing forward. Here and there

with a smothered moan men drop and lie still,

but the rest do not falter. Now the captain

is down, two bullets through the thigh. A
subaltern leaps to his place to lead on the

company.
Nearer now—50 yards, is it?—and the

Ilampshires tighten up for the spring. Have

you seen an Irish hunter tuck his legs beneath

him for a stiff hedge with a broad, peaty stream

^eyond? So the Hampshires.

Two or three little seconds and they have

struck home. Still the shells burst beyond the

trench, but within it there is hardly a shot. It

is the steel now. The second line is up and in

with their comrades. Again the vast con-

fusion, but the end comes more quickly. The

Germans do not enjoy the steel.

A few minutes and a hoarse cheer tells the

Brigadier what he has been waiting for. The

counter-attack has succeeded. The Hamp-
shires have made good. Half an hour later

another little party of German prisoners is on

its way down to the river and G.H.Q.

Just one incident out of fifty like it. The

whole affair had begun and ended within half

an hour. I make no attempt to trace the

:.J!H!ftkW«**"
tBim
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course of this Battle of the Aisne, I can only

suggest by an illustration or two the general

character of it. Perhaps you will then turn to

Sir John French's despatch or to one or other

of the published histories and read between the

lines. For instance, in the official despatch the

course of the fighting of these four days is very

clearly outlined, and with the exercise of a little

imagination it is easy to follow.

It will be remembered that the 1st Division

was able to cross the Aiaue very rapidly, and

so to push forward in advance of the remainder

of the Force. This is what Sir John French

says about the value of it

:

" The action of the First Corps on this day

[Monday the 14th], under the direction and

command of Sir Douglas Haig, was of so skil-

ful, bold and decisive a character that he gained

positions which alone have enabled me to main-

tain my position for more than three weeks of

very severe fighting on the north bank of the

river."

And again :
" Throughout the Battle of the

Aisne this advanced and commanding position

was maintained, and I cannot speak too highly

of the valuable services rendered by Sir Douglas

Haig and the Army Corps under his command.

Day after day and night after night the enemy's

infantry has been hurled against him in violent

counter-attack which has never on any one
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occasion succeeded, whilst the trenches all over

his position have been under continuous heavy

artillery fire."

I have reproduced those two passages be-

cause they seem to me to sum up in the most

fitting language the general situation of those

days. Above everything the Battle of the

Aisne, both the first four days and the trench

warfare which followed, was fought through,

and the enemy held by the regimental oflBcers

and their men. Strategy and tactics went by

the board, for there was no opportunity to use

them. It was a soldiers' battle pure and simple,

and never in the history of the British Army
have officers and men fought with more splendid

grit and determination.

As I write Sir Douglas Haig's great offen-

sive of Easter, 1917, is in progress, and I am
continually reading in the Press that "now'*

or " at last " our infantry are beating, or ** have

got the measure of " the German infantry.

I wonder if editors can realise how foolish

such statements really are. Not only are they

foolish, but they are actually a libel on the men
who were bearing the burden and heat of the

day at a time when the men of the New Armies

were sitting at office desks, or otherwise carry-

ing on their peace-time vocations.

Our infantry have "had the measure of*

I
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il)e German infantry from the very first day at

Mou'j. There they proved themselves un-
doubtedly the better in face of overwhelming
strength both in men and artillery, and through
the months that followed they never lost that

superiority. Nor was it affected by such in-

cidents as that just related. Is the work of the

immortal Seventh Division at Ypres already

forgotten ?

Only yesterday I came across this sentence in

the " Memories " of Admiral Lord Beresford,

writing of the fight at Abu Klea in the Sudan
War of 1884. "Once more," he says, "the
British soldier proved that no troops in the
world can face his musketry." It was the same
at Cre^y and Agincourt with our bowmen, and
so it has been from the wars of Marlborough
and Wellington down to the present.

And our cheerful newspaper editors express

surprise! Well, I, for one, have no patience
with the man who finds every country better

than his own and is for ever making unenviable
comparisons. There is far too much of it with
oiu* publicists, and it is not to be wondered at

that Germans and others constantly denounce
us on the score of hypocrisy.

Needless to add, the incidents of individual

heroism in this soldiers' battle were almost end-
less. As always, dozens will never be recorded.
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But some we have which can never be forgot-

ten so long as the recital of great deeds can
thrill a people.

There was Captain W. H. Johnston, R.E.,
who, single-handed, kept a couple of rafts cross-

ing and recrossing the river under heavy fire.

On the forward journey he carried ammunition,
on the return he brought back wounded.

There was a private of the Highland Light
Infantry, G. Wilson, who, again single-handed,

attacked and captured a German machine-gun,
actually shooting or stabbing seven of the

enem. to take it.

But one of the most heroic exploits of all

has, so far as I know, not been recorded, and
I have never been able to discover the name of

the man, another Scotsman, nor the regiment.

An advance guard of Scots with a maxim
was on outpost duty on a bridge over one of

the waterways just north of the Aisnc. The
post was rather an isolated one, but supports
were coming up.

The advanced sentry suddenly doubled back
to the post and reported a body of German in-

fantry coming down the road. The maxim
was manned, and with the appearance of the
leading enemy files fire was opened.

For a second or two the enemy halted. Then
they charged, with another rank firing over
their heads from higher ground.
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The gun detachment ground away for some
fifteen seconds, when both men were killed in-

stantaneously. Another rushed forward. He
was dropped almost at once. One by one the

men on that little post went down rifle to

shoulder, working trigger and bolt till the end
came.

Tw . now are left, one badly hit. *' We'll

gang ex . decently,*' cried the other and leaped

to the xiiaxim, picked it up and ran across the

bridge towards the enemy. Zip-zip went the

bullets all round him ; then a couple in the arm
and one through the leg.

Staggering forward against the parapet he

brought the gun into action once again. JBullets

splashed against the gun, against the stones,

but he worked steadily on.
** Hold them, Jamie," came the hoarse cry

from his comrade behind.

Could he hold them? Hit again and again,

the blood streaming across his eyes, one arm
powerless, he worked on by some incredible will

power, and never could the enemy reach the

gun.

Then a shout from behind. Supports at

last! A last effort—^just one more—one little

one—supports, Jamie—hold them!
The gun lever moves again—so feebly.

There is a sound in his ears of great waters

rushing, and with it the faint echo of the Scot-
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tish cry. With a little moan he drops forward

over the breech as his comrades sweep across

the bridge in irresistible charge.

They found him then, hand still gripped

upon the lever, and in his body were thirty

bullet-wounds. But Jamie had " held them."

Such were the men who fought at the Aisne.



ON BIG GUNS, SPIES AND OTHER MATTERS

I

Chorus . . . The nimble gunner
Wilh linstock now the devilish cannon touches.

And down goes all be/ore them. Still be kind,
And eke out our performance with your mind.

It was on Wednesday, the 16th, that the first

shell from the new " devilish cannon " of the
Germans sailed over and made a very horrid
mess in the village of Missy, which it nearly
destroyed. And an awe-inspiring monster it

was; 262 pound-j of it. Our heaviest gun in

those days threw only a 60 lb. shell, our field-

gun 18 lbs. So you will see at once what an
enormous difference there was. Incidentally the
estimated range of that new gun was well over
5 miles. Of course, that doesn't sound very
far when you have just been talking about
H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth smashing up a fort

20 miles away, but then you nmst reme*Mber
that on land transport and platforms lo* big
guns form a serious problem.

Yes, that first shell had a most bewildering
effect. It landed well within the village, and
the near-by houses collapsed as though an

136
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earthquake had passed, while hardly a window
in the place remained unbroken. After the

first gasp of amazement the villagers fled panic-

stricken. The few of our men who were there

seemed too dazed to do anything. At first no-
body had any idea what had happened, for the

explosion was unlike anything they had yet
experienced. Until they knew that it was a
shell the general opinion was that a great pile of

unmmnition had been hit and exploded.

Unfortunately from then onwards the men
were to endure the continuous nerve-racking

ordeal of these monsters, and although they
soon came to laugh at them, as they always do
at danger or discomfort, nobody can say that

they were popular. If the German gunner
scored a direct hit—well, there was nothing left

of the target. Otherwise the shell did curiously

little damage save when it burst within a "dug-
out " or on the top of a trench. In that case

every soul inside would be buried alive—surely

the most horrible of deaths.

I remember being deeply impressed one
afternoon by some Gennan gunnery near
Bourg. There were a couple of small iron

bridges over the canal about 60 yards or so

apart. Suddenly, without any ranging shot,

one of those great shells plumped right on the
bridge and smashed it through.

*' Hullo," I could hear that German gunner
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reiiiarkii g, *' there s a br Ige. B-^tter have iu

down.'* Plump! The h \ge was down.
'* IIuUo, said Ljic < ernian n :uin vJn',

there's another bridije! Better m c ' nii down
too." A second shell. Plump ' 'Ihr sc ond
brMgc uas knocked throu^'i. N^ niori . Fust

those two hells to d« J: • iob. T*^ w. s *|'jite

unranny.

But Mie sueces>4.'« of tliC iermar gin u -y,

and the aecurate findsng uf t; uets wtfp i he

main due to their e>tra<'nl mir> Seer t L. el

genee Service. It wil hi r.iiu uibei that ve

had instances of this t very '"
st dp t M is.

Now, when a G^ rma bat er 1 n scoring

hits you lidn* Wis *^e timr txcl 'in i^ what re-

markably fine shor thr iernian were—you

began to hunt for t ne '^

There was one t pic. ii st. (of many)
in llheint . General D'Espi . ide .O.C-
in-Chief the jth French Ai took over a

school use ()! )-. Hw adquart* IS. Early the

next n rninp omethinj like enemy guns

were s tche ^rei 01 to the house, and the

gener oarelj scapt 'vitn liis 1'fe. Several of

his St ff officers w e Rilled

At he Aisne ernmii s^ es ere a regular

plague. On one single da} .-teen were eap-

t red ai i shot. Of these one was taken with

5v,00c frau( s ou iiiin, presumably blood money,
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for he was discovered in the very a( t of tele-

honing military information to the enemy.
Even with the httle tliat is u' tually known

(u th' working of this phase of G< rman activity

one is amazed at the ingenuity and money ex-

[)€• <led—for the comparati\ ely trifling re? 'Us

oblamed. Some of the tricks and disguises of

these agents read like pages from an Oppenheim
romam ->.

O, of our Corps H.Q. took up its abode
in a c rtain village one afternoon. A Staff

officer hanccd to glance up at the hands of the

church clock to learn the time. To his aston-

ishment the hands of the clock began to run
n and and back again, jerking from one figure

to an< -hrr.

' »^ssmg what was wrong he entered the

cL 'nd climbed the belfry steps. In the

tow< dijicovered the sexton engaged in the

genti< of semaphore signalling to an in-

visiblt .lemy. Probably in a quarter of an
hour Corps H.Q. would have found their house

being made into a target for German guns.

A French battery was immediately shelled

by the enemy whenever and wherever it came
into position F >r some days the affair re-

mained a mystery until it was noticed *>^ '^ a

shepherd with a flock of sheep invar-

lowed the battery when on the w
enemy airman, taking the position of
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from the flock of sheep, could then signal back

accurate information.

One of the cleverest cases of disguise I came
across was in a little town where the mayor
had just held up a fast motor-car containing

two bedraggled and handcuffed refugees on the

back seat crushed between a couple of gendarmes
armed with rifles. The chauffeur was another

gendarme.
" Ah, monsieur," said I, "I see you've got

a couple of spies."
*' A couple !

" said he. " Take another look,

monsieur. They are all spies."

And so they were, both refugees and
gendarmes. Though how the mayor had
spotted them I could not imagine. Naturally,

any sentries would let such a car-load pass

almost without question. But perhaps they

tried it once too often.

It is sad to think that quite a number of

the spies captured were French suborned by
German money, but I am sure that the number
of these was exaggerated. Men are apt to

forget the peaceful penetration of the Germans
and hov/ they settle in the country for years,

assimilating the language and manners, and so

are easily mistaken for French.

Cases hke that of a leading merchant of a

certain town near-by were very common. For
some fifteen years this merchant had had in his
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service a confidential clerk who seemed invalu-

able to him and to the business, and who came
to be treated almost as a son. A week before
war broke out the clerk disappeared.

When a German Division entered the town
the confidential clerk came back, but now as

the officer in command of a company. He
found his old quarters very comfortable, for he
knew where everything was, and with a cellar

of good wine he was able to entertain his friends
quite pleasantly. The entertainment was made
still more attractive by the enforced presence of
the two daughters of the house. You will know
what that means where the Huns are concerned.

Further, the erstwhile clerk, having had
access to all the books of the firm, had acquired
a great deal of information about the firm's
customers, and that meant most of the principal
people in the district. The information proved
very useful in the robbery and extortion which
followed.

These were some of the ways in which this

typical example of German manhood was able
to recompense his late employer and the family
for fifteen years of trust and affection.

It is very irritoting that the majority of our
people at home should still refuse to credit the
widespread activity of the German agent in
foreign countries. When one takes the case
of Italy, for instance, where the Germans had
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succeeded in acquiring the control of the

majority of the great banking-houses and had

direct interest in many of the important com-

mercial firms; of Russia, where nearly every

war and political department was undermined

by German interest; of Holland, with its

German-owned banks and newspapers; of

France, with its elaborate secret service—when
all this is recalled how can our people continue

fondly to delude themselves that England is

free from the German blight? Great Britain,

the arch-enemy ! We talk glibly of what we
shall do in case of invasion, of the defence by

the Naiy, of the immediate extermination of

the raiding force. But with invasion the danger

is from within our shores, not from without.

And so it will be when we come to set our house

in order after the war.

Spies appear to be a necessary evil in war.

They have always existed and probably always

will. Old Sun Tzu, the Chinese general, stoutly

defends them in his famous treatise on the Art
of War. And that was written 2,500 years ago.

But the enemy did not owe all their know-
ledge of our movements to spies. Many a

German officer and man in uniform, were dis-

covered concealed in the r !e of our lines at the

end of a telephone wire \ a once or twice was

found to be connected up with our own H.Q.
lines. One officer was discovered cramped up
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in a largish pigeon-oote, another in the middle
of a haystack, and so on. That was real pluck
on their part, for they must have believed that
they would certainly be shot if captured. Need-
less to add, they were treated decently and
merely sent back as prisoners. One does not
care to imagine the fate of any of our own men
taken in similar circumstances.

For many a weary month to come our men
were compelled to face the terrible weight of
enemy guns without the ghnt of satisfaction
that It was being replied to. How the infantry
faced the shelling was suggested to me by a
German officer. " We pound your men all day
and even then cannot get ours to attempt a
charge on the bayonets."

I cannot remember when the new heavy
guns of ours arrived from home, but I have a
note uader September 19 that they were ex-
pected at any moment. But even when they
did arrive they were able to make very little
difference except in the moral effect upon our
own troops, for the Germans fired nearly
twenty-five shells fo- each one that we could
send back. On the same date I have noted that
there had at last arrived the new 18-pr. field-
guns which were sent to replace those lost in
the Retreat. With them came a number of
machine-guns.
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One is anxious to record facts like these not

only for present reading, but rather for the

historian of the future. I have already em-
phasised the fact, and I would do so again and

again, that no history of these early days can

be a true one which does not take the fullest

account of the conditions under which our men
worked : of the human element, in short.

You will doubtless have read in histories

already published that the infantry were now
digging trenches and making " dug-outs.'*

Quite true! But imagine how it was being

done. The greater proportion of the spades

and picks had been lost, as I have said, in the

Retreat, and although new ones were being

supplied as quickly as possible the work was

just now only possible through purchasing tools

in the neighbouring towns and villages. And
towns do not keep much of a supply of such

articles in stock.

Then there was the difficulty of the roads.

The bad weather and the ceaseless heavy trans-

port had reduced them to a shocking condition

even in a single week. There were not very

many French civilians available, but such as

there were at once found employment in

road-repairing. And a very slow job they

made of it.

The one thing which never seemed to fail

was the rations; and just about now the first
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"
?.. '* >"'* »boiit

not yet arrTvJ^"t ZT"" '"''* """" <"«^
cave-dwelling, ehalk-qu^^ Jf^^th T™"'cessantM'et ^xnoci,,..* « j ^^" *** »n-

bullets. S ™trwafirkn"' , h'"^P
vvas now spreading thirwr.i'!.'?*' ""•*
farther and could n^j "*"" '^''"°<» "o
enemy «unJ°The movftoTV''''' *° *^
-me, was hailed ^rdenltl'"' """^ "
But after a few weeks' «n.- \ e^co-one.

Flande« the Fo^rt^TS'wfthl"'*''-
'"

to those days at the Aisne
°''*'°»

the Forof„:ilfo%3«"'/''« "«-. is that

"as. I do not think f"*""^
"^" «*"«d « it

grumble ex^^t in thJ ."""^ ""^"^ « "^
K

P' '" ""^ "™»1. general sort of
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way. And even then it was not really grum-
bling, but rather his way of expressing a wistful

longing to have the war over and be at home
again. How the demands for the Force tvere

being met at home one cannot tell; there was
probably much confusion before the machinery
of supply was got into working order. But in

France only those actually concerned with the

Quarter-Master-Generars department could

speak justly of the magnificent effort which met
and overcame endless difficulties.

As the crow flies the Force was well over
800 miles away from its main base. All sup-
plies had to come up over the network of
French railways, a feat which, even in peace
time, would have involved no meaii effort of
organisation. But in war, over a strange rail-

way system, with the greater part of the rolling-

stock needed by our AUies, and what was left

being manned by a much depleted staff—that
indeed was an achievement in organisation to
be proud of. If the country only realised half

the debt which is owed to General Sir William
Robertson for his magnificent work during the
first months of the war they would honour him
even more than they do to-day.

And the railway difficulties suggest but one
phase of the organisation. There was, for in-
stance, the motor-transport problem. Motor-
lorries built to carry Mayflower's Margarine,
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Pulltite's Corsets and other i}pli„i,M 1

over honest English n^ds^'^f"" P™?"''»

And w. . here „?: 7" ^T"^ P"^^ ""^^

vehicles fortwohto nr1.T
**'*^"* '^P" °f

and when spare pari arw/^u"^ ?•"*' «'<'•.

cause they 'co4''?r1"C„'^ t A™^^
*"-

Th™?' f{^L .? «"°«'>ow surmounted

we ISd theto'ri"'. 'r"^ "PP-^i^t^ -
of our French Ames n^h "^^

"'"' «"nr«ieship

of railways aL s" p^ fes T^^ '"
f^

""»««,

-^^er^B"»-«orB^

quairel ' **''*' '"o to make a

«nd1S.i^eant?h!l' ""Vi " ^"^ ^^^^^i-S
thi^ tiret?hetr^:/^<'h-e noticed abou?

o-^^^i^dt«^-to^--ent
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duty. The chauffeur was the only other occu-
pant of the car. About a mile or so outside
the city they found encamped in the fields the
outposts of the population, mostly women and
children, who had fled from the German shells.
From there right into the town the road was
lined on both sides with people standing or sit-
ting two and three deep all dressed in deep
mourning. The sight, he said, reminded him of
the London crowd at Queen Victoria's funeral.

But on the approach of the car they all
started to their feet, and instead of waving and
cheering, as the French had always greeted
English troops, they all clapped with their
hands, as though applauding a favourite actor.

For a few moments the officer was too be-
wildered to respond to the ovation. Then he
began to salute in return, but the farther he
went the louder became the clapping. So in
desperation he felt compelled to keep on raising
his cap. And, as he said afterwards, he realised
for the first time what an ordeal it must be
for the King to drive through London, and how
it was His Majesty wore out so many hats.

V.^ednesday, the 16th, was a red letter day
for m- own unit, for it was then that we re-
ceived our first mail since leaving home, just a
month before. A month I It seemed like six
months. With the mail were newspapers up
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to August 80, a week before, <u>d we were «hUto set . glimpse of the great happSouside our own little corner We ».,. ^*

waai we Had done and whv • anrl r.K » «^ j-

^^^"rB'H'"''^ '"^ H-ls had'not^;

eo.Sl.ftde^^d'.
'^wtle'^nVtifat*'"" ?

aZr ^h
"'°'"-"^''"

'^ "f the M -1^

:^^^'.ttL?r'E^ - -Stf"'

laces, to his vasf <l»l,„i,»
™'^^'' «<>"« boot-

feUois.
'''«'" "'«' ">« envy of his

The^Qu.*^r'M«Lir '"? ''''^' " » ••'«•

lines ind anno^^^^^""! ""^fl^''
'" «"<=

cigarettes had aSfor „; *
'°'~'^~ »«'

Officers and men thought hlw!^ i^^?""Tobacco sent by the uJly Sketc^r^^1
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the name of wonder should strangers send us a
present?

Yet it was true. For each and every one
there was a little tin of tobacco, two packets
of cigarettes and two boxes of matches, " with
comphments and good wishes." If only the
donors could have seen the surprise, stupefac-
tion almost, and the gratitude with which that
present was received, how happy they would
have been. We received many such parcels
during the days to come, but the pleasure they
gave was never dulled by repetition, and we
never ceased to wonder at and appreciate warmly
the generosity and kindly thought of good friends
at home.

About that time we heard, again with no
little astonishment, that both officers and men
were to receive a regular Government allowance
of tobacco. There is no need at this sUge to
speak of the importance of tobacco to our
fighting men. It is perhaps a libel on their
powers of endurance to say that they could not
get on without it, but the ration and supplies
from home certamly make the whole world of
difference.

Everyone smokes aU day long, from the
officers at G.H.Q. right down through the
ranks. At first it was a pipe, although Thomas
Atkins never has cared about pipe-smoking. But
as the days wore on and the stress continued we

L
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A f!!^!"^
'^'^ unconsciously to the cigarette.A matter of nerves, the do.;tors will tell you,and I suppose that is what it w«,. It wai nouse trying to induce the men to stick to a pipe

as bcmg better for them. No, it must be cigar-
ettcs. Given a cigarette our lads will bear themost horrible wound torture with fortitude, and
It IS the first thing they ask for on recovering
consciousness. "

So accustomed are we now to the perfect
organisation of the Red Cross work, and thespeedy removd of the wounded from the firina-
hne, that many will doubtless be surprise!

lances available until about the third week in

!™™T \k
*'°' ."''"' ^""^y "mark bowurgen was the need for this transport and how

difficult ,t was to deal properly with the more^nous cases. The wounded were got back ^tar as iJraime, a few miles south of the Aisneand thence by rail. But it was a dreadfulS
for the sufferers under the somewhat primit"earr^gements which were the best avaiE

home day It IS to be hoped that there will h»
pubhshed a fuU appreciation of the m^entwork performed by the doctor and R.AM Cstaff, especially during the first eight In^'Everyone knows that our R.A.M.C ™^second to none in the medical services ofSte
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nations.; but never have its unfaUinir skill »n-i

Wc marvel, or should do if we were nnf ^
played in modern hospitals under idea oomJj

work of the regimental doctors in the advmeed
fir.ng-l.ne trenches where they endure ZZ^eh.U of shrapnel and bullets as the^fohtiS'comrades. There they , ,it LTth A°?

:t't:t"f."; '^y
"' anyt'o^rto " «^'

Xf!5finX X.;^:*^
""'^ "-^-^

'- ««-
Imagine, too, the Advanced Dressim,

oea dugout." Here the sufferers are tpnjLra^r more ca«fully than was p'o^i^: ^'thlactual finng-line: wounds are v^oh^A »•
antjsepUc treatment, and bandagTi^S?

to be forgotten. The rows of wound^ m»the gaspmg moans, or heavy, stertorous brS

EoiUduiieii. ' "• '" '« '* »"• •! llie gmtat ol
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ZerL"""^"^ ''"r«' «'»•> the doctor, and

s7~t^h^ K°r» r""^ f""» »l«lcher tostretcher. whUe overhead shells burst and buUekhun.. It matters nothing to the stXtKany moment the Red Cross flag mav^t™^ .k

pUced shells end it for all, doctors and pL^lalike. Ihe work goes on win, never a brak

whranTtix*c:r'•« "-^ -«»

X'

^aptL^rtt^rm:l?;itXv
^v llT"' "' '^"P-t'-y outside who ^li
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XI

STILL AT THE AISNE

K. Hen. For never two such kingdoms did contend
Without much fall of blood ; whose guiltless dropsAre every one a woe, a sore complaint,

TnTL^r
u;A05e wrongs give edge unto the swords

2 Mt make such waste in brief mortality.

With the close on September 18, of that stem
f ir days oattle for the heights commanding
tHe Aisne we get the first hint of the change
which was to come in the general character of
the fightmg. Two points should be noted, the^ne being a result of the other. Let me first

lines
^''''*''''' ""^ *^® opposing

fK ^""u .^'"o
''^"^^"^ber that at Mons and

through the Retreat the British Force held the
post of honour on the extreme left of the

fT"";?"*^^'^
^^°'- ^^^"^ *^^ AUies turned

at the Marne a new French Army was formed
to the west of the Force, so that when we ad-
vanced to the Aisne we had about 200 odd miles
of J^renoh troops on our right and about 50
miles of French on our left. This French hneon our left followed thj course of the Aisne to

>S4

hi
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north of Compi^gne and then made a sham
rl'!fV"^r* " "«^* ^°«^^' t« the north on th^road to Noyon. A glance at the picture m.nfacing p. 1 wiU show the position!

"^ ""'^

JNow, the first point was thi« ri« c x
•;er 18 General JoL intZZT^,J^L'S
he i^li:S'^:H

*°
""l""

'"'* '^ t'''' hold "p o

vL.lv ^'''?'* h* proposed to extend the

wM^ he Had aty^rt^e^M^; tSf
the ba^r n „hieh^hadV""'"'

*"T *'"*

the 12th inst m„<* i » f" ^"S^S^ since

the X/^f fV '"1 '"'"' *'y« '°"8". untU

felt !„H
^"^ "'-""' ^"""^ movement could be

w p^ftionT"^ T"* '° '"r ""^ '"^"y from

toZ iwL. ^ ' ""*"* "•*' ">e British had

then hoVdrr "S ?^
''""«'5' as possible and

for the Zn^£Z T"" '^**"" °* ""efe

were on sTn ry dut^^f'tr "'
"^T""

'"''^

begun that trend^^Wl^e whil""'
"''°' '^'^

become so painfuilv Z«»Z 7 '"*'" "" *°

people at home "" """ "^ °"

and^if''^'^""* '?' '°P °f *•« "orthem ridge«nd ,n German h«.ds, there ran the W^
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highway known as the Ladies' Road. This has -
so often been described timt there is no need
to say niore about it here. From the moment
the British had crossed the Aisne this road was
their objective. To win it meant that you com-
nianded not only the river valley, but also the
country to the north of the rocd. It was there-
fore a very important position, P.nd the Forcehad confidently started in to capture it

Mercifully the future was hidc'en from them.

l!"/! aV^7- ^'"''' '^^••* °f f«"^ "months,
did the Alhes strive to take and hold that ridce
It was not until the first week in May, 1917'
that the French, backed by overwhelming
artiUeiy, at last brilliantly carried it by assault.

Ihe infantry, then, settle-^ do^^n to this
most uncomfortable mode of fightin j, and, as
IS the way with our Army long since accustomed
to campaigns under all conditions in every
corner of the world, they very quickly adapted
themselves to it. Some of the difficulties I haveabeady suggested, and indeed when one recalls
tlie lack of tools and necessary materials, and
compares the later conditions in Finderswhen trench warfare developed into a fine art

mana^Td
*^*'''''^'°^ ^"""^ splendidly the men

Barbed wire, for instance, which is of the
trst importance, was only to be obtained in
small quantities. So neighbouring spinneys
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and farm Unds were raided for wire rabbit net-tingr and ordinary fence wire. It wamT ^,™
Z'^ «°^' but it was oetter ttanTo hLT
2 T n"^

<«««i°'""ly suceeed in tybg upthe w,ly German into knok when he b^fametoo venturesome.
oerame

virhl^T, "^T '""* '^-"'^ fofms of discomfortwhich helped to make this trench life so t°'-mg. Dunnp the first fortnight or so it rainedhard nearly evejy day, and af the m"n aZl^jived in cha k the state of their daily existXe

Amount oft;'
"^ ""^ ^"' ^'^ «^t « ^"t»?namount of drainage, so it was only very wetohnlk. Lower down the water stayJ theTe

?"Vr.u^f "'""' "' ^t-od «" day kng in ,;

c:"',:' 'r"
'"'•'^ "'^'"-- Good'honcs't mud

to a billy of tea, and you d„ not bother about

get rMrft "th
'*^**^ «"«v, and you canno

^e chart H 7 ° ""f
the fine weather cametne chalk dust, and that filled your eyes andears and nose and Inngs. Really there waTlitSeto choose between wet or dry.

The other discomfort was another n^w fea-

LoT\J T/ P'"'"' "" '""'hes were only80 or 100 yards distant from those of the enemyand-weU. what happens to the men who f^l?
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dead or wounded, in those great massed attacks
of the Germans? It is one of those things
which never seems to occur to the man in the
street who st.pposes, if he ever thinks about it
at all, that they " get buried somewhere." Nor
can he realise the appalling slaughter when rank
upon rank of closely packed men advance against
modern quick-firing guns or British musketry.
To read that 400 enemy dead was the result of
an attack against one small section of trench
means to him very little when his brain is over-
whelmed by the enormous figures in which we
count to~day.

Stand in a comer of one of the front line
trenches for five minutes when a German attack
develops, an attack in six closely packed ranks
with reserves following. The first two ranks
appear 200 yards away, and upon the instant
every machine-gun and rifle opposite to them
opens fire at top speed and with perfect a( curacy
Before 20 yards have been covered more than
half of the men in those two ranks are down.
Ihe gaps fill as more and more blue-grey figures
crowd up. Now they are beginning to step
over the bodies of their fallen comrades. The
slaughter continues; with every ten yards
covered it becomes more and more deadly
Great lanes are rent through the advancing
mass, and now those behind have actually to
clamber over their dead. Still they press on, but
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more slowly The dead are heaped higher andhigher, for those who climb are shotXn '"dfell upon th>s writhing parapet. Thus the

no?hl'%T''^' ''"* ^''^ defenders ean L
t«nch^i°

*^' '^""'^ '" ^«'°t' f"^ Wore Z
Ss'rf|rs-?^^r-r:r

There the dead remain. And slowlv the^r

^ies. blotehed/blo:;^ nt^idlritt'Sm through every pore of the living men'rthe

In due course, after several days, the enemvmay find opportunity to remove tLlT?'^
cremation in the grea"; WnTThe7.« conl,cTng, or to cart them back to tL Co™". Fa'"

« of this " cannon f^'^hich WiL^Hohen«,Uem has so thoughtfully pAvi^""""

peoje t<^^ri'S Tihafth
'" '" "*" '°' ""^

mighty oath to'^ ^J^'JZTLTZ:

novel about the .y.fm~S^r.S.U' t^Til'"'"' " "*»"^"'8 ^'O^-^T, rauier, the German applicaUon of it.
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But our share in the battle of the Aisnespreads oyer a wide expanse of ground. itZ
"".'J' I'PJVthe trenches on the hiU-side ^a
^Z'a^^/ t"^'^

•"'"«? » heavily, xlr indeed did death always reign there. For one

?^T?K "•5'°
V""^

""' " '"» » the firing

wTh, 1 f''• ^ '"'^ '"° »'««•' brown cow!

,Tn«I ^K
'^ *""'' *''^ bullet-marked groundunt. they came to a trench and there Ze

tZf!
'""

•
""^^ '•"' ^'""S"^ earthZu^

carZe"a3T "'^' " *^ ""'^^ "^ "" *«tcarnage, and the men were perhaps even more
surprised than the cows.

Here is a homing aeroplane. Let us Ukethe observer's seat as the pilot wings slowkback to the aeropark on this warm, sunny afte^noon of a St. Martin's summer and catdh aghmpse of the rest of the battlefield.

fh.,;
""^^'"'

"i"^"'
"""^ immediately beneath

there spread out the thickly wooded lower slopesof the Aisne ridges. A little to the left (weare heading southwards) a glimpse otw.t"r
suggests the canal, and hard by you wiU *t^e reofs of houses. That isVe viUaJe^

!& O -A^'
'' ""'* ^^ ^Divisions havemeir M.y. There is a warm welcome for aguest if you look in at the Officers' Mess, and
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"••l day is quite a good time to select for thechances are tlaat a lumper of succulS Ib^has ]ust amved from Fortnum & Masont (Scourse, a "Jack Johnson" may tTct «»(very moment to drop in too, but ^ch UWeoontoetemps will only add zest to theTeal
h,/r 7 "' """""S '''eher. Take^Xice
tnalk where the trenches and quarries scar th,

ribbon of the Aisne, and far to the left vo^ nmvtrace t^e silver thread until i. t' "irz^Ztance the twin towers of Kioh. SJ^
stand out darkly against the mis' 'o^^ thf^^'clmg h.lls To your right little villagesS
t^' butt"* *^':''"f '

'•''« hidde/a^oS
trees, but you wUl be able to pick them outbv

wf Vt • T"*""*' °' the old solid struc-tures There m the distance is Venizel, wituLdouble bndge, pontoon and road, it m.7krtheextreme west of the British position

ycnizel which mspired the first of the bocu«written on active service in this war by « "odier You wiU find it published in the T« .tone day of October, 1914. It ,vas tS «r^ «

,in Tl'^'""" "^ ^^'y fr-"^' our fighting"'en which has so astonished the worU by to
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nobility of thought and utterance, and which,m creating anew for us this dear England of
ours, hu^ sent men to their death for Her with
a happy smile upon their lips, and has, too, been
an abidmg comfort to their loved ones left
bereaved.

And she is very small and very green,
And full of little lanes all dense with flowers,

That wind along and lose themselves between
Mossed farms, and parks, and fields of quiet

sheep.

And in the hamlets, where her stalwarts sleep,
Low beUs chime out from old elm-hidden towers.

»

In nearly every one of the villages on the
^uthem bank a Division or a Brigade has its
H.Q. All are well within the fire zone and
lable to be shelled at any moment if the enemy
know them to be there. If you approach the
house m a car you are requested to pull up some
distance from the entrance, so that the positionmay not be marked down by a possible enemy
airman. Otherwise, beyond a small flag by the
door and the coming and going of a few officers
and orderlies, there is nothing to show.

And indeed as you look down from your seat
there is nothmg to suggest that you are flying
over a battlefield unless it is the puffs of smoke

rasuST
" ^"^"°''" ""'' ''*°""y ^''"''^' Lieutenant. Royri
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from bursting sheUs and the blurred reportsfrom the gun,. Of the infantry there isTvera sign, and search as you may you wiU haidlyWTetlr ""i!^""-

^"""^ commandednave learned a good many things in the lastmonth.andthe art of concealn.entisoneof them
1^- J°" "'* '""^ S'™' founUins of earth

tt"^"'Tu"'°
"P

"I
""" '"««= "pen field downthere? ihose are shells from an enemy batteryihey imagme that they are sheUing one otZrbatteries, whereas the only living tUngs in si^htanywhere near are three women quieOywoZ„m the next field. We did have a h7wTtS?

the German airman had spotted the position th^battery eommander took his guns awny Ynn

:i'"thTw^"'Tnr '"^ »1-^e^"^d1 inai wood. In the meanwh e the enemvsheUs eome plumping methodically do^ eZ^

•ment has already"J'^rXTfi^'/cSr^;

yelW 'f
'™"<"' ««» "ossed here and there by

S. ' T'^
""^'- Now and again you «?U

aozen motor ambulances, Mid you are disap-
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pointed, for there is no other sign of movement.
But away to the east and west there are woods
and tree-shaded roads. Peer through the leaves
and you will see columns of transport, battalions
on the march, batteries halted by the road-side
awaiting orders, cavalry horses picketed out
enjoying a few hours' grazing.

In the fields around the peasants go on
with their work and children play the old, old
games as unconcernedly as though there was
never a soldier or gun within a hundred miles.

And yet the shells come over in a never-ending
stream. From here to Rheims and beyond
are wide vineyards, and the harvest must be
gathered that the good wine of France may not
fail. There are fields which must be tilled that
the earth may still bring forth her increase.

But your French peasant and madame his

wife are fatalists both, as are most of their

countrymen and women, and so the work
goes forward.

" But yes, monsieur," he will tell you, " it

is indeed sad that men should so kill each other.

For me, I remember the terrible 1870 and the
accursed Boehe of those days. He is no dif-

ferent, and I fought. But now I am too old,

though ] would gladly fire a gun for la Patrie.

Eh bien, qu'est ce que vous voulez que je fais,

moi? Le bon Dieu He gives to us the good
earth. Shall we not thank Him for the gift
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by using it? It matters not that we die to-
day or to-morrow. That does not concern us.*'

And so flying over this curiously deserted
countryside which yet teems with life and move-
ment, we are nearing the little market-town of
Fdre-en-Tardenois. Here is G.H.Q. whence a
hundred threads of communication radiate to
keep the Commander-in-Chief and his depart-
ments in touch with every part of the Force.
And here, too, is railhead, the aeropark, and
the end of our flight.

They say that if a man stands for long
enough on the comer of Piccadilly Circus he
will, sooner or later, meet all his acquaintances.
Ihe same remark might well apply to G.H.Q. •

not, perhaps, so much in Aisne days, as later
in Flanders, when there was a continual pro-
cesnon of somebodies and nobodies to worry a
long-sufPering Staff.

But even now at F^re you would constantly
meet well-known faces from the London world,
and wonder mightily what business took them
there. War was then a stem business, and the
latter-day self-conducted tours of "the front"
had not then been inaugurated. So one day
you would see the then First Lord of the
Admiralty, a well-known K.C., a late War
Minister, a famous Nonconformist minister, a
prelate of the Roman Catholic Church, a minor
Koyalty or two, and many another. Anyhow
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they did not return bonie and write books upon
the War "as I saw it,*' so all was well.

Apart from little incursions like these,
G.H.Q. seemed to the officer visiting on duty
to embrace a very happy little family, where
everyone was on the best of terms with everyone
else and all pulled together with fine efficiency.
Nowadays G.H.Q. seems to share the duties
of a huge Government department with the
business side of a universal provider like White-
ley's, and the old bonhomie and intimacy have
gone for ever.

With half an hour off duty from G.H.Q.
for an evening walk officers would stroll up to
the flying-ground to see the aeroplanes come
home and glean some news from "the front."
Flying men have an extraordinary sixth sense
which enables them to tell positively whose
machine it is when the aeroplane is no more than
a speck in the far distance. So, at the sunset
hour, little groups gather on the flying-ground
to watch anxiously for their comrades' return,
telling over the aeroplanes as they appear.

Here there is no panoply of war, no hint of
the grim slaughter which is being carried on a
few miles northward; only a sheer ecstasy
and pride in the grace and purity of this new
creation of man's. The flight of a single aero-
plane still has the magic to bring us all out
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with mouths agape to gaze at the wonder of
It; but in the flight of a squadron there is
something akin to the incomparable majesty of
battle-cruisers steaming swiftly into line ahead;
and the world can offer no more inspiring sight.

As the sun dips swiftly down, great beams
of ruddy gold shoot forth and spread like the
shafts of a fan across the faintest green of the
west. At the high summit a belt of lightest,
feathery cloud seems to hold and imprison the
flood of light, and there bums and glows with
the shimmering iridescence of mother-of-pearl.

But there is little thought just now for the
glones of a sunset, and aU ey-s are strained to
the north for the first sign of the returning
airmen after a somewhat perilous day.
A sudden exclamation from a young Flight

Lieutenant, and quickly he takes his field-glasses.
•* It's Murdoch," he says with decision.
And now, if you have had an air or sea train-

ing, you may just distinguish, far away, against
the dove-grey breast of the sky, a Uttle moving
speck. Indeed, it might be a mote dancing
down a sunbeam

; and yet this officer has seen
it for a biplane and named the pilot.
A second speck hastens after the first.

"There's Jimmie!" says someone else; "the
old 'bus is doing fine." A third, a fourth, a
fifth, and each is named down at the first
moment and with more than a hint of relief.
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Now the vanguard is weU in sight, and still

the specks climb from out the grey north into
the palest blue of the heaven. Nearer still, and
your landsman's ears have at last caught the
whir of the propeller., and with the sound
you at last see them as a flock of homing wild
swans flying orderly in wedge fashion behind
their leader. The last rays of the dying sun
strihe athwart the planes and tint them redly as
the pilots *'bank" slightly.

The position of the aeropark is an excellent
one, wide and spacious ; no need to manoeuvre
carefully for a landing. Above, the air is
brilliant with sound; seventeen aeroplanes have
been counted, and comments run from mouth to
mouth as the men below swiftly detect any
mishaps. But there is an eighteenth yet to
come, and no sign of her, near or far.

"Looks as though old Fleabag has been

iTl '^"^C
^^^^ ''"'' ^^'^^* Lieutenant slowly.

(P.S.—Fletcher-Bannister is rather too much
of a mouthful to pronounce when you're in a
huny, and what more appropriate pet name
could be found when a fond aunt has just sent
him a most lordly, warm and woolly sleeping-
vanse for the cold nights? Incidentally, it is
only very popular, or verj^ obnoxious, officers
who have pet-names, and as the R.F.C. doesn't
cany any of the latter class we may presume that
t leabag was one of the former.)
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Bjr now the leading pilots Lave decided
exactly where they will land. In ones and twos
they spiral down and level; then, softly, their
aeroplanes settle to earth and so lightly taxi
forward to the expectant groups of officers and
mechanics.

"Hullo, old son, any luck?—We've got a
tophole pigeon-pie for dinner.—How's brother
Boche to-day r~Did your tank leak after all?
-You'll want a bit of patching up, young
feller-my-lad." These, and half a hundred
similar remarks. But most insistent of all
"Where's old Fleabag? They've not downed
him, have they? "

"Don't know what happened to him,"
comes a reply. "Engine trouble, I think,
and he had to go down. We were somewhere
near Laon and brother Boche was potting
awa> Mke the very devil."

So the groups break up for tea and cigar-
ettes. But the Flight Lieutenant remains be-
hind, still searching the gathering dusk with his
glasses, and the Flight Commander joins him.
There is always hope, and Fleabag is an ex-
ceptionally good man, though inclined for too
many risks. Yet, after all, that is a flying man's
job.

"He oughtn't to have taken that new
machine without a good run through first,"
observes the Commander; "he was asking for
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trouble. But we'll have the lights on," he
adds, turning to give the necessary orders.

The darkness creeps on apace, and with the
shadows a little puff of wind from the south-
east suggests that a breeze is freshening up.
1 hose prevailing winds from our rear have been
a constant trouble to our irmen all through.
In the far comer of thr ound a searchlight
fizzes angrily for a few .moments before it de-
cides to bum properly, and almost at the same
instant the Flight Lieutenant detects a faint
star of light in the northern sky.

His whoop of delight brings a rus.x of feet
from near-by tents, and the men crowd out to
see. It s old Fleabag, you chaps," he cries,
dancing round; "he's signalling for lights."
And two or three Tace hard for the searchlights
which are there to illuminate the landing-
ground. *

Now the sound of propellers is distantly
heard, to be drowned for a moment by the
mighty cheer which goes up. " Good old Flea-
bag !--By gum, he's done 'em after aU !—Cheer-
oh, Fleabag! Are we downhearted ? "—with
the inevitable long-drawn response.

And Fleabag, just to show that he's glad to be
home again, and that it's a jolly sort of little old
world after all, and that there are a lot of jolly
decent sort of chaps in it, and that brother Boche
IS really a harmless sort of blighter who can't help
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it, and that, with hick, there'll be a letter from
HER waiting for him, and that, again with luck,
there'll be some pigeon-pie left if he hurries—
in short, just to show that he's glad to be alive,
he does a couple of fine looping stunts, slips
down a giddy spiral, and makes a perfect land-
ing without turning a hair.

And there we'll leave him, for it isn't the
slightest good asking him about his enforced
landing in the enemy lines, nor how he jumped
his machine over the edge of a quarry to escape,
nor any little details of that sort. But to-
morrow morning at daybreak there will be an
admirably drawn report lying on the Com-
mander-in-Chief's desk. And a little later in
the day, should you chance to be there, you
may see old Fleabag, shivering in every limb,
standing before the Field-Marshal, explaining

* V more points and receiving in return just
e kindly nod and the two words of apprecia-

tion which are worth infinitely more than all
the M.C.'s and D,S.O.'s.

Yes, there's a good deal of the silent Senior
Service about the R.F.C., and that alone is a
good enough passport to the affections of the
warm-hearted British public.
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THE MOVE TO FLANDERS
K. Hen. Mark then abounding valour in our EnglishThat being dead, like to the bullet's gZing

Killing in relapse of mortality.

Jasv ^^1^17 •'"'
u'"'"»

"" afternoon's standeasy, and Stanion, the Senior Subaltern, thought
t a good opportunity to pay a visi to fhesection on detached duty and see how thevwere getting on under the command ofTur ddfriend Sergeant Smart. The two guns were inaction, artfully concealed from aircraft aboi?fifty yards beyond a ruined farm.

right?^'"'
^''^''''* ^'""^' »^'"» °« «»

Sergeant Smart scrambled to his feet

a,ki^^rnin^""f
"'°« ^""'^ ^y Christmas,"

^tP
Stanion; "do you still think we shall do

we 'lit t''l'f
^"'"*' " ^ '^''°'' »^e how

"Ti,nT- I '^ ^"^ ""* '°°S«"' '*e this.T.sn t m human nature. And those Russians
I i
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they ought to be in Belgium by now. Shouldn't
be surprised if we didn't get them on the run
again any time now."

••Back over the Rhine, you think?" asked
Stanion with the suspicion of a twinkle.

••Oh, yes, sir, we shan't step this time.
And then, I suppose, we shall go and give them
'Ome Rule same as we did the Boers. We're
u funny lot," Smart added meditatively.

Stanion burst out laughing. *'Well, Ser-
geant, you're not altogether wrong. I believe
we're going to move—no, I don't know when,
but we've just had a hint to be ready at a
moment's notice."

'• A proper move, sir? Pity if it wasn't,
because we've made it very comfortable here,
sir."

••Yes, a proper move this time," said
Stanion. •• Don't harness up, but see you're
quite ready. By the way, heard the Crown
Prince's latest?

"

•• Is that the man who stole the "

••Yes," interrupted Stanion hastily. "He
was holding forth to some of his friends. * Gentle-
men,' he said, ' it is all a lie that you read in
the French and English papers about the Eng-
lish Army still fighting. The English Army
no longer exists. I give you my word of honour
as a gentleman that we have captured or des-
troyed it altogether.' Quaint sort of chap.
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isn't he? I wonder if he really believes it.

Well, I'll just go round the horses."

This particular "latest" was actually well
authenticated, and the statement was made in
all sincerity, if not by that remarkable indi-
vidual certainly by one of his personal staff.
Shakespeare's Henry V. suppHes us with the
usual apt commentary.

Already, by the last week in September,
preparations were well forward for inaugurating
the ** second course of mischief," although
scarcely so much as a hint of its nature was
allowed to leak out. When everything was
ready definite orders were issued for immediate
action, and even then Commanding Officers
were as much in the dark as they had been
when leaving England six weeks before. It
chanced that a week or so earlier a paper of
" Instructions for Billeting Troops in Belgium "
had been circulated. But this had been taken
to mean that a straightforward advance was
imminent; no one anticipated what actually
happened.

There were several good reasons why the
British Force should be moved if possible. One
was that such excellent material would be more
valuable in the difficult open fighting to the
north than shut up in trenches which could be
held by less experienced troops. A second, that
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by moving nearer to the coast we should have
our sea bases more handy and so lighten the
serious problem of transport. We should also
come back to our old position on the left flank
of the Alhed line.

But perhaps the most serious consideration
was the s- -ong menace which the Germans were
directing against Antwerp, the last remaining
stronghold of the Belgians. Whether the
Higher Comniand realised that the fall of the
city could only be a question of a few days one
cannot at present say. but it must have been
recognised that the situation was very grave

1 '^''irf
P ^^" '^ ^°"^^ '"^^^ the release of at

least 800.000 fresh German troops to sweepdown past Ghent and Ypres.

T /^"u''? u^^
^°'^ ^"^^ ^^ Septembr- General

Jotfre had been carrying on his s tegy of
attempting to outflank the Germ.u rightMore and more French armies hud been pushed

Z f^'
l>y Septemb.. 80. I. . French lineextended northwards frou- Compiegne right upto Arras. (It is worth glancingVtheS-map to get the general idea.) You must hnagine

that hne as a stream of water flowing along
fast against the side of a steep bank. At somfpoint that bank wiU surely ^eome to an enTwhen the stream will curl round the coAer and

But the stream flowed ever on and on, dash-
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ing against the bank, and nowhere was that

gap reached. In fact, to abandon the metaphor,
the French, instead of finding any weakening in

the German line, were met by an ever-increasing

resistance as they pushed northwards. And
when it was found tha Ihe country was swarm-
ing with German cavalry it became evident that

the enemy, too, had some big scheme in hand,
and certainly had no intention of being taken
unav'ares by an outflanking movement.

The German scheme was, in short, to seize

the coast and ports of the Channel. " To
Calais! " was now the cry of every good Ger-
man, just as he had lately shrieked " To Paris !

"

and you will remember how they boasted of

mounting great guns on the coast in order to

bombard Dover.

Such, then, was the general idea at the end
of September, and it will be seen at once that

there was to be a race, the enemy trying to reach

the seacoast, the Allies trying to prevent them
—though how stem the race would be no one
then guessed.

There have been so many astonishing feats

performed during this war that one has com- to

live in a language of superlatives. Taking it all

round I suppose that the evacuation of the
GalHpoli Peninsula was as remarkable as any,

this and the incredible feats of arms in the Battle

I;
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ruling

most

of the Landing on the Peninsuh

TtHIcln^
^^/^«^elles Expedition, tne tnree most

strikmgr achievements on the British side seem

Frst Battle of Ypres (as it is called) which re-sulted m the saving of the Channel ports andthe evacuation of the Aisne position. Of course,m this last It was share and share alike betweenour good French Allies and ourselves, or it couWnot have been accomplished as it was.

frnrTfK ^^A' "^T^K^^^^ ^^^S about the move

when t «^f
°^^«t^«^ was so perfect thatwhen the moment arrived there was never ahitch m the working. Thus people pass theachievement by with a little nod of appreciation

regarding it as all in the day's work'^Yet con-sider for a moment what was done.

twenty-six miles in length. Along tJiis frontor m reserve immediately behind, we had ap-'proximately 70 battalions of Infantry 15 rea^

^l: %^t'^ '^' '' batteries oTArtin:^:

ab^S th! tl'^'i^'""^- ^^ ^'''^' *bat waaoout the strength on paper.

mo^fh^^T^''
"""^^ '^^'^' ^° "^*°y places, no

bZI^T ^? ^' ^^^ y*'^^ distant from theBntish trenches. In addition, the enemvdominated the situation with their hig ^"^
but despite the heaviest attacks, their fnf!^
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had nowhere been aUe to break through the

British hne.

The problem before the French and British

commanders was to withdraw all the British

troops and put French in their places without

letting the enemy know.

At the Aisne, owing to the position of our

lines, it was never a very easy task to take a

company or battahon out of the firing-line for

a few days* rest and replace it by a new one.

When it is a matter of changing, say, a brigade,

the staff work has to be most carefully thought

out in every detail. It is as though you are

placed in charge of a signal-box at a big railway

junction and have to work the points and signals

jvithout the help of the interlocking system.

If you can imagine something of the diffi-

culties where our own troops alone are concerned,

you will guess how complicated the business

becomes when the troops of another nation come
into the picture. The orders must be so care-

fully worded that there may be no possibility of

mistake or misunderstanding when translated;

the time-tables must be most precise ; the officers

and guides must know every yard of the ground
blindfold, because the changes have to be made
at night, with no lights, and in complete silence

—these and a score of other details for the
infantry.

With the artillery there is the handing over
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of the gun positions, the interchange of maps
and sketches showing ranges to various targets
—all complicated by translation from English
to French. Then there are the changes at all
the H.Q.'s, the rearrangement of communica-
tions, telephones, etc. The detail of it all is

endless. And it must all be done in secret^.
I do not say that the move was so success-

fully carried out that the enemy had no inkling
of what was going on. That was probably quite
impossible in view of their elaborate system of
secret agents. But at least the Germans made
no sign during those few hazardous days, and the
British were got away and the French moved in
without any complications.

It was on Saturday, October 8, that a start
was made with the first units to be moved.
Some of the cavalry and the rearmost columns
of motor transport were the first to go. Every-
thing combined to send the men off in the
highest spirits. It was lovely autumnal weather
--clays of bnght, warm sunshine, nights of soft,
rodiant moonlight. Everyone was thoroughly
tirel of the inaction of trench life, andnow they were off again, once more into the
unknown, with a prospect of real movement.No one knew for certain our destination
save, vaguely, that it was Belgium. ButBelgium was flat, and that meant congenial
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work for cavalry and guns. Oh, yes, all would
go well now, and we should soon get round
the German flank once we had brother Boche
in the open. Then, Hey for England, Home
and Beauty

!

It took just about a week for a unit to
complete the move. The Second Army Corps,
for instance, was clear of its positions by
October 5, and reached its new line .n Flanders
on the 11th. For most of the officers and
men it was a week of picnic holiday despite
the long marches. Certainly trains and roads
and villages were rather too crowded for perfect
comfort, but no one bothered much about that.
Then it was rather jolly marching by moonlight.
Nearly all Uie movements were made by night
to escape air observers. And it was rather
amusing having all the guns and vehicles covered
with foliage and branches of trees. If a battery
or column was doinf. a spell of daylight flitting
and an enemy airman came over, you just halted
and pretended to be a little wood. And the
airman would fly home and tell how he had
discovered a copse of trees which was not marked
on his map, and please see that it's included in
future editions—at least, that is what we hoped
he would do.

It was rather like the fairies in Kensington
Gardens who are in the middle of a delightful
game when, suddenly, a grown-up mortal comes
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iX. ^" *^^^«i"«« *»«ve to do is to stand
perfectly still and pretend to he flowers, when

-Whir TT'^i ""^^^^ ^^" ^"«t ^^^J«in^What a loveJv bed of daffodils!" and goblindly oa his way. ^

Then, odd as it may seem, a great r. any of

IW" ^^^!,^^^°^^ *^oops for fhe first tL'Ihere were the topical French pcil.is, so welknown from sketches and photographs. Ind

nTV^o^r ir' '^ ''^^ astonishing match'mg powers. Here is an infantry reirimenf

Tn Z . "r- ."° *'«'"«'" of keeping instep and yet "getting there" with the beT

which h' """* '!"='' "'^"'^ f«'«» andTard"

often in the fi^t act Z r ^
'^^"^ *^^"^ ^

they would be tarin^^^^^^^
Sometimes

back-pieces i«st trSf •
^^^^st-plates and

and alvvavs' ^hf
^eissomer painted them

;

alwajs .he same wiry little horse, of the
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obvious Arab strain which s^ill carry their riders

to the very last gasp.

Our men of the mounted regiments were

quick to notice and criticise points about the

horses of our Allies. Certainly with the draught

horses of the guns and transport, the difference

between English and French methods in the

care of their animals was very marked. But
then, we are a nation of horse-lovers, and therein

lies the secret. When a battery has half an
hour's halt, and there is a patch of grass handy,

you may be certain that our drivers will take

the bits out and let the horses get their heads

down for a few mouthfuls. Nor will you see a

mounted man trot along the hard road if there

is the choice of a stretch of turf alongside.

Trifles? Yes; but it is the never-failing atten-

tion to such trifles which has helped to make our
Army draught horses the peerless animals they
are. It is good to observe that this war has
taught us to bestow similar care and attention

upon the men.
Then one noticed the difference in equip-

ment—belts, harness and so forth. Just as our
equipment (Uke the conmiissariat) always aston-
ished and delighted the French, so our men
could never understand how the French harness
and leather-work held together. "Maw si

pratique,*' your poilu would say, fingering an
ofiBcer's Sam Browne belt. No, the French do
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not (or they did not) go in for practicbl articles,

the ordinary, everyday necessaries as we under-
stand tbem. 1 remember trying to buy a little

air-pillow in cities like Rouen, Havre, and else-

where. It was unobtainable. " Oh, yes," I was
always told, "you hr.ve such practical articles in

England; but in France—no.'*

But if we were ahead of the French in

draught horses and equipment^ our Alli^^s had
their revenge with their field-guns and the world-
famous " Soixante-Quinze."

So much has been written about this remark-
able weapon that there is really nothing very
much left to tell. The most striking charac-
teristic about it is, I think,^ the perfect simplicity
of the mechanism. It i'« so simple that the
Germans have never been abie to discover the
secret. For the legend goes that if the gun be
taken to pieces the secret vanishes into thin air.
To place a " -75 " side by side with one of our
cighteen-pounder field-guns is like com'>aring
the simple engines of a penny steamboat with the
intricate mechanism on an Atlantic liner. Where
our gunners have to tackle a maze of levers and
bolts the French have about three to deal with,
and it looks as though a boy of ten could learn
it all thoroughly in a quarter of an hour.

And, of course, the French gunner is devoted
to his " .75." With a sympathetic audience he
IS as happy and proud as a lover tell of the
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channs of a beautiful mistress. He wiU show
you how the first round fired fixes the gun so
firmly in position that every succeeding sheU can
fall withm a couple of yards of the first ; and he
can fire twenty rounds or more a minute with a
good man to load. The German can manage
eleven only. Then he will balance a glass of
water or a halfpenny on the gun-wheel, and so
clean is the discharge and recoil that the water
jviU not be spilled. And he will teU how, within
thirty or forty seconds of a demand through the
telephone, his battery can lower such a curtain
of shell fire as to render quite impassable a zone
of groimd perhaps twice the length of that

weZn \^'' ^"'^^• ^"^y « ^^"^'^'kableweapon as the enemy know to their cost; and.m the hands of French gunners, typical of thegemus of the French nation.

n«iT "^"^^ ""?* ^" ^^ ^*y ^y «>*d' others
partly by ^ram and motor-bus. Those going by
road found the journey most enjoyable, for the
route lay through a beautiful countryside un-
touched, save in one or two places, by theravages
of war Mareuil-sur-Ourcq, Senlis, AmienTto
Abbeville was the road. Not very many were
lucky enough to secure a day in AbbeviUe, but to
tiiose who were it seemed like a tiny glimpse of
Paradise with the beautiful old buildings and fine
shops and exceUent restaurants.
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Last, but certainly not least, were the baths.
And, oh 1 the joy of a real big bath and unlimited
hot water I The first real bath for nearly two
months; and it had to last for another two
months or so. For an extra 25 centimes you got
a httle muslin bag of lavender soap-powder.
How one wallowed—the only word ! Do you
remember the lines in Kipling's "Back to the
Army again?'*

If you were to ask an officer who took that
road what his most vivid impression had been he
.would probably reply Guess ! No, I am
sure you won't

! Well, the number of girls'
schools there were. Who the billeting officer
was I do not know ; but he certainly possessed a
sense of humour. You would halt in the town
or viUage where you were to stay for the few
hours, and there would be the biUeting officer
and mterpreter waiting with a little sheaf of
papcKs to allot the biUets.

"Major Landale, Captain Richards and
Second Lieutenant Wiley, I've got an excellent
place for you in the girls' school down by the
church, he would say gravely. " You will be
very comfortable."

. ^T.
you not see Wiley, pulling his tie

straight and flicking the dust from his boots as
he starts off down the street in ever such a hurrym case that very accommodating biUeting officer
should change his mind? Then Richards sud-
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dcniy remembers that he must find a job for his
jumor ^ibaltem which wiU keep him busy for a
spcu. bo off he starts in pursuit.

The Major, being a dignified individual, as^bU a commanding officer, foUows more
leisurely. But I should not be surprised if
he, too, were not turning over in his mind a
possible job for his captain.

WUey and Richards made a dead heat of it.But how curious I Where is that cheerful sound
of merry laughter and quaint giggles which one
always associates with a well-conducted seminary
for young ladies? The place is silent as the
grave. Wiley tries so hard to look unconcerned
as he rings the bell.

Steps down the passage and the door opens
to reveal-oh, yes, there is no doubt about it-
the somewhat hard-featured dame of uncertain
age who yet beams benignly through her spec-
tacles at her visito.i-the guardian dragon.

But enter, messieurs; I am very happy to
receive you. And you will remain quite undis-
turbed, for my girls still make their holidayi.
lout va bien, n'est ce pas? " 4

Our gallant officers are understood cordiaUy -
to agr^e

;
but there wiU be wigs on the green thenext time they come across that very accommo-

dating and sympathetic billeting officer

1 ^.''^t^?''''^ T ''''' * «»^^«' ^^oo\ 'was the
selected biUet at three out of the five halts. Thl

lii
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climax came when a famous and popular General
discovered that he had been given one for his

H Q. This time the girls were actually in resid-

ence, but they were promptly bundled off home
by the dragon-in-charge, much to the disgust of
the junior officers and—dare one add?—some-
what to the regret of the young ladies themselves.

So, then, you picture the columns trekking
hard northwards. Gone are the vineyards and
lovely uplands of the Aisne country, the deep
forest glades of Compiegne, and now, from a
glimpse of the sea near Abbeville, guns, horse
and foot are streaming into and across tiic dark
manufacturing district, the Black Country of
France. The vivid contrast strikes everyone, and
it is not a little depressing. The weather turns
stormy and colder, and there is a heavy presage
in the air of the stem winter months which are
to follow.

The Second Cavalry Division (General
Gough) and Second Corps are the first to arrive,

and they join on to the extreme north of the
extended French line hard by La Bass^. A
country this of railways, canals, and low-lying

fields cut by pollard-fringed streams, of gaimt
chimneys and curious, mis-shapen manufactur-
ing plant, of dismal slag heaps and hillocks of
slate and rubble.

Next follow the Third Corps coming round
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^mI PT""' '5 '?'"'' '^"^ <^-H-Q- were soon
established

J and, Bnally. came the First Corp,jmying on October 19. The last of the Se^en
Divisions had yet to appear.

but by the naiTowest manfin. The first few day,quickly brought home to everyone that it w^

iTj^r^'
"'"'?"°" °^ «"«'«'"'»« the enemy.

part. The Oun hne, stretched taut along a front

t,^"" ""'fu l^*"'
•""=« ™°« Stand onX

m^^""» °u '"'^' '^ '* ""y' «» overwhelmingmoMed attacks of an invading host.
Our country's frontiers are high-water markon the enemy's coasts. With the Channe 2i,

England, despite the " sure shield " of the Navvwou^d be ven^ „.l. At home, while the,^ w^

MvenT i. H-
"^^ "*" """*» f"™ London«ven httle divisions were mustering for the last

fiir !"* "^ f ** «'"" "Shi of tte dd
Her very frontiers. A worthy and a noble end"
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TH£ FIRST DAYS IN FLANDERS

K. Hen. Either our history shall with full mouth
Speak freely of our acts, or else our grape,
Like Turkish mute, shall have a tongueless mouth.Not worshipp'd with a waxen epitaph.

It is no purpose of this narrative to follow in
detail the course of the operations—indeed that
would be wellnigh impossible in a single volume.
Ihe stage is now set in an arena so vast, thedrama goes forward in such a maze of action that
you who sit imagined spectators of the scene can
hope for no more than a series of dim impres-
sions of the whole. And just as the '.ectator
sitting at the edge of such a stage is apt to find

wH.'k wT* '*T^^y '°^°"'^ ^y the events
which befall immediately in front of him, so the
author hopes that he may by his illustrations of
stray mcidents truthfully suggest the character
ot tne entire drama.

For each incident is but a part of the whole.H alk round the arena, and you will find it re-
produced a hundred times in as many varying
forms, and all with the single end in view. In
CHpacity for self-sacrifice and heroism there is
nothing to choose between the fighting men of

189
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in one long linethe three Allies embattled
against the invader.

Pause for a moment at the northern end to
watch the gallant little remnant of the Belgian
Army, war-worn and battered by two months of
incredible hardship and fighting, thrust back
foot by foot across their ravaged country-side,
until at last they stand at bay in the last little

comer which remains to them. Peer through
the rolling waves of smoke and flame and you
will see the kingly figure of their noble Leader as
he walks to and fro along the ranks with words
of praise, of hope and encouragement. And, at
the last, when all is done that mortal man can
do, behold him give the command to open the
great dykes and flood the country, determining
rather to restore to the sea his dearly loved
land than yield it to the mercy of such an
enemy.

And as our Belgian Allies held with us the
road to the coast, you will not grudge the record
of one act of gallantry taken from scores which
the Belgians performed in those days.

A German company, with machine-guns,
was holding a farm on the edge of the flooded
country. Between them and the Belgian
trenches there flowed a swift stream, too deep to
ford, too broad for planking. But near at hand
was a heavy wooden bridge which the country-

ii
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folk worked to the stream by means of a great
lever. Just now the Germans held it, raised on
their own side.

The Belgians determined to clear the enemy
out of the farm

; but to do this the bridgehead
must first be won and the bridge swung over
Volunteers were called for. It was a desperate,*
deadly task. The first man crept out from the
trench

;
he was shot down before ever he reached

the river bank. A second followed ; he, too, fell,
but a little nearer to the enemy.
A third crept out, a young lad of nineteen

years. Throwing himself flat on the ground, he
wnggled along to the bank. Just as he reached
tiie water, two buUets took him in shoulder and
hand Into the river he plunged and swam
steadily forward as the bullets rained down about
him and churned the water to foam. His com-
rades, ready for the supreme moment, watched
him anxiously, not daring to speak.

Steadily forward, and now he is half-way
across. A bullet cuts through his scalp, another
teajs his ear, and he disappears under the water.A fourth volunteer prepares to follow, when
suddenly the head of the swimmer appears again
and near to the shelter of the farther bank. A
hoarse cheer from his friends, and he nerves
himself to his task.

Hand over hand he climbs up the bridge sup-
ports and grasps the lever. Ahnost exhausted,
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yet he throws his weight to it, and the bridge

begins to sway and dip. The Germans hastily

run for a machine-gun to place at a commanding
window of the house, firing madly with their

rifles the while.

Now the bridge begins to swing down, but,

oh, so slowly to th** anxious watchers on the far

side. Lower still, and now it swings to its own
weight, while ev«^r the young Belgian clings to
the lever. With a clash the bridge falls into

place, and on the moment the Belgians are out
of their trench and half-way across. The heaviest

machine-gun fire cannot stop them, and with
one mighty rush they carry the enemy position.

Gently his comrades loosen their young
hero's arms from the lever, which he grips fast

even in death. With a last salute they buried
him close by the bridgehead which he won, and
which, they tell me, the Belgians still hold to his

memory.
A week or so before the Belgians opened the

sluice gates to flood the country, and almost
simultaneously with the arrival of the British

from the Aisne, there appeared off the coast
three or four strange ships newly commissioned
in H.M. Navy. Monitors, they called them, and
being heavily armed and protected and drawing
but little water, they were able to come close in
shore and shell the German right flank. The
practical help thus given to the hard-pressed
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Belgians and French at the northern end of the
hne was very great, but possibly of even more
value was the heartening moral effect produced
by the appearance of ships belonging to the "

all-
powerful " British Navy. Our Allies felt that at
last there was big support behind them with a
promise of more to come.

I wish that I could tell, too, of other inci-
dents m this northern area, of the invaluable
nelp given by the French Marines and others,
but the tale would be wellnigh endless. You
must turn to other volumes.

The British hne, about thirty miles in length,
ran from Bixschoote in the north to Givenchym the south. Ypres, you will see from the map
(p. 194), IS just south of Bixschoote, where the
hne made a sweeping salient to the east, guard-
mg Ypres and returning to the dia-i.nal north
and south by Messines. It should be noted that
immediately to the north of the Second Corps
came Conneau's French Cavalry Division, so
that here, as at one or two other points, the
Bnhsh had a sprinkling of French troops to help
them. It was a line for which there were no
reserves available, and from October 11, when
the Second Corps came into position, until
nearly s. month later when the first great Battle
ot Ypres had begun to die away, every man wasm all day and «very day.

N
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It was a remarkably close thing, that race for

the sea. and one cannot help thinking that had

!nl
«'™*^'' '^"''^ '"'^ '" *^« ''Si™ of Ypressome toe during the week following the arrival

of the Second Corps they would have won
through. The Allies were building up tr^^from the south, and there were already the
Belgians m the north. But between the^ two
forces there was still a gap, and the gate was notflung to and barred until October 19. when theFim Corps arrived. -For a few days this partof the hne WM being held by the Seventh Divi-si^and Third Cavahy Division. Of the migUy

salftater.
"'*''' '°'"'*''"« »•«' ^

clJ^WtL'° ^'^'^\^°l
the spectator to foUow

deirly the course of the action in this great

task which falls to a Commander-in-Chief in the

liearted aid of aircraft and the Intelligence svs-tem, and the most loyal of Staflf work! a wo^d

Sn a'rel'"^
impossibility for ^e Ll tokeep a responsive touch upon the huni^d pulsesof a modem battle-line, his own and the enem?^

„..,„ I

"•"'• one supposes. k«-ep in mind a

Sh!^ ^"^ ""' "P*"" °"»^ «"«. »d
of'h. k!!?"""" ""y ">"<* to the discretionof .he subordinate commanders. Swnetimeatte
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Chief knows t^at the work can be accomplished
if the troops play up to him; sometimes the
scheme is only one of two or three alternatives.
If it fails, another will be tried.

This somewhat trite observation is made to
remind the reader of the very great difficulties

which existed at this time in Flanders, and of the
impossibility (so one imagines) of gauging accur-
ately the strength of the enemy and his possible
plans. It is a proud thing that we should be
thrilled by the unwavering heroism of our
soldiers in the face of overwhelming odds, such
as they were during the first year or so of this

war, but there will come a time when our people
will inquire why they always had to fight at such
a disadvantage.

The Allied Commanders, then, had two or
three definite alternative plans in view when the
British arrived in Flanders. Whether any of
them would succeed no one could tell. At least,

each one of them involved attack in some form.
But again, as at Mons, a scheme of attack was
doomed to failure. The British worked desper-
ately at the several points assigned to them, but
always as they advanced they found themselves
battling against continually increasing numbers,
and so were forced to the defensive. These were
the opening stages of the fighting in Flanders

;

let me try to give you some idea of the general
character of the work. Remember that it was
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not yet fuUy realised that it was to be a battle
for the coast

; it was hoped that we might be able
to cut m to the enemy's right flank, or possibly
to break his main line of communications.

At the close of the preceding chapter I gave
a hint of the main features of this new country-
side—a slice of industrial Yorkshire or the Pot-
^nes dropped into the flat water country of
Essex, Norfolk, or the Fens. There was only
one hill, and that quite a little one, in the
aistnct.

During the past six weeks our men had ex-
perienced a remarkable variety of fighting. Now
another kind was added to the list-the close in-
fighting of villages and many waterways, yet
with the use of modem explosives. Londoners
actually had an admirable illustration of it a few
years ago in the extraordinary episode of the
Sidney Street Siege (Whitechapel)," when

Peter the Painter held a company of the Guards
at bay m a London street with an automatic
pistol It may be remembered that Mr. Winston
Churchill proposed to send for a field-gun to shell
the house, so difficult was the situation.

If you will imagine the difficulties of that
little episode of a London street increased a
hundredfold by barbed wire entanglements,
sandb^s, barricades, machine-guns, and all the
other devilnes of modem war, you will get some
Idea of what our troops had to tackle in capturing
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a village house by house. And the incredible

thing was that in those days our guns had no
high explosive shell with which to smash down
the buildings. It was at the very end of October
that the first tiny supply of H.E. was issued to

batteries by way of an experiment and to see

how it worked. This was through no fault of

G.H.Q., for there was no H.E. at home.* As
again and again one recalls facts like this and
the disabiUties under which our men so often

worked, their achievement appears still more
marvellous.

Yod see, then, in your little comer of the

arena, the infantry of the Second Corps swinging
out into an extended line on the dismal, misty
morning cf October 12. " Push ahead " is the

order of the day. Behind them battery com-
manders are selecting positions for their guns,

and cursing heartily because there are no
pleasant little spots from which to " observe "

the fire. In fact, it was difficult enough to find

sensible gun positions with any open field of fire

available; and when it was a case of advancing
the battery generally found itself held up by
some muggy, sluggish stream, or a coal pit, or a

row of workmen's cottages.

The Middlesex began their day with a de-

» C/. "The Retreat from Mons," page 79, where it is recorded
that during the Retreat a large percentage of our casualUes was
due to German H.E. shell.
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pressing experience. They were across one of

the main roads, when down the road towards

them came a black mass of people. Taking it

for another German trick, the battery in support

was rung up and told to be ready.

Nearer came the swarm, and the Adjutant

who was looking through his glasses paused to

wipe the lenses, thinking that something had

gone wrong with them. Right in front of the

advance there plodded steadily a huge gipsy

caravan covered all over with pots and pans, bird-

cages, bedding, clocks and other odds and ends.

The caravan seemed to be moving by some sort

of machinery, but when it came nearer it was

seen that there was a diminutive donkey between

the shafts.

The appearance of the thing and the contrast

was so comic that all the men burst out laughing.

But the laughter was soon changed to murmurs
of astonishment and pity. Close behind there

followed rank upon rank of old men and women,
young girls and children; perambulators filled

with little household treasures, pitifully foolish

they seemed; crazy carts, with decrepit ponies

or panting dogs to pull them, jammed wheel to

wheel with a fine Daimler motor-car crammed
full with carcasses of sheep and chickens, or a

brougham filled with fire-irons and a "grand-

father *' clock.

The Middlesex opened their ranks, and the

'i ii
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stream poured through. The women and men
looked neither to right nor left. On they

trudged, with faces set stonily to the road before

them. They had wept once, but now there were
no tears left to give blessed relief. In dozens,

in scores, in hundreds they passed, until the

men of the Middlesex grew dizzy with the black

pageant of sorrow. The Germans were some-

where behind them, a young girl said over her

shoulder as she shifted a baby from one arm to

the other.

Such rations as they had the Middlesex

handed out with a cheery word of would-be

encouragement. There passed an old, old man
in a tattered uniform, on which shone the cross

of the Legion d'Honneur; he trailed his musket
of 1870. Barefoot he trudged, his feet cut and
bleeding with the pave road, and he leaned upon
the aim of a girl, his granddaughter perhaps,

who supported him tenderly. As they passed,

the Adjutant drew himself up and saluted. And
the girl threw herself at the oflBcer's feet, seiz-

ing his hand to kiss it, murmuring broken words.

So they all passed. Just a few hundreds out

of the millions harried and hunted by the Hun-
hounds. Where were they to go? What were
they to do? God knows. "It is all a part of

the great game of War; these do not matter,"
sa'"^ the Hun-hounds. " Only wait until we land

in England ! Then shall you see our methods."

i 4
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The Middlesex and other battalions pushed
slowly forward i"" extended lines. French
cavalry, with ours, ,vere out in advance. Scout-

ing work in those days was a very ticklish busi-

ness, as you may guess, for scattered parties of

Germans would be found lurking in all sorts of

places, expected and unexpected. And the by-

roads twisted and turned in such bewildering

fashion that often our men would find themselves

attacking an enemy outpost from the rear. A
country like this where the Second Corps was
working is much better adapted for defence than

attack, just as is our own English country-side,

with its many woods and hedgerows, its little

fields and rambling lanes.

It was equally bewildering in the case of the

villages, for you could never tell whether or no
they would be occupied by the enemy. A
cavalry squadron would advance, dismounted,

crawling forward through the outskirts of a httle

town and expect to tumble across a nest of

machine-guns at any moment. Instead, they

might well find themselves greeted by a bevy of

blithesome damsels bearing jugs of beer and
other refreshment particularly grateful to hungry
and thirsty warriors. There would follow a few
minutes' interlude of the character generally asso-

ciated with a meeting between cheery khaki-clad

warriors and blithesome French demoiselles (I

refrain from giving the name of the regiment in
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case some young ladies at home might have a
word to say), and the squadron would be o£F and
away to the next point.

And the very next village, although on the
same line of front, might be barricaded and loop-

holed and held strongly by the enemy in every
house. And there was no way of telling until

the men found themselves under . sudden fire.

The erstwhile inhabitants have formed a part
of that mournful procession which has just

passed.

There was one hamlet of a single strejgling

street which looked safe enough, and the patrol

leader determined to take it at the gallop. Fifty

yards off, with the place as silent as the grave,

they clapped spurs to their horses and started.

Round a bend in the road they came full tilt at

an unexpected barrier across the street. The
leader, with the first files hard upon his heels,

cleared it in his stride and landed right on top
of a dozen crouching Germans. At the same
moment a couple of machine-guns began to bark
from the windows of the houses opposite, and
our men found themselves in a trap with a second
barricade farther down the street. Four or five

of the horses had refused the jump, and after a
few minutes' stem hand-to-hand fighting the
whole party was shot down with the exception
of a couple of troopers who got back to warn
the infantry behind.
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The story was much the same with the in-

fantry, faced by these awkward conditions. The
contest was always too unequal, and our casual-

ties were exceedingly heavy. There was nothing

in the nature of a battle, but just an endless

series of little fights in which our men always

attacked prepared positions. The gunners,

needless to say, backed up the infantry as well

as they could, but they, too, were equally handi-

capped, for the average field-gun firing shrapnel

is of little use against houses. In the first two
days of this advance a couple of battalions had
as many as 900 casualties amongst N.C.O.*s and
rank and file, and I do not know how numy
amongst the officers.

The infantry fought their way forward hour
after hour, with never a pause day or night for

five days ; just dropped down where they stood

for odd snatches of sleep. Yon will get some
idea of the way they were engaged from the

fact that on October 18 and 14 the 18-pr.

field guns of one single Division (nine batteries)

fired in support approximately 18,500 shells.

This may seem little enough against the tre-

mendous expenditure of ammunition in later

days, but in 1914 the organisation of ammuni-
tion supply, from the base to the railhead, from
railhead via motor-lorries to the Divisions and
so on, was never intended to grapple with so

heavy a demand. Yet somehow or another, as
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in every other departmcDt, the strain was met,
and neither guns nor men went short until—but
*.hat shall be told later, in its place.

There were many reverses during those misty
October days, but there was one in particular
which sent a little gasp of dismay from Corps
H.Q. right through to the rear. Two famous
County battalions especially were hard hit,

but the day was a black one for the entire
Brigade.

It happened down near Givenchy. The
enemy had been strongly reinforced, and they
determined upon a counter-attack. It was
finely carried out, and the Bedfords had to bear
the brunt. The attack was too strong for them,
and the Bedfords were gradually driven back,
clinging hard to every point, as a man does
when he is swept away by a strong current.

Unhappily, though, their retirement laid
bare the flank of their neighbours, the Dorsets,
as well as that of four guns which were in
support. The enemy swung half left and
took the West Countrymen on this exposed
flank.

There was no need for an urgent message
back to the guns, for the guns were caught in
as heavy a storm as the infantry. The gunners
ceased their fire for a minute to man the gun-
wheels and trails and nm the guns back a little
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to change the direction of fire. But half the
detachments were down before they could do
so. Still they worked to it, and with a big effort

got one of the guns in ;: Lori in the right direc-

tion without masking be fire of the others.

The Dorsets could d ) but ll'tle to protect
themselves. To swing uaek tLe; ^ own flank only
meant leaving the poor shelter of hastily dug
trenches to fight ir the open. They were
caught ; no supports were available ; and whether
they stayed or tried to retire they seemed
doomed men. To stay meant annihilation; in

retiring some might get through.

So they staggered out into the pitiless storm
and started back in open order by short rushes.

" Where be they guns o' ours? " said a man
to his next file during a moment's pause.
"We've not a-yeard vrom 'em vor a spell."

"Hold yer clacker, carn't 'ee! They be
hevin' as warm a time as we, I dessay," replied

next file.

Alas! he was only too correct. The guns
were not firing because there was no one left to
serve them. Every man of the detachments, the
officer and Nos. 1, all were down, dead or dying,
where they had kneeled by their guns.

The lines of the Dorset men, pitifully

thinned by now, were swept back. Still they
dropped to fire a chp of cartridges, jumped to
their feet, bending double, ranuning home a
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new clip in time for their next turn. So they

got back, back past the guns where each stood

mute by its little pile of dead.

A subaltern of the Dorsets leaned for a

moment against a gun-wheel, catching his breath

in short, hard gasps. A thought struck him.

Crouching to the ground he hastily examined

the gun. Yes, it had been made useless, the

breech block was all jammed and twisted. The
next? Yes, that too. The third? An enemy
shell had smashed that. The last ? But a bullet

caught the young officer in the side before he

could reach it. Still, he dragged himself across

the little space which yet seemed endless and got

to the gun. It seemed intact.

He knew little enough about guns, but he

guesscJ that if he got the breech-block out or

smashed it this would be better than nothing.

So he set to work with a spanner lying near

and by good luck hit on the right bolt and pulled

the block free. With a last conscious effort he

hurled it away into the stream close at hand and

collapsed across the gun-trail. There some of

his men found him five minutes later, and within

an hour or so he was in hospital in Bethune.

One Gunner, at least, salutes in gratitude a

very gallant gentleman of Dorset.

m n
But in the battalion that day the Dorsets

lost some 400 men and many officers. A black
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list, indeed, and especially severely felt in any
one of our County Regiments. For those Regi-
metits are as little families where the Colonel
Commanding is indeed the father, and where
the loss of a member s mourned as that of a
brother. When the Regiment is ordered on
active service the men of an English County go
forth to fight for their homes and their women
folk, with a pride and hope in their hearts such
as can never be known in a regiment recruited
from all over the Kingdom.

It is, I think, deeply to be regretted that our
people are told so very little of the deeds of these
splendid County Regiments of ours. The Old
Army has shown that it works and fights as one
magnificent unit. Horse, Guns and Foot, and its

members, I know, resent the bestowal of special
praise, however splendidly earned, upon what
may be termed the more "popular" Regiments
while other Regiments, equally deserving, seem
to be passed over.

The County Regiments do their duty, and
more than their duty, very quietly and without
talking. They do not advertise. But it is the
County Regiments which have made the British
Army. Look back through the great wars of
the past and note the names of the men who
followed Marlborough and Wellington, aye,
right back to the yeomen of Agincourt and
Creyy.
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The men from the West Country, the hills-

men and dalesmen of Yorkshire, the men of

Kent, of Surrey, of Essex and Northumberland,

of Worcester and Warwick, and a score more.

These be your Englishmen who stand for Eng-

land and the pageant of her fair Counties. Let

Her people know this, and then let them humbly

thank God that England can yet breed such men
to stand for Her against the enemy and keep

Her safely.

.
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XIV

(An Interlude)

K. Hen. Upon the King I Let us our Hoes, our souls.
Our debts, our careful wives.

Our children, and our sins, lay on the King I—
We must bear all.

Gaunt-set against the dreary, wasted fields of
that still inviolate corner of Belgium there stood
a wayside Crucifix. The setting sun stabbed
into the poisonous haze of bursting shells with
bloody swords of light ; and dimly through the
choking fumes the Christ looked inscrutably
down upon the skeleton rafters and battered
walls of the little village.

A Belgian OflScer stood at the cross roads.
For some minutes he had been listening intently
to and identifying the reports of the distant
enemy guns, making quick notes in a book. A
heavy shell dropped and burst some twenty
yards down the road and, almost unconsciously,
he moved closer to the Crucifix. As he did so
a shaft of light pierced through the haze and fell
clear upon the Face, cur\'ing the lips (or so it
seemed) into a tender smile.

The Officer bent his head in a moment's
o 209
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silent prayer ; then resumed his work of observa-

tion. The roar of the enemy guns redoubled in

intensity, and a storm of shells poured over and

through the torn roofs and walls. "Possibly

there will still be left some living creatures,

women, perhaps, and children, who need killing.

This evening's 'hate ' should finish them."

From the cellar of a house which stood apart

outside the village a timid procession of some

ten or twelve children came cautiously up into

the twilight. School had lasted a little longer

than usual, for the "hate" had begun half an

hour earlier. Generally it was possible to be at

home ere it started.

Close along the hedge they crept, holding one

another fast by the hand. Pitifully nervous,

pinched with starvation, shrunken little arms and

legs shining dimly through rents in torn coats

and skirts, so they came by the image of One

Who, many centuries ago, had beckoned little

children to Him.
First of the line went Jeanne-Marie, always

the dear leader. Only a close observer could

have seen the terror which would spring to the

calm grey eyes, for the dark curly head was held

so bravely.

"Let us hasten," she said; "the good

mother will be anxious."

The children clung more closely to each other

and hurried on. A howitzer shell burst true in
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the middle of the road barely a stone's throw in
front of Jeanne-Marie.

With a shrill scream of terror they turned to
run back to shelter. "Help! Save us," they
cned m their agony of fear.

Jeanne-Marie pressed her hands over her
'''^3^

»
t!^P^?- "^'av^Jy* Wttle ones," she

cried. "We should be brave. See, le bon Dieu

;

let us say our prayers."
And so at the foot of the Cross the children

knelt meekly down. Twelve tiny heads bent
reverently over the folded hands. The Officer
stood close behind as though he would guard
them

;
while around and above a legion of devils

shneked and sported over their hellish toys.
®ur father, said Jeanne-Marie, lifting her

poor wan face to meet the Eyes which gazed
^^^^'^t\y dovm upon the little suppliants.

mich art in Iwb^it/' the children echoed
bravely after her. ^ t«lIoto,i b, (r<^ ^^.
a:!m ^inghom (tomt:' The Officer took a step
forward and knelt by little Pierre. The devils
still laughed in derision.

" «^ btU btbam on (Sarthr prayed Jeanne-

T"'^^ ^^u " ^" *'"^'"'" *^^ children and
the Officer followed her. And the heart of the
world throbbed up to God in the petition from
those tender lips.

There was a moaning crash as the remaining
walls of one of the houses near by feU in aJn

I
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avalanche of masonry. A small yellow mongrel

dog dragged itself painfully along the ground

towards the children, its piteous howls dro3;nied

in the unholy din.
*' dibt UB this d«g tmt Bail? UntA,'* And

the Officer hiJ his face in his hands, for he could

not bear to look upon the poor pinched faces by

his side.

"^nft forgiiw tia out trwpaBBM," prayed

Jeanne-Marie, "aa . ^nb iar^ibt m our

IrMpaasM/' murmured the children. But they

could go no farther. The yellow mongrel had

reached its tiny master and, with a choking sigh,

fell dead across his knees.

Pierre buried his head in the shaggy coat.

The other children looked hopelessly towards

Jeanne-Marie and then towards their shattered

homes. The clouds of smoke drifted blood-red

over the ruins.
**
Jlnb forgiJje ua ava treapaaaea, aa " they

began once more.

But it was another voice which respor 3ed.

"3la toe forgibe iijtm ip^,lcfj treapasa againat

«a."

The Officer had risen from his knee's and now
stood beneath the Cross, one hand resting upon

the Sacred Feet. The children looked up and

they recognised him at last.

For the Officer was Albert, King of the

Belgians.



XV
THE COMING OP THE INDIANS

ExB. Your brother kings and monarchs of the earth
Do all expect that you should rouse yourself.
As did the former lions of your blood.

West. They know your grace hath cause and means and
might

;

So hath your highness—never King of England
Had nobles richer and more loyal subfects.

When the history of these times comes to be
written there will be no more glowing pages in
that great record of endeavour and achievement
than those which tell of the rally to the Flag by
the Overseas Dominions and Dependencies.
And wonderful beyond all will be the story of
India, " the fairest jewel in the Crown."

In Germany's deep-laid plans for a " reckon-
ing with her greatest enemy," as soon as France
and Russia had been disposed of, there was one
fact upon which she counted as absolutely cer-
tain, and that was the insurrection of native
India. It is one of the many striking instances
of Germany's ridiculous belief that other peoples
must think and act as Germany would ; and of
her complete failure to appreciate the real mean-
ing and purpose of Empire as viewed by Eng-
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land. For the British Empire is not based upon
Materialism, but upon Imagination.

So when the call came India did indeed rise

as one man—but to stand by the side of the

British Raj. The Princes of her peoples did not

wait to call for evidence nor to argue about the

justness of the cause. They knew the cause must
be a righteous one, and with one great heart and
soul they offered themselves, their men, and their

treasure to further it. And when they had

offered all that they had to give they besought

the King to issue his further commands.
As with the Princes and nobles so it was

with the people. In every comer of the Indian

Empire the me: of the mountains and the plains

hastened to the nners of their chieftains. Men
who three little months before were counted bitter

political agitators were the first to call upon their

countrymen to fight for the English Sahib. And
so tliey came flocking in. From far away Tibet,

the dim, mysterious " Roof of the World," and
tne mountains of Kashmir to the uplands of

Kandy; from the river jungles and swamps of

Burma to the blinding sands of Baluchistan they

rallied to the call.

And the women of India, what had they to

give? Their husbands, sons and brothers? They
gave them proudly. Their treasure, their little

savings, their jewels and trinkets? Unfaltering

they poured them into tiie common treasury.
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And when there was no more to give they could
yet offer up hands of prayer for their loved ones
and the success of their fight-ng.

Truly, as Mr. John Buchan remarks, "the
British soldiers and civilians who had found
lonely graves between the Himalaya and Cape
Comorin had not lived and died in vain when
the result of their toil was this splendid and un-
faltering loyalty."

In the roll of India's great Princes who rode
out to war with their men no name is more
famous or more honoured than that of Major-
General H.H. Sir Pratap Singh Bahadur. They
say that long years ago he swore never to die in
his bed. Now, when over seventy, he hoped that
his oath might be fulfilled, and thus he came to
France.

It was during the last days of September that
the Indian contingents began to arrive and dis-

embark at Marseilles. First came the Lahore
Divis'on under Major-General Watkis, then the
Meerut Division under Major-General Ander-
son, and later the Secunderabad Cavalry Brigade
and the Jodhpur Lancers. General Sir James
Willcocks was in command of the Corps.

The Regiments included in the Corps
worthily represented all that is fines-t in the fight-

ing strength of our Indian Army. Battalions
of famous Sikh Regiments, Companies of the
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Sappers and Miners, Bhopal Infantry, Gurkha
Rifles, Baluchis, the Scinde Tlifles, the Jats, and

Vaughan's Indian Rifles, while amongst the

Cavalry were crack re,^iments like the Deccan
and the Poona Horse. A brave array I

For most of the men it had been a great

adventure that voyage from India, for it was the

first time they had ever seen the sea. It required

a deal of persuasion at Bombay on the part of

their British ofiScers to get many of the men on
board at all. Eastern races are not troubled over-

much with nerves, and they are accustomed to

take things as they come with philosophical resig-

nation. But those great moving castles which
rocked up and down upon this amazing new
element—that was too much, and they feared

the worst.

Nor was the worst long in coming. " Our
hearts and entrails became as water and heaved

within us," a stalwart Sikh was heard to remark
afterwards when the bitterness of death had
passed away and they were safely on shore once
more. And it can hardly have been a merry
voyage, with the men lying in rows upon the

deck, tightly clasping their bodies lest their

stomachs should melt 'itterly away, and in a
dozen dialects calling Heaven to witness their

piteous plight.

But the joyous weicome which they received

in simny Marseilles from the excited and impres-
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.'iionable French of the South made ample
amends, and with life flowing again through their

veins they counted the hours until they could
play their part in the Sahibs* war.

For a spell the men were kept in camp far-

ther north in the hope that they might become
a little acclimatised, but events were moving so

rapidly, and the need of reinforcements was so

urgent, that the Lahore Division was railed

forward and brought up to Bethune on Octo-
ber 20.

They arrived in the nick of time for the
Second Corps. For Len days and nighl 'General

Smith-Dorrien*s troops had been fighw - . with-

out rest as they had not had to fight since that

great day at Le Cateau, and they were nearly at

the end of their tether. Within a few days the

Indian Division received its baptism in the fire

of modern wai. The enemy had taken the
'/illage of Neuve Chapelle, and the Indians, sup-

ported by British troops, were ordered to re-

capture it.

And here, if you will, you must try to

imagine in some measure how these first glimpses

of modem war appeared to Indian troops. Our
Indian Army, British and Native, is, you must
know, kept always in the very pink of condition.

Its training is carried on under conditions closely,

akin to those of active service, and such as are

/
-4
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impossible to our Home Army. In fact, one
might say that one part or another of the Indian
Army is always on active service \t work some-
where on the frontiers of India.

The valour of the Gurkhas, Baluchis, Sikhs
and other fighting peoples is a household word
throughout our Empire, and we have come to
expect great things of them. But no army in
the world could train adequately for modem war,
because it was only possible to guess but vaguely
and within definite limits what it would be like.

No one, for instance, could really picture the
devastating effect of big gun fire. (Remember
the surprise and shock caused by those big Ger-
man guns at the Aisne.) No one realised what
trench warfare would be like, nor the appalling
slaughter caused by machine-guns.

You must picture, then, these troops, the
bravest of the brave in clear fighting, thrust into
the murderous hell of suffocating high explosive
shell and quick-firers. You must see them strug-
gling hopelessly against an unseen enemy who
rains down death upon them from guni five miles
away.

" But, sahib, why did you not tell us? " said
a Baluchi to his company commander; "why
did you not teach us this warfare? "—and there
was a whole world of pathos in the remark. For
how could it be taught, save by bitter ex-
perience?

!':
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And the lesson, taught though it was at last

by experience, was a long one ere it was learned.

With the battle-ardour of those men, soldiers

from their childhood, and with the blood of a
hundred generations of soldiers in their veins, it

was impossible to keep them under cover in the
trenches. They would not stay down. The
sight of those serried ranks of blue-grey uniforms
drove them mad. At L^ there was the enemy
they had come to fight

!

" Sahib, sahib," they would cry, " we are

not children and cowards to skulk behind earth-

works."

And over the parapet they hurled themselves
in a frenzy. There was no holding them.

Such was the tale when a battalion of Sikhs
went into action for the first time. It was
horrible. Barely a tenth of the number
struggled back to shelter. The remainder

—

mown down before they had gone twenty-five

yards.

But God help the Germans when the Sikhs or
Gurkhas did get to close quarters with them I It

may sound bloodthirsty, but one felt that just

retribution was being taken for the thousand
nameless atrocities, for the massacre of women
and children. The sight of those great bearded
men, the crimson turbans gleaming above their

swarthy faces, the blood-lust in their eyes as

they came crashing into a trench, seemed to
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fascinate and paralyse the Germans, striking
them helpless.

By the end of October the fighting at the
southern end of our hne had developed into a
desperate defence. The casualties in the Second
Corps had been very heavy. In a little over a
fortnight they had lost 860 ofl&cers and 8,200
men. In one day alone 65 officers and 1,600
men were counted out ; while the West Kents,
one of the most famous of all the County Regi-
ments, who had been clinging hard to a hopeless
position for ten days and nights, fought on until
they had but two officers (Second Lieutenants)
and 150 men left. But never a yard of ground
did the enemy wrest from them. It was a feat of
iron courage and stern endurance which has rarely
been equalled and never excelled in this war.

But the infantry had reached the limits of
human endurance. They must be withdrawn,
there was no other alternative. The Indian
Corps, with its two Divisions and Cavalry now
complete, were ready to replace them. So the
exhausted troops were taken out of the line, the
artillery still remaining, and the Indians stepped
into the breach. It should be mentioned that in
each Indian Infantry Brigade there is included
a British battalion.

The good folk of the Pas-de-Calais will long
tell the story of how India came to France and

.11

'
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dwelt among them. For a few brief months this

hard-featured, drab-tinted land of industry was
" made glorious smnmer " by the glittering trap-

pings of the sunny East. It was indeed a curious

experience to turn from an old French town
with its mediaeval church and homely market-

square where voluble French housewives haggled

over the price of carrots and potatoes and find

yourself in a quarter which, apart from the

houses, might have been the corner of an Indian

bazaar which one knows so well.

Here down the street would pass lordly Sikh

and lithe Pathan in unconscious dignity intent

on the business of the moment. A quai.i;, ram-

shackle cart, with its heavily-spoked wheels and
a mule between the cumbrous shafts, would rub

axles with a staff motor-car. In a doorway
lounge a group of British officers in the sim-

helmets and tropical khaki uniforms of the East.

Turn aside from the road into a small compound
(the word is inevitable) and you sense at once

the curious, parchment odour of the East

7^ qled with the smoke of wood-fires, the faintly

. 1 smell of ghee bubbling in a pot, the cook-

• scents of strange spice-laden concoctions.

Close against a tent two grey-headed veterans

squat upon the ground impassively grinding at

a quern, with never a glance at the terrified

"baa" from a goat a dozen yards away being

killed for dinner. Here and there crouch figures
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closely wrapped in blankets against the cold,
nothing visible of them save a hawk-like nose
and two glittering eyes.

It was a serious responsibility this bringing
over of the Indian troops at such a time, and it

has been much criticised. The cold, biting
weather, the sleet and icy slush of Flanders, the
rain-soaked fogs combined to play havoc with the
health and moral of these children of the sun.
And yet it is difficult to see what else could have
been done without giving offence and damping
the noble ardour of the Princes of India. The
Indian Government knew full well the conditions
of a northern winter, and they must have repre-
sented the facts to the Indian leaders. But apart
from the fighting value of such splendid material,
it must have been recognised that the moral effect
of their presence in France would prove a tre-
mendous asset—as indeed it did. Doubtless the
original idea was to give the men more time to
become accustomed to the new conditions before
bringing them into the firing-lme, but, as I have
remarked, the position became so serious that re-
inforcements had to be brought in at any cost.

And yet it was very sad to the splendid Indian
Cavalry to be used for the dismounted, rough-
and-tumble work of the trenches. It had to be,
and right loyally they responded to every sum-
mons. But one could not help recalling their
record, proudly inherited from sires who warred
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against Alexander of Macedon, as horsemen
second to none in the world. There is, however,
little room for sentiment in war.

One incident, in which a Sikh figured, was
typical of many others, and well shows what
these men do when they get a real chance at close

quarters.

It was in a fight for a village, and a Sikh,
finding that the enemy were firing from a first-

floor window, entered the house and ran upstairs.

Bursting open the door of the front room he
found just a dozen Germans inside. Silently he
set to work with the steel.

After he had killed eight of the twelve he
marshalled the remaining four, barely able to
stand from terror, marched them downstairs and
back to his commanding officer, and very simply
told his story.

" Why did you not kill all of them? '» said

the officer jokingly.

"I began to feel tired," the Sikh replied.

"But,*' stretching out his sword-arm, "I am
rested now. I will finish.*'

The Germans bolted off hard down the road
with their hands up, and did not stop running
till they could throw themselves on the ground
before the first British soldier they came across.

When at the Aisne the news came round
that the Indian Corps was on its w«»v to France

.L
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everyone at once exclaimed, "What a hell Oi

a time they'll give the Germans in night woii: I

"

For we all felt instinctively that that was the'V

real job. Those of us who knew the Far East
could well foresee the trouble there would be
with native races in face of the German shells

and machine-guns, and how reckless they would
be in attack. But the creeping out at night and
slipping into the German trenches with the
kukri, and so keeping the Boche*s nerves
continually on edge—that was the very
thing, and we waited impatiently for the fun
to begin.

On most nights there were attacks of a kind,

generally trifling affairs, little expeditions to cut
wire, to clear up an awkward corner and so forth.

But I well remember the first real night attack

in which Indians were engaged, for it chanced
to have happened on the same evening as a birth-

day celebration of mine, in which four of us had
done justice to a tiny plum-pudding sent out
from home. '* And all merry," as Pepys would
say.

It was close upon midnight when the curtain

was rung up u^>jn the first act. The scene is

the long, low-raftered kitchen of a farm-house
not far distant from the well-known ** railway

triangle " in the Bethune district. By the light

of a few smoky oil-lamps half a dozen oflScers
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of the Black Watch are poring over a large-scale

map spread upon the table. Close against the
hearth Stewart, the last joined subaltern, sits

carefully cleaning his revolver; opposite him
another officer is cramming a few sandwiches
and some chocolate into his pockets.

To them enter a couple more officers. The
new-comers wear the light khaki uniform of the
tropics and bear the badges of a famous Gurkha
regiment.

" Evening, Major ; sorry we couldn't get here
before,*' the taller of the two remarks. ** Had
a rare job to find the house. One of your chaps
at the end of the lane put us right, after trying
to run me through with that beastly bayonet
of his. Took us for German spies or some-
thing."

"Sorry, Johnston," the Major apologised,
" but you won't get out of that nasty habit of
creeping about at night. I don't wonder he
tried to stick you. How are your * children

'

to-night ? " he added .
*
' Pretty fit ?

"

"Fit!" said Johnston; then, with mock
poUteness, "the officers, N.C.O.'s and men of
the Eenteenth Gurkhas return thanks for kind
enquiries, and beg to state that despite the cold
snap they are in the very best of health. Fit?
They're simply sitting up on their hind legs and
asking for it. I've never seen 'em like it.

Seriously, Major," he went on, " if you haven't

L
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fixed up a top-hole scheme for to-night I believe
there'll be a mutiny."

The Major laughed again. " I think we shall
be able to satisfy even your bloodthirsty ' little

people ' to-night," he said. ** Look here "
and he pulled the map round.

Then followed a close recital of instructions
with a short discussion afterwards. At 12.23
precisely the Major took his watch from the
table and closed it with a snap.

"In twenty minutes, gentlemen," he said.
Then, "Orderly! Where's that whisky that
came to-day?

"

The whisky was promptly forthcoming, and
mugs were filled.

"Here's luck! " and the mugs clinked to-
gether over the table.

The Major shook hands all round and left

the room. The remaining oflScers turned quickly
to buckle on belts, revolvers and kit and fol-
lowed him. Stewart remained for a moment to
blow out the lamps.

Just before he puffs at the last one he pauses,
glances over his shoulder and stealthily draws
from his pocket a tiny morocco case.

" Wish me luck," he whispers, " it may be
the last time."

And the fair young face within beams up
at him, a world of loving thought in the deep
hazel eyes.
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With a little sigh and a little laugh he preaes

.t to h« hps Puff ! The last Ump is out^
for 0,e firelight shadows which flicker in mSk!ing dance across the walls.

TTie second act is a short one, and the scene

wo hr? ""'r
"^ ""' "*"* """S* "hich thetwo battalions have made their rendezvous. Themen „e . little way out on a field. It ha beena Wely autumnal day of brilliant sunshine su°ceeded^by an evenmg of radiant moonlight so

Buffo?"' '.' r'/"'"'"* *" '"^ « Printed^pig^

orl J^""'1'SV"'?'
r'."*' •>« ^'-"J' havecrept up, and by midnight it is pitch dark. In

front of him the oflScers and N.C.O.'s

f
^1 *

'!r ^"*' sentences he sketches "the plansfor he attack The objective is simplelthr^S • W '*'•
T**"

*•"*'' «""munic.tioS^
which he between the ruins of a village on ou^nght and a shattered farm-house on our left'

I r^'!.\° ^r *""8 ""«' ** men f-ave wonthe third trench (bombs had not then come int^f^hion with us) The Gurkhas take the left,the Scots the nght of t... line. The guns ,vill b^ready to stop enemy reinforcements upon arocket signal
:
they have been cutting thrwire

entanglements duriag the day, but there is cer-tam to be a fair amount left. Everything to be

:i
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done in dead silence. These and a few other
necessary orders.

*• Fall in now, please," concludes the Major,
"and I will give you five minutes or so to tell

your men. Good luck to you !

"

Ten minutes ','/ick.y passed and the order
was given to sturi;. lie men marched off, tl,c

Indian battalion UaJi.-ij^, in perfect silence with

broken step. A 1 iie o»- so forward the Gurkh- >•

turned off down n h uch la le. EverjthiDs^

was timed to the luinute. The Scots halted jii^t

short of the village w^iich the Wessex had wt n.

that afternoon; the first-line enemy trench was
150 yards away on the far s^Au Tlie Gurkb-s
were to have the principal share in the utt; ck, for

they could work more silently ; the Fcots could

hardly hope to reach the first trench unp'^rceived

even if all the wire was cut. Jf they attracted

the enemy's fire it would not greuHy matter, for

the real attack was to come from the le' t.

Wi'i't

And so to Act III. The Major is standing

at the head of the column, watch ,11 hand. Two
minutes to the time and all well so far. Tht re

is no firing from the left, so the Indians must
have got to their position u ithout m shap, and
that was perhaps the most important ^jart of the

work. The rest should be easy.

Again the watch is closed with a snap. " * A '

Company," whispers the Major.
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'1 he Scots tiJe thr"Ugh a 'g gap in the hedge
and vai sh like j^hosts.

Now to f Aivw the Indians.

A nan frnn. en h of the six companif of
the battalion ims b' en chosen . and these six men
draw lots for the po.'t of honour. The six go
forward, the Iwky snun leading. Thev i e
given live niinu ' star., tnd u battalion fol-

f
;

" as the ruined farm-
stan ng within ten

t h hear a sound,

g» t pile of

^le tile so .- .iftly, so
hev night iiave been souie weird

]ows> hv h ^' 001 ; ..nies -

} ouse. ] i vou h m1 [)t

yards o^ the i you ouli

anti they h e to cL. \\

dei.^ b<Hl;"s i d b • es.

' he "' X . eep n s

silei th

ligh. oeei s. , h can just catch the faint
j^'mmer OL st( el d.i the man in front. Therp
h be^n .^ft by n eident a lucky gap in the w r

about e yards ide; that gap has sealed t^.

lute of lUe '•e Iw Hers.

'i'he lead r ses L arm and the others drop
fl it on ^he g J d. H creeps forward two more
M-ds and thei! lies still. A head with a flat-

topped up oj it appears for a moment above
tii jai >et and looks round. Evidently satis-

tied ' g\\( a i:.tle yawn and di&.^ipears.

1 iie C kha heaves himself over the parapet
.'lid drops .. cat into the trench. But one
foot stumb.ci, over an unseen German lying
asleep at the bottom.
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Keep your feet out of my »' a guttural
voice begins to mutter when the sentence is cut
short by a little choking gasp. The kukri has
taken its first victim that night.

The sentry, some seven paces away, turns at
the sound. All is silent again. He leans back
agamst the trench-wall, eyes half closed.

For thirty seconds the Gurkha stands motion-
less. Then he begins to steal along under the
dark edge of the parapet. Five yards, four,
three—a quick spring, a gleam of steel, and
without a moan a second body lies at the bottom
of the trench.

The Gurkha seizes the dead man's rifle, puts
his cap on the bayonet, and waves it twice over
the top. The faint' hoot of an owl answers the
signal. The Five drop quietly over the parapet
with the first half company not far behind them.

Then the deadly work begins. The Indians
are thirty yards along the trench before the first

rifle-shot rings out. But by that time fully
thirty Germans are lying in curious, huddled
attitudes to show where they have passed. The
surprise has been complete.

Now the second half of the company and
the third are pouring over the lip of the trench.
It is becoming a ghastly massacre, for the whole
of the northern end of the first trench is won
almost without a struggle.

Almost simultaneously with the first shot a
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second is heard from the southern end where
the Scottish battalion is attacking. There has
been no attempt to kill the sentry, but the first

line of the Scots, in open order, has got to within
fifteen yards of the rarapet, and there the wire
has held them. It was the fiing back of a cut
strand which drew the sentry's fire. Snip, snip
go the cutters, and the Scots begin to tear madly
at the wire with bleeding fingers.

A wavering line of fire breaks out from the
trench, but the Scots, with perfect discipline,

carry on with their task. A star-light shoots
into the air, hangs a second in a brilliant flare,

and falls. A hoarse murmur and mufiQed
shouting comes down the wind from the
north.

"Aye, they'll be needing all the breath
they've got the nicht," a Scot remarks grimly
in an undertone.

The firing grows stronger, and some of the
Scots are beginning to drop. The captain of
this company takes a bullet in the shoulder as,

bending low, he cuts swiftly at the wire. Now
they have nearly got it underfoot. No possi-

bility of further concealment, but the second
line is close behind.

With two short whistle-blasts the captain
calls to his men, and he is over the edge with a
sei^geant and three others close upon his heels.

Crash goes his fist with the wire-cutters full in
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the face of a stout German, and the man goes
down as the officer tugs out his revolver.

Now the Scots are coming fast over the
parapet. Many of the second line clear the
trench and make straight for the communication.
More stars gleam into the air, and a searchlight,
away on the right, begins to fizz into a beam.
It sweeps round and faintly reveals a swarm of
dark forms to the north, where the Gurkhas
climb across the space to the second-line trench.

At the junction of the trenches there is the
maddest confusion. Where there is barely room
for two men to pass each other the floor becomes
blocked jvith bodies, friend and foe. Men
clamber over each other, thrusting and tearing
and stabbing. Some from the rear trenches run
up the conmiunications to support their comrades
only to Ijecome jammed fast by others running
back. And through it all Scottish bayonet
and Gurkha kukri work steadily on until the
trenches and cuttings become a horrible, drip-
ping shambles.

Even now the enemy to the rear cannot grasp
what is happening, for the firing seems to have
died down. Only there grows that curious noise
of stifled shouting and hissing.

At last an enemy battery opens fire and the
shells plump down into the broken village and the
Wessex Unes well behind the attacking battalions.
This should mean prompt retaliation from our

3.
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own guns, but the battery-commander guesses
what is gomg on, and so he sits patiently waiting
for the rocket signal. He has got his guns ready,
carefully laid upon the area to the rear of that
third trench, and the single word " Fire !

*' down
the telephone will set his clockwork machinery in
motion.

The Scots climbing into the second trench
join hands with the Gurkhas, so perfect has
been the timing of the attack and its execution

;

and the whole affair, since the first sentry was
killed, has lasted eight or ten minutes—perhaps
not so long.

The capture of the second line is not quite
so simple a task, but it is quickly accomplished.
For speed is everything now if they are to win
the third. The attacking waves pour on, leaving
supports to settle with the remaining defenders.
The enemy guns have got some hint of the
serious menace, and gradually drop the range,
searching back.

Lieutenant Stewart, with the supports, had
charge of the rocket signal, and now that the
second line is passed he decides that the moment
has come. Crouching into a comer of the
trench he carefully places the rocket-stick, strikes
a match and Ughts the f»ise. Is it odd that amid
all thi ter of killing his thoughts should fly
back t, .at last evening at Henley Regatta,
the hundred Chinese lanterns on punts and
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houseboats mirrored in the dark, peaceful
Thames; the glitter of fireworks over Temple
Island? Four little months ago

!

With a fizz and a splutter the rocket soars
aloft and breaks into a shower of purple stars.
Before the last glowing ball has broken the guns
of the battery crash off in "two rounds gun fire,"
followed by the steady, regular concussions from
"battery fire, five seconds." Telephone wires
are being trailed out to the rear as the attack
develops, and a gunner officer comes plodding
along with his two operatoi^ trying hard to
weather the storm of enemy fire.

Nothing heartens the infantry more than the
knowledge that their own guns are backing them
up, and the first burst of shrapnel one hundred
yards in front of them brings a hearty cheer from
the Scots.

'^* Yon's verra excellent practice, I'm think-
mg," said one of them breathlessly as he jabbed
his bayonet home. "Just a wee bit mountain
mist to damp the de'ils."

But the shout told the enemy at last what
was up against them. There was no mistaking a
Scottish cheer. And from the other flank there
came such a series of blood-curdling yells as must
have sounded to the panic-stricken Germans like
a pack of fiends loosed from hell. The trench
leaped into flame from rifles and machine-guns.
But It was too late. The Scots and Gurkhas

til

il.
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hurled themselves straight for German throats,
while behind the enemy the bursting shells
told that more guns had come into play to
cut off supports.

The thiid line trench was won, and the Scots
set feverishly to work to consolidate their new
position against the counter-attack which was
certain to follow. But there we will leave them
happily in possession, and hope for the best in
the beating off of the attack which did indeed
develop at dawn.

"Weel, Johnny," said a Scot to a black
brother-in-arms, "ye'll have had a good nicht
the noo !

**

"Johnny" grinned broadly.
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XVI

THE EVE OF ST. CRISPIN

O now, who will behold
The royal captain of this ruin'd band
Walking from watch to watch, from tent to tent I

For forth he goes and oisits all his host.

Bids them good morrow with a modest smile.
And calls them brothers, friends, and countrymen.
Upon his royal face there is no note
How dread an army hath enrounded him.

(( To-morrow is Saint Crispian!" Just five

hundred years before, and almost upon this very
ground, had Harry of England met and broken,
in fair shock of battle, the chivalry of France.

"What is this castle calPd that stands hard
by?" says Shakespeare's Henry.

"They call it Agincourt," replied the
French herald.

" Then call we this the field of Agincourt,
Fought on the day of Crispin Crispianus."

On Crispin's Day, 1914, was England once
again embattled against an enemy. Once again,
with "lank-lean cheeks and war-worn coats,"
her sons faced overwhelming numbers. How
would the issue fall?

The fighting all along the line had been gain-
ing in intensity, and the xillies stood hard upon

236
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the defensive. A week earlier the Seventh
Division and the Third Cavalry Division had
come down from Ostend and were thrown for-

ward to hold the approaches to Ypres until the
First Corps could come .o their support. On
October 21 Sir John French, realising the
increasing numbers of the enemy and that the
original plans for an advance could no longer
hold good, pointed out to his Corps Commanders
that the utmost to be done "was to maintain
our present very extended front and to hold fast

our positions until French reinforcements could
arrive from the south." On October 25 the
violence of the German attack began steadily

to set towards a climax.

So on this Crispin's Eve it is not unfitting
that we too turn our backs for a short spell upon
the firing line and see how the rest of the host
fares at this tremendous crisis of history.

Here, then, are the H.Q. of a Corps. They
are housed in an imposing chateau standing in
the midst of a beautiful park which marches with
the ugly industrial land. It is a Corps which has
had to bear some of the hardest knocks of the
war, and during the last few days it has been
fighting for its very existence. We stand barely
out of earshot of the guns ; and yet you might
very reasonably doubt whether there is a .war
on at all.

Turn in at a door labelled "Signals.** In
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the hall are a couple of motor-bicycles being
cleaned, and in some cane-bottomed chairs

lounge three or four dispatch-riders scanning the
pages of the Tatler and Sketch, A little farther
on, through another door, you enter a room
where a couple of officers lean over a big map
covered with tiny flags and pinned to the dining-
room table. Here you may find the position of
every single unit in the corps, and from the clock
on the mantelpiece you may take "Signals"
time.

In the next room, obviously the salon of the
house, are four typists clicking away at their
machines. In one comer the A.Q.M.G. is

giving some instructions to the O.C. of an
ammunition park; in another a French officer
is explaining something to the head of the
A.G.*s department. You want to see the
Provost-Marshal about some coiul-martial case?
Certainly. Everyone is readily accessible if it is

business, and as no one is there who is not on
business you very quickly get through with your
mission. I have no doubt the Commander-in-
Chief would see you in a moment if you once
dared to send your name in.

But the remarkable fact about it all is that
there is never a suspicion of hurry or worry.
You may see tvr more bustle in a solicitor's office
in Birmingham. The only time I ever saw Corps
H.Q. begin to get a little excited was on the day
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when General von Kluck was captured, together
with four of his staff.

iri ^^"*L
^^^^'* y°" ^^^"^ w« captured von

Aluck? Oh, you ought to hear about that—it
IS really rather amusing.

It began (so far as I was concerned) whenmy batman " called me in the early morning.
Whenever my boots were dropped with a crash
I knew something had happened : it was his
method of drawing my attention to the fact that
He was bursting with importance.

" Have you heard the news, sir? " he started.
(Morgan was really a Welshman, but I never
could reproduce Welsh.) I lay expectant.We ve captured old von Kluck," said he
tnumpnantly,

.•On^""" '''M' "'"y """^ this time,une of our men?"

bush
"^' °°' **'' ^°°^^ ^^^^ °^* ^y ^^^^y-

*! S? !r ^'^ ^* " ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^o it?
"

.
Well, SU-, the General was coming alongm his big car with three other officers. Heseems

to have taken the wrong road and didn't know

the'^wa'''""'"''^''
^^^PP^toaskthesenUy

excZ;.''"'"^''"^^^^-"
Thi^ was getting

*; The sentry, sir, spotted at once they mustbe big bugs of Germans, pushed his bayonet in
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at the window and yelled * hands up ' loud enough
to fetch out the N.C.O. of the guard. So old

von Kluck was taken proper."

We were getting used to rumours by this

time so I was rather sceptical about this one.
But, sitting down to breakfast, in burst our im-
pressionable junior subaltern.

" I say, you chaps ; heard about von Kluck? *'

Yes, wc had heard something.

'They've got him," said Tiny Tim (he was
six foot tall), dancing round the room; "cap-
tured him by Wipers. Old Kluck and a whole
brigade of foot-sloggers " (i.e. infantry).

Two hours later a battalion of the Warwicks
came along.

"Morning, Simpson!" I hailed the Adju-
tant. " What's aU this about von Kluck? "

" G'moming," replied Simpson. " Yes, it's

quite true. One of our patrols rounded up the

General and a brigade of the Prussian Guard."
This sounded genuine enough, though it

seemed too good to be true. But Corps H.Q.
would know. I had to call there in the after-

noon, and it was at once obvious from the air

of suppressed excitement that something had
happened.

"Heard about von Kluck?" remarked a

young Signal officer.

"I've heard something," said I. "What's
happened? a
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.
"^* seems that he aud an escort of about

Halt a dozen troopers rode straight into one of
our patrols. Our chaps charged and old Kluck
got knocked oflF his horse. The cavalry chaps say
they stood round him in a ring to listen to his
tonguage. He mwt have been sick." That was
Signals' version and quite the most entertaining.

I hear they've taken von Kluck prisoner,"
said I m tentative fashion to the D.A.Q.M G
^

"So they say," replied the D.A.Q.M.G.
1 don t know much about it yet, as the news

only came through this afternoon. I believe

^"his'^ff '"
^^"^ ^'"^ "^ ''^ * motor-car with four

fj, ^^"i T. ^^'^^'^'^ version, and it seemed
tne most likely.

The next day we heai ! that there wasn't a
shred of truth m any one of the versions. Norwas It ever discovered how the rumour originated.

They say that the Clubs at home are hotbeds

h«j^ k! • ^^" '^""^'^'" ^^ *"^'^« the Kaiserhad been assassinated, or had been bombed bvour airmeni And the n. nber of times theCrown Prince had been buried! Each fresh
occ^ion would add a little zest to life, and we
lived m hope until the rumour was discredited.

It must have been about this time that Herr
Lissauer, and the German public generaUy, pro-
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vided the British Anny in the Field with perhaps
the greutest joke a British Anny has ever known
—"The Hymn ot" HaU*' and "Gott strafe

Engfland .
* * And when dear old Punch published

the portraits of a German family, with dog and
sausage attachment, indulging in its morning
"hate" the whole Army rocked with laughter.

German prisoners were invariably asked to
"oblige** with the famous anthem, and if they
did it nicely and snarled properly over the
"hate** part of it, they were suitably rewarded
with cigarettes. Yes, at least we owe Germany
our gratitude for initiating that "Hate** cam-
paign, for humour was a very precious thing in

those days of stress.

Apropos of German prisoners (of whom,
naturally enough, we did not take a very large
number at that period), it is interesting to notice
that in two characteristics at least they were
similar to prisoners taken two and a half years
later. At a time when the British were fighting
for their lives against vastly superior numbers
both of men and guns, the Germans captured
were generally either raw recruits or middle-aged
men. They always used to hint broadly that the
German moral was getting badly broken; that
they were half-starved and sick of the war ; that
they recognised the hopelessness of their massed
attacks

; that the leadership by their regimental
officers was bad ; that the English guimery was
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devilish and that their losses were terriWc. These
and other like facts. Of course, these yarns, with
copies of captured letters and diaries, were faith-
fully reproduced in our home Press, and must,
too, have had a certain deceiving effect upon our
InteUigence Department. They certainly heart-
ened our own men.

But if you compare these features with the
condition of prisoners taken during the Allied
offensive in 1917 you will find that they are
almost identical. The moral is obvious. Then
as at any ti ne during the succeeding three years
the enemy constantly created the impression that
they were commg to the end of their man-power.
They would put into the line recruits of eightweeks training, or n.a drawi. ironi tli^ir Lt
reserve One incident wJM >..trate ttic.

nnfilT^'"*'"^''^''*^-^- '^^ lame at the

11
1,^^\>'*' "^^ ""^ * house^ U w-d (we wiU

call him Hobmson), was given l . h on the linesof communication. A party of 100 German

escort, and Robinson offered to take charoe.
laking oi^r, he was riiarching t:. men alongwhen a voice from the crowd haUed him by nam?

Kobinson took no notice, and the voice haUedhim again FinaUy he turned towaij.. tS
speaker, whom he seemed vaguely to rememV ,r.

matter?^'
'^'*' Hobinson, -jvhat's rhe
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"Don't you remember me?"* asked the

German.
"I'm sorry. I can't say I do," replied

Robinson.

"Surely you remember last June the case

of u. in the High Court? " And the

German named a cause cdUhre between two big

firms which had once aroused much interest.

" I was the defendant," added the Gerr^an,

"and you were my counsel."
* * Of course,

'
' said Robinson. * * But what on

earth are you doing here?

"

The German, who was actually a leading

Berlin banker, then told how he had retu led to

Eeklin towards the end of July and livd gone on

with his ordinary business.

" Three days ago," said he, " I was at home

with my wife when I received an orov to join

the next draft to my regiment. They feave me
two hours' notice. We were sent straight up

to the front line, and—well, her#I am, and jolly

glad too."

In face of incidents like that it is hardly to

be wondered that our people imagined that Ger-

many was feeling her losses. What would

German G.H.Q. have thought had they taken

prisoner a well-known London man who, four

days before, was sitting in the manager's chair

of the City branch of the London and West-

minster Bank?
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One is happy to pay tribute whenever pos-
sible to the courage in battle even of an enemy
like Germany, and it should be recorded that
those youngsters of 18 and 19 advanced to the
attack almost always with the disciplined courage
of veterans. There \7as at least one occasion
when a company or more of those lads—part of
an officers' training corps, I believe—attacked
one of our trenches with such gallantry and ^lan
that they thoroughly broke our defence and cap-
tured the trench.

And here is another interesting fact which
arouses many conflicting thoughts. Over and
over again half-written letters to their home folks
have been found on German and Austrian sol-
diers, officers and men, couched in such terms as
an educated Frenchman or Englishman might
have used from the battlefield—and indeed often
has used. Expressions about " fighting for the
cause of liberty," "freeing the world from the
oppressor,'* and so on.

" Do not grieve for me should I die," wrote
one boy to his mother, " but rather be proud
that I have fallen in so glorious a cause, to pro-
tect you and Bertha and to help free our Father-
land from the terror of the invader."

It is difficult to reconcile such thoughts with
the knowledge that from cLUdhood German men
and women have been taught to believe in the
omnipotence of Germanjr as the future Ovc?-
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Lord of the nations : that any means to that end

are legitimate.
*' We are indubitably the most martial nation

in the world," wrote a well-known Germtm
author in 1897.* " We are the most gifted of

nations in all the domains of science and art.

We are the best colonists, the best sailors, and

even the best traders. And yet we have not

up to now secured our due share in the heritage

of the world. . . . That the German Empire is

not the end but the beginning of our national

development is an obvious truth."

But a digression on the subject hardly falls

within the scheme of this volume, so we will not

pursue it. One may, however, suggest that

when Germany prates about the war being one

of pure defence for her she probably desires to

convey that any war for her would be defensive.

For Germany asserts that she is ringed round

by enemies, and, confident that her country will

be attacked, that it is quite legitimate that she

should get in the first blow. But then, all Ger-

many's statements form such a maze of lies and

contradictions that one really cannot bother

about them.

There are so many features of interest " at

the back of the front
'

' that it is rather difEcult

to decide at which to pause. Many of these

* Dtt WeUiteUung de$ DtuaeMuaii., by Fritz Bl«y.
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features have long since become familiar to the

people at home through books and pictures, but

at that time they were all novelties to us out

there and a constant source of surprise and, one

may add, generally of gratification.

There wercj for instance, the hot baths an*^

*' wash and brush up *' arrangements for men
coming out oi the trenches. Very primitive they

were at first, but the system was quickly im-

proved and extended. Then there were the

weird goat-skin.s by way of winter coats. The
smell was somewhat penetrating, but they were

very useful, and the men came to regard it as a

kind of fancy-dre>s ball. Amateur George
Robeys appeared i:i every unit, and you con-

stantly met a counterpart of that mirth-provoker

waving a gr' ^t club and performing the ** Pre-

historic Man*' act, wherein He of the Knotted-

Knees breaks bread with She of the Auburn
Locks and is slain far his temerity by He of the

Fearsome Face.

The motto which G.H.Q. set themselves to

follow was this. " If a unit wants anything,

and money can buy it and transport can bring

it, then it shall be procured." And this actually

meant anything, whether war-gear or articles for

increased comfort. I do not say that these

things were procured at once, for that was well-

nigh impossible. You at home will recall the

stress of that first winter when the home organ-
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isation must have been topsy-turvy. But
G.H.Q. recognised the need of doing every
imaginable thing which could contribute to the
health and well-being of the men, and set to work
with that end in view.

Others more worthily have paid tribute to

this work of the Commander-in-Chief and his

Quarter-Master-General, but if "twenty years

a soldier" may add his little tribute I can only
say that the care and solicitude evinced by them,
and the apparent miracles which they wrought,
seemed to the old stagers like some wonderful
dream. It was a ghastly winter that first one at

the front, but the men stuck it in the knowledge
that everything that could be done for their com-
fort was being done.

And generous friends at home can never,
never guess what their loving parcels of comforts
meant to officers and men. A little tin of choco-
late or peppermints, with half a dozen penny
packets of cigarettes, and a tiny note enclosed

—

you were at once a king among men.
Upon one occasion only did I hear an expres-

sion of doubtful gratitude from the recipient of
a parcel. And as it was the only occasion you
shall hear how it came about, for there is a little

moral attached.

Private Smithson rejoiced in the gift of two
pairs of beautiful thick, soft, woolly socks.

They formed part of a parcel from some un-

i
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known lady, and had been distributed by the
CO. There was just time to put on a pair
before parade. From parade the battalion went
off on a route march by way of exercise.

Before a quarter of a mile had been covered
Smithson felt something irritating and uncom-
fortable in his boot. As the march went on his

discomfort increased and his foot began to throb
and ache. But he stuck to it like a Trojan.

At last, after several hours, Smithson got
back to billets. He tore off his boot. No, it

was the sock. Off came the sock, revealing a
great blister on his toe. In the sock was some-
thing hard. He put his hand in and drew out
a piece of crumpled paper. Smoothing it out
he read the words, " With love from Amy."

You'll remember. Amy, next time to pin
your little message oatside, won't you? Then
it will be all right.

The question of recreation for the men in
the form of entertainments, games and such like

had hardly then been seriously considered. A
little later the subject was recognised as being of
the very first importance. In every way possible
the men must be relieved from the terrific strain
when not actually in the firing-Une; their
spirits must be kept up and so their health
maintained.

In an earlier chapter mention was made of
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Captain Eldridge and his little concert at the
Marae. During the winter this officer was most
energetic in giving these entc .inments when-
ever chance offered, and since . : was the pioneer
and most popular with the »nen, any record of

this feature of Ufe "at the front" would be in-

complete without some mention of his work.
Here is an extract from one of his letters which
appeared in the Times

:

" Last Saturday I had a specially large and
attentive audience for my weekly causerie to the
men. I had only a smallish barn available, and
about 60 or 70 men could not get anywhere
near. I gave, first, a general synopsis of events

by land and sea, with some account of the Rus-
sian army, the difference in temperament, etc.,

between their men and the enemy. Then a

couple of Punch articles, which were much en-

joyed; lastly, an attempted forecast of the

future, the spirit of youth, and of the nation,

and wound up by reciting the * St. Crispin

'

speech from Henry V. I give another chat to-

night—probably the last possible for some little

time. I hope to give some recitals of Dickens's
* Christmas Carol ' just before Christmas—if

the enemy will graciously permit."

It may be added that Eldridge was able to

give a few recitals of the " Carol " that Christ-

mas, and that they were very deeply appre-

ciated.
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Apropos of concerts and music, a word on
" Tipperary " is not out of place. One is always
loth to destroy a popular superstition, but that
now world-famous tune was not nearly so much
sung in France in those early days as people
seem to imagine. Personally, it was not until
the middle of December that I heard the song at
all, and for the first time. Of course, it was
sung a good deal, but so were several others,
and there was not much to choose between them
in popularity, although " Tipperary " was un-
doubtedly the best tune.

But since then, mainly through popular
sentiment, " Tipperary " came to be recognised
as the marching song of the "Contemptibles."
It never was that, but it has become something
else. It seems now almost on a par with the
National Anthems of the Allies. For it is often
sung at the end of a concert with " God Save
the King," and very frequently the men rise to
their feet for the singing of it. Several times I
have seen it noted in the Press that " Tipperary "
is dead. That is incorrect. It has become
canonised, if one may use the term, by
reason of its association with the men of the
Old Army, and so is sung on special occasions
only.

At that time I do not think that the activities

of the Y.M.C.A. had yet reached ** the front."
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I seem to remember the first of their tents or
huts arriving about the end of December.
Where a volume might well be devoted to praise
of this organisation's work it is impossible to
convey in a few lines how inestimable a boon to
the men this work has been. One may say, I
think, that the Y.M.C.A. has proved itself to
be one of the most valuable allies a British Army
in the Field has ever had.

For many years I have seen something of the
activities of the Y.M.C.A. in all parts of the
world, but it is the war which has brought the
Society to the fulfilment of the best ideals. In
September, 1914, the Y.M.C.A. found itself.

At the beginning there was more than a hint of
the missionary and text element, but this was
speedily cut out, and the men soon came to
realise that here indeed was a splendid friend.

All welcome and no questions asked ! A social

club with unlimited membership, no entrance
fee nor subscription, and with premises wherever
they are wanted. The only visitors to whom the
Y.M.C.A. very regretfully cannot refuse admit-
tance are German shells. Here's wishing
them (the Y.M.C.A., not the shells) all the
best!

And what of the officers? They needed
recreation if anyone did, and there was very little

for them outside an occasional game of soccer
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with the men. As a matter of fact, officers are
uever oflF duty ; at least, they never were during
the first winter. But when you have British
troops on active service you may be certain that
the officers will find something in the way of
sport. Did not the Iron Duke have a pack of
hounds with him out in Spain? An admirable
precedent

!

Some cheery souls went out partridge shoot-
ing near Hazebrouck. Birds were fairly plentiful
and a good many brace found their way to
officers' messes. But more than one officer com-
plained that it was rather dull when he couldn't
hear tlic report of his own gun owing to the
heavy firing going on.

By tiie way, it is curious how little affected is

bird life in and about the front lines. One would
have imagined the little creatures scared to death
by the detonations. And yet, in the spring and
early summer, infantry advancing over ** No
man's land " or t'lrough woods would often dis-

turb nesting birds. Or perhaps from beneath
their very feet a skylark would soar aloft carol-
ling her eternal song of hope.

In a singularly beautiful poem called " The
Rainbow " one of our soldier poets* has recorded

•Leilie Coolson, a sergeant in the 2nd London Regt. Royal
FusiUen. He was killed in acUon at Lesboeufs, October, 1916. A
sweet and genUe spirit, fatally unfitted for war, but a man whose
Hon-hearted courage and pride of race carried him through. A
lltUe volume of bis poems is published by Erskine Macdonald.
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an impression uf this. I venture to reproduce
the stanza

:

"From death that hurtles by
I crouch in the trench day-long,

But up to a cloudless sky

From the ground where our dead men lie

A brown lark soars in song.

Through the tortured air,

Rent by the shrapnel's flare,

Over the troubleless dead he carols his fill,

And I thank the gods that the birds are beautiful still."

To return to the officers and recreation.

There was one famous occasion (this was in 1915)
when a big field turned out for a cross-country

paper-chase after the Kaiser. At least it wasn't
really the Kaiser, but an officer made up and
dressed to look like him. It was a great day when
veteran general officers and junior subalterlK,

mounted on all sorts and conditions of hacks and
hunters, careered in mad pursuit after the All-

Highest. The "War Lord" laughed so much
that he rolled off his horse and so was captured

;

but the chase had been long and stem before that
auspicious ending had been reached.

But it was the Seventh Division which hit

upon the most exciting and the most productive
kind of sport. This was in Belgium on their way
down to Ypres.

A cctain number of armoured motor-cars
were available, and parties were made up tt. go
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Hun hunting. A ** book " would invariably be
made upon the possibilities of the day*s ** bag/'
and the parties would sally forth armed to the
teeth iB these forerunners of the famous
" Tanks." Different routes were selected, and
the cars were headed straight for the German
hues. The game usually consisted of adven-
turous Uhlans, cavalry patrols on outlying
pickets, and it was a very poor day when the cars
would not return with German helmets, lances
and rifles dangling all over them like scalps to a
Red Indian's girdle. The Belgians also were
particularly clever at the sport.

There are so many other features behind the
hnes about which it would be pleasant to chat.
But there is sterner work in hand and we must
hasten to it. You should, then, picture the
British troops on this Eve of St. Crispian troub-
hng but little about the so dread army which
would enround them. They are weary, very
weary, but calm and confident. There is little
or no hint at the various H.Q.'s of the stress of
the fighting, and the services of organisation are
working admirably in keeping up the supply of
food, clothing and ammunition.

But the stomi hour by hour grows in in-
tensity, and the line of khaki is being worn very
thin. And even the Commander-in-Chief, hard-
ened though he is, looks towards the south and
hopes French relief may not be too late.
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1st Life Guards 2nd Life Guards
Royal Horse Guards (The Blues)

ROYAL HORSE ARTILLERY
Batteries " C " and " K "

ROYAL ENGINEERS
3rd Field Squadron

SEVENTH INFANTRY DIVISION
General Officer Commanding—Major-General T. Capper.

aoth Infantry Brigade
Brigade Commander—Brigadier-Gbnbbal H. G. Rugglbs-Brise.
1st Batt. Grenadier Guards 2nd Batt. the Border Regt.

2nd Batt. Scots Guards 2nd Batt. Gordon Highlanders

aist Infantry Brigade
Brigade Commander—Bbigadier-General H. E. Watts.

2nd Batt. Bedfordshire Regt. 2nd Batt. Royal Scots Fusiliers

2nd Batt. Yorlishire Regt. 2nd Batt. Wiltshire Regt.

aand Infantry Brigade
Brigade Commander—Brigadier-General S. T. B. Lawford.

2nd Batt. The Queen's 1st Batt. R. Welsh Fusiliers

2nd Batt. Warwickshire Regt. 1st Batt. South Staflordshire Regt.

Cavalry (attached)
The Northumberland Yeomanry (Hussars)

ROYAL ARTILLERY
li. H.A.—Batteries " F" and " T."
fl.F.A.—Batteries 104, 105, 106 (XXIL Brigade), 12, 35, 58

(XXXV. Brigade).
fl.G.A.—Heavy Batteries 111, 112.

ROYAL ENGINEERS
54th and 55th Field Companies.

* Joined Division early in November.
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THE HOLDING OF THE GATE

O that we now had here
But one ten thousand ot those men in England
That do no work to-day I

What's he that wishes so?
My cousin Westmoreland 1—No, my fair cousin :

If we are mark'd to die, we are enow
To do our country loss ; and if to live.

The fewer men the greater share of honour.

It has been said that no single Infantry Division
of the British Army has ever been composed of
a more splendid fighting personnel than was the
Seventh when it landed in Belgium.

For the benefit of the uninitiated I may here
explain that when a British battalion of the Line
is mobilised from its Peace footing to War
strength a considerable number of Reservists are
recalled to the Colours to make it up to that
strength. For certain reasons, partly because
the battalions had been drawn from duty abroad,
it was necessary or it was difficult to add these
Reservists to the strength of the Seventh Divi-
sion. Thus the Division took the field with
comparatively few additions to its ordinary
strength.
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To emphasise the importance of this
(although there was possibly a slight diminution
from full War strength) I cannot do better than
quote a remark once made to me by a dis-
tinguished military authority.

"The average British Line Regiment (or
Battalion)," he said, "has, on its Peace estab-
lishment, no superior in the world as a fighting
force. When you add its Reserve and bring it

to War strength you detract perhaps 25 per
cent, or more from its value.''

It may, perhaps, be compared to a crack polo
team. The players, both individually and in
combination, work up to a fine point of perfec-
tion, and any alteration in the team by putting
in another man as a substitute is bound to affect
that combination. The analogy is not very
sound, but it may suggest the meaning of that
remark.

If, then, we accept this dictum—and the
facts certainly upheld it in this case—it is a little

easier to understand how it came about that this
Division should have added so imperishable a
lustre to British Arms.

The 7th Infantry Division and the 8rd
Cavalry Division landed in Belgium on Octo-
ber 7. On the previous day the Belgian Army
had begun to withdraw from Antwerp, and with
it was that Naval Division of ours which had been
hurriedly equipped and sent over to try to save
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the city. On October 9 Antwerp lay open to
the Germans. It became the task of the Divi-
sion to act as rearguard and cover the retire-
ment of the Belgians.

Once again then, just as at Mons, a British
force disembarked, and within three or four days
found Itself involved in a general retirement
before overwhelming numbers. At Mons the
^ritish had to go because the French did ; atAntwerp they had to save the Belgians.

The first three or four days of such conditions
are always difficult for the men ; they have to get
acchmatised, as it were. So at the very begin-
ning discipline was put to the test by continuous
marching and counter-marching, for which themen could see no object. Backwards and for-
wards they went between Bruges and Ostend,
and the pave roads caused considerable suffering.No one really knew what was happening, and,
naturally enough, there was a certain amount of
grousing."

The confusion after Mons was sufficiently
trymg but it was nothing to the chaos which
reigned after the fall of Antwerp. If you can
picture Liverpool suddenly abandoned of all its^eat population, the people crowding into the
shipping m the harbour or streaming out across
the countryside with such few possessions as they
could carry; if you then mingle with these folk
a tired, battered Belgian Army of aU arms, you
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will get some idea of the scenes which the 7th

Division witnessed. Upon less seasoned troops

the effect might well have been dispiriting.

The Belgians gave our men that generous

welcome which ve have come to know so well,

and heaped such little gifts upon them as they

could. There were the usual amusing comments
from the bystanders as the troops swung down
the roads. The Gordon Highlanders, for in-

stance, were seriously pointed out as " the wives

of the English soldiers," and the wrath of the

Jocks when they heard it was well worth seeing

—from a respectful distance.

With the fall of Antwerp and the retirement

of the Belgian Army through Ghent towards the

coast the orders for the 7th Division were to

conform to the movements of the 8rd Corps,

which was to the south of Ypres. At this time

there was hardly any idea that the enemy were
developing an attack upon that city.

The seven days which elapsed between the

landing and the arrival at Ypres were most ex-

hausting ones. There was not a great deal of

fighting, but it was sufficient to react upon the

nerves of men who were marching night and day
without proper rest. In fact, towards the end
of the week the infantry were in much the same
condition as their comrades had been after Le
Cateau in August.^ And oh, those pave roads!

> " The Retreat from Mons," p. 181 et sfq.
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If you look at the map (p. 194) you will see a

little town called Menin about 12 miles east of

Ypres. This formed a useful tactical point for

the enemy, and Sir John French decided that a

big effort should be made to occupy it. The
7th Division and Cavalry were accordingly

ordered to advance through Ypres and make the

attempt upon the morning of the 18th October.
Extending out into a line of some twenty

miles cr more, which ran in a curve from Lange-
marck on the north to Zandvoorde on the south,

the infantry and cavalry advanced straight to-

wards an enemy some seven times their own
strength.

The Cavalry pushed ahead out on the 1-it

flank, and soon after 9.0 a.m. their outposts en-

countered the first skirmishing patrols of the
enemy. As usual our men took the initiative

and charged home. But this time the odds were
too heavy, even with our main bodies coming up
in support, and the order was given to retire.

In those days there was still something left

of the glamour of War ; still a little of the pomp
and circumstance remaining to the mounted
troops. And in all mounted work I doubt
whether there is any movement which is more
thrilling, more inspiring, than when a Horse
Battery comes into action in the open. Most
people, I suppose, would give the palm to a
pukka cavalry charge, with men and horses going
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"all out." And certainly such a charge must
always swing the excitement of the onlooker up
to fever heat. But ask a cavalry man what he
thinks about the work of a Horse Gunner Troop
on an occasion like that of Moorslede or
Ledeghem on this morning of October 18.

You picture the Cavalry gradually falling
back fighting a serif of little rearguard actions
against ever-incrc .g numbers of enemy
cavalry. You see x^ere a troop dismounted lining
a hedgerow, there a squadron dashing out from
cover of some farm buildings to cut off a too
adventurous enemy patrol. Alw /s retiring but
contesting, and with fine effect, every yard of
the ground.^

It was *'K " Battery which helped to hold
tlie ground near Moorslede, and " C " Battery
which helped the 6th Cavalry Brigade to capture
Ledeghem. As the designating letters have
already been given we will allow them to stand
here, otherwise one purposely refrains, so far as
possible, from distinguishing units where all did
such wonderful work.

The Battery was not so spick and span in
appearance as it had been ten days before. The

*

" Considering the amount of opposition encountered against
largely superior numl)ers," so vrote tlie G.O.C. of the 3rd Cavalry
Division, " our casualties were small, whilst there is no doubt Uiat
Uie enemy sulfcred very severely at our hands. This smallness
was largely due to Uie skilful manner in which each i;rigade was
withdrawp."
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mud and rain of Flanders do not tend to improve
the look of steel and leatherwork, nor were the
horses any the better for the ceaseless trekking
about the country. But the rust remained on
the surface (if you take my meaning); it cer-
tainly had not penetrated into the machinery.

From an early hour that morning the Battery
had been manoeuvring over the very unpleasant
countryside, and as breakfast had been a very
trivial meal no one was in the best of tempers.
Now there was a brief halt under cover, with the
men dismounted, while the Battery Commander
was out half a mile ahead discussing details with
the Officer Commanding the Brigade.

Events move very swiftly where Cavalry are
concerned, and the Brigade Commander, with a
map spread out across his knees, had barely indi-

cated the spot whence the latest report had
reached him when one of his staff cantered up.

" They're pushing us back rather fast, sir,'*

he said, "and there's only Captain 's

squadron on the line by Zeeden farm."
The Brigade Commander made a rapid cal-

culation and gave a curt order to the Staff

Officer. Then, turning to the Battery Com-
mander:

" We shall want you in a few minutes, Cran-
shawe," he said. ** There's your direction, will

you select your position, please?
"

"Right, sir." The Battery Commander
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saluted, waved a signal to his Sergeant-Major
and horse-holder and galloped off.

There is nothing in miiitary tactics which
calls for swifter and surer decision than the
manoeuvre and "action" of a Horse Battery.
(Don't forget that a Horse Battery is really a
Cavalry unit.) In this respect it is not unlike
the work of a T.B.D. commander in a *' general
action *' at sea.

The Battery Commander took a rapid survey
of the line of enemy approach, noted the points
where his own cavalry were ready to work in
support and attack, and quickly made up hismmd on the best position for his guns. The
Sergeant-Major had by this time got back to the
Battery and reported to the Officer left in
command.

" Get mounted! " the command rang out.
The men heaved themselves into their saddles,

and the Nos. 1 moved sharply round their teams
and vehicles to see that all was in order. The
officer acting as Battery leader cantered ahead
towards the Major.

"All right, Matheson, I'll take the Bat-
tery," said the Major, without lowering his field-
glasses. " Are you ready? "

"Yes, sir. Battery column, head towards
the road," replied the subaltern.

"Right. You can get back," said the
Major. " We're going to support 's squad-
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ron directly they quit that fann," he added,
indicating some scattered buildings about three-
quarters of a mile away.

With a salute the subaltern wheeled his horse
and started back. For another couple of
minutes the Major remained, carefully noting
the movements of the enemy cavalry concen-
trating towards the farm. Then a glance to-
ward his battery, and a swift calculation how
many minutes it would take to bring it into
action

; then another look at the farm, and, slip-
ping his glasses back into the case, he was off
after his subaltern.

A couple of signals and the Battery was on
the move at the trot. Another, and the head of
the column changed direction. As it did so
there came just that little touch of comedy which
often means so much to men in the field ; some-
thing to spin the current of thought into another
direction.

Alongside the battery came racing one of
the farm dogs with a great piece of meat in his
jawb

;
close at his heels snapped a friend of his,

and labouring heavily behind there floundered
an old woman brandishing a pitchfork and
screaming out horrid oaths.

It was the merest trifle of comedy, but the
contrast between that episode and the stern busi-
ness in hand was certainly very ludicrous. It sent
the spirits of the men up a hundred per cent.
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Now the Battery Commander has his battery
moving fast, exactly parallel to the position he
is going to take up, and happily sheltered from
enemy observation by a slight rise in the ground.
A couple more signals and the sections swing
into line at the canter.

Into line they swing, intervals and alignment
as perfect as at a review in the Long Valley.
Away up the incline and the canter is really a
gallop. Bump, crash, bump over the ragged
ground thunder the guns. No whip to the
ie&ms—they know well what is expected of them
—but here and there a tap on the shoulder of the
off horse to steady him and keep the direction
exact.

Up the rise they thunder. Now they are at
the top, the level. Perfect line, perfect inter-
vals as always, yet every team is stretched out in
mad career. How will they ever pull up ! you
exclaim. Steady ! steady all ! Watch the Bat-
tery Commander galloping ahead.

He has timed the movement to a quarter of
a minute. The enemy cavalry converging is

close upon the farm which our squadron (what is

left of it) is holding. Over his left shoulder he
catches just a glimpse of a relieving troop or so
of ours already on the move.

Steady! All eyes on the Battery Com-
mander. Ah

! there it is. Just the little tight-
enmg of the bit rein, the least check of the
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jfallop. Almost ir.iperceptible, but every man
lias noted it.

Just three seconds later. A short, shrill
whistle

: anil straight above head : arm straightdown to ground.
Halt

! Action front I

A matter of seconds again, and every - ..

(vive the drivers) is off his horse. Therr ,
halt

: It seems, indeed, no more than a c ok
Of the pace. Yet every man is down. The Bat-
tery Commander has in some miraculous way
got to the flank of the battery. The gun-trails
are somehow got clear of the limbers. Away to
the rear race the gun-teams, round sv.ing the
guns, and the first two ranging shells are burst-
ing this side and that of the German cavalry
before ever you have counted to twenty.

The orders for the CavaL Division on that

"iT".?."^*^'.^^^!'
""" " *" '-"^' *h^ Jeft flank

of the 7th Division m it. projected attack againstMcmn The e^. :my str. :,-th was too greaf, and
thus both mfaiic y and cavalry were thrown
upon the defensive. It was a repetition of what
was happening to the Second Corps down by
L.a Bassee. ^

On the 19th the First Corps had finished de-
training at St. Omer and was being brought for-
ward as rapidly as possible. But in the mean-
tmie the 7th Division and the Cavalrj' had to hold
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the ground. On the 21st these two Divisions
found themselves facing an overwhehning attack.

Before Sir Douglas Haig's Corps comes up
let me suggest very briefly the conditions under
which the 7th Division was working.

First of all, remember it was a new Division
which did not pr.s^ess the experience won from
the Aisne defences : they did not yet know the
paralysing effect of the German artillery nor
what German massed infantry attacks were like.

It was open country, almost entirely flat, but
broken by odd houses, hamlets and woods. The
"gate" to be held had no natural advantages
to help the defenders. The entrenchments were
of the most hurried character, shallow gutters
cut in the soil and the earth banked up.

In guns as in men our artillery was hope-
lessly outclassed, not indeed in personnel, but
in numbers and weight of metal. You will have
noted from the Roll on page 256 that the Divi-
sion had not a single 4.5 (howitzer) battery.
Nor was there any H.E. shell.

And of that little Force a full third was not
mfantry but cavalry ; men who in training have
nothing to do with trench work. And such
trench work ! But at Ypres they were all in the
line, every man of them: 1st and '>nd Life
Guards, the Royal Horse Guards (the Blues)—
how often have you seen them as Sovereign's
Escort clattering down Whitehall, watched the
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Guard changed at 11 o'clock? Fine stay-at-
home soldiers you thought them, perhaps; and
yet on the Regimental Colour you wUl find em-
blazoned "Dettingen," "Waterloo," ''Penin-
sula," "Tel-el-Kebir." Yes, they were all
there m those blood-soaked trenches round
Ypres, holding grimly on with their comrades of
the Foot Guards. With them, too, fought the
JVorthumberland Yeomanry, the first Territorial
regiment to go into action ; and those two Bat-
teries of the Horse Gunners.

Such was the line. What was it.?—one man
to every seven yards ? It cannot have been more.
And m places where there was no difference be-
tween front and rear each alternate man had to
face about to fire. Supports and reserves there
were none.

" Hold on for all you are worth !
" came the

message from Sir John French when they
turned at bay. " Hold on !

"

They held on.

Upon the arrival of the First Corps there
rested with Sir John French a grave decision.
Should he strengthen his long thin line already
wehnigh breaking, or should he try to stem the
new German advance which was developing to
the north of the 7th Division?

With fine courage he made his decision and
sent the First Corps to prolong the line to the
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fr^J^A*?.'^^'^ ^^"^"y ^'*^^ t^»^'^ comrades of
the 7th Division the undying glory of that tre-
mendous struggle against and victory over such
mighty odds-odds of perhaps six or seven to oneHow can one tell the tale ! A little impres-
sion sketched m with wavering lines is all that
one niay expect to give. And yet one dares to
hope that even so crude a picture may contain
elements to stir tlie blood and awaken a pas-
sionate gratitude to the men who stood for Eng-
land s bulwark through those drear October davs
and nights.

^

It seemed that the men might almost as well
have been lying in the open for all the cover the
trenches afforded. It was the deadly German
gunnery with the H.E. shell which worked the
havoc. To describe it is impossible. Hour after
hour and day after day without a pause the
shells poured down with perfect accuracy,
straight into the trenches, in front of them and
behind them. On the first day one battalion of
the 7th alone lost 10 officers and 200 men. How
a single man of it remained alive is a mystery.
And so exhausted were officers and men at the
very beginning of that awful period that some
would sleep through the hideous din as calmly
as though they were pt home. To awaken and
grasp once again with almost nerveless fingers the
rifle which still lay against the shoulder, or to
pass unconsciously into the last quiet sleep of all.
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Men ^.aJelr ho ef" l^^^JTi/ll^^^^

aefe^riirLn£"rur;tT'°*^^

the Wn^fria^':„\-Xfent..t random)

they stood. Rfntdt^r """'•''" »''*-

«one, they ehar^d ir i,;rer'a"7rtagain with bayonet and duhbTlm? ^^.

o-:^ifSfaTCiHf^--
them and cut thfmout * ''^''°*'^ 8°* *°

had 8one1nt\etil^Ltr hl''rt°--
''''

and, with them th^ n,nv.k u
'?*"' ''"""K-

ebbed lower and lower Th!" ^"^ «""'"'"'y

this remnant too wa cutoff M ""T'
''''*"

sage was sent to themt ^^ire ruTthf'^ ""^
never arrived Nn rlh- 7 *°^ message

could be done for them tT "Ti ""^^S
and died. A fight tt tt filtT

'
Ani°"f'

°"
la^t the enemy wave eurff^the^^ttri
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the battalion roll was called, seventy men and a
Second Lieutenant answered to their names.

Now and again the German gunners lifted

their range a trifle, and hard behind the shells

came a blue-grey mass of infantry. Steadily as

on parade they advanced shoulder to shoulder,

rank upon rank. Then once more British mus-
ketry would take its toll and German dead would
pile up before the trench which might be reached

but not won.

In front of one County battalion ran a cut-

ting considerably wider than the average trench

and some hundred yards long. Time after time
the German infantry advanced over this until

soon the cutting was filled level to the ground
with Jead, so that the enemy could march
straight over the'r fallen comrades.

There was a subaltern of the Scots Fusiliers

who was told oflF to stop a flank attack. He took

twenty men and posted them at intervals

through a wood. With this he suddenly dis-

covered that he was quite close to a couple of

German machine-guns. So he took his rifle and,

ensconcing himself behind a tree, set to work
upon the gun detachments. In a minute or so

he had picked off every man. More men were

sent up, and these, too, he picked off. And so it

went on until the officer, firing 150 rounds, had
shot no fewer than 70 Germans. I believe this

subaltern received the D.S.O. for his exploit.
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But all this time, if the German losses wereheavy our own casualties were moun^ng upHardb. one of the original trenches remained'/and the men took wh„t shelter they co~thegreat holes dug by the Ger,nan shdis. SteadUv!as the hoiirs pas.ed, were our numbers broughlo«.r^a„d lower; and still the little . Znt'

FusiHers-
'',

Ln""^"!'""
"^ *''* «">"' '^elsh

ac o^ w;r 1'''' ''T^ '"'y "•«"' intoartion. Withm three days they had lost <>4

nTl ""u°r ^"" '"^"- A"-! « "' they foughton and held the line. And so it was with ne" rhevery unit.
neari}

And yet General Joffre to the sooth was

r.1' M* '""^ f» Ws Allies. On the .Tth so h^had told our Commander-in-Chief
, the Pth French

north orf^' 'V"""
'"*" t''^ Ssht to theno, th of S,r Douglas Haig's co,nmand. Andtrue to promise the French arrived. But th,^was to the north, and the British had stil fcbear the brunt of the offensive upon Ypres

Once again one must needs record with re-gret the methods of the Hun soldiery. Ask theVVorccsters if they recall that day 'when they
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came across some score of our wounded !ying on
the ground all with their throats cut. Ask the
Royal Fusiliers if they remember retaking a
certain trench and finding in it another score of
our lads who had been wounded and who also had
had their throats cut through. Ask other bat-
talions if they remember October 2tt and « cer-
tain German attack, when the Huns advanced,
stabbing with the bayonet our wounded men as
they lay before them on the ground. Oh, yes,
the Germans are courageous enough with the
bayonet at moments like that

!

A small patrol of ours went out one day.
They did their job, and, incidentally, took one
German prisoner.

" Hallo
!
" said the company officer on their

return; "did you only get one Boche?"
"Yes, sir," said the N.C.O. ; "and we had

the very devil of a job to get him past the Blank-
shires."

The Blankshires, you see, are another regi-
ment which will remember.

Down on the right flank the enemy have
bu^st through. Supports? There is some
cavalry of ours up on the left flank. That is all

that can be done. So the Cavalry Brigades trek
down south from their hard-held position to
throw themselves into the gap. And ever the
ranks are thinned, while the casualty clearing
stations in Ypres and the villages near, where the

[1 i
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R.A.M.C. work, splashed with blood from head
to foot, look like horrible slaughter-houses.

How supplies of food and ammunition were
got up to the firing line one cannot tell, for night
brought no respite from the pitiless hail of shell.
It was a drink of water when you could get itj
and some chocolate and biscuit if you were lucky'

But the line still held.

It is well that stories of individual deeds of
gallantry should be recorded when possible tiiat
they may serve for an inspiration to the men who
come after, although where every man wrought
so famously one hesitates to mention names.
Yet no one, I think, will grudge a "mention"
to E. J. Kennedy, a padre who was army chap-
lain to the 20th Bngarie of the 7th Division.
Ihe Bishop of Winchester hrs spoken of him as
simple, manly, open-hearted towards man and

devout towards God. His commanding stature
and fine physical manhood gave him advantages
which his fine character and genial nature used,
by God's grace, to the best effect." He was
universally loved, and died in harness a year later
through overstrain of war work.

The situation near Zandvoorde, where the
cavalry were, became one day more critical than
ever. Kennedy had just reached the village and
was eating some breakfast when the O.C. the
brigade came along.
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" Hallo, padre, good morning ! The very

man I want if you will help us,*' said the CO.
" Yes,** said Kennedy. '* What is it?

**

**We*re in an awful hole out there,** the
CO. went on, "and the Germans may break
through at any moment. We must let Divisional
H.Q. know how things are and so divert the
ambulances coming out from Ypres. The wires
are all cut. Will you volunteer? It's a risky
job, but I've no one else to send."

^^
"Write your message," said Kennedy,

and give me a minute or two to get these big
boots off or I shall get hooked up in the stirrups."

Kennedy dived into his pack and sat down on
a doorstep to change. A shell dropped in the
street seven yards away, burst, and spattered
the doorway with shrapnel bullets. By a miracle
Kennedy was untouched.

"If that's a specimen I'm in for a lively
time," laughed Kennedy as he swung into the
saddle. A grip of the hand and he was off.

The road lay over the now famous Hill 60
Three miles of it, and under heavy fire nearly
all the way. Kennedy bent low to the pommel
and galloped. Shells were falling in every
direction, but his splendid animal carried him
along gamely, heedless of the bursts save for amomentary quiver of the flanks.

On they galloped through the storm-K)ne
mile-two miles-and the nerve-racking ordeal
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began to tell on horse and rider. Three miles!
In amongst a crowd of panic-stricken refugees—
so they staggered into Ypres and collapsed at the
very door of H.Q.

"And all I remember is, friends flocking round
As I sat with his Iiead 'twixt my knees on the

ground."

The message was delivered and the situation
was saved. The padre they carried into the
house, where he dropped into a heavy sleep,
awaking fit and well six hours later.

And now this awful work was nearing the
climax, for the enemy had still to make their
supreme eifort. Yet, in God's name, what more
was there that they could do?

More than half of the 7th Division had been
wiped out already. The First Corps were in
little better plight. One man to every seven
yards of front, was it not.? That was less than
a week ago. Now it was one man to every
twenty yards, at least down part of the line.
There they lay in their pitiful cover, naked to the
storm, nfles stUl to shoulder, blinded and deaf-
ened, in a stupor of utter exhaustion. Officers
staggering along the line, tried to awaken them.
It seemed useless. A Force mightier than the
Germans had supervened.

But the cavalry and infantry still held on.
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THE LAST SIAND OF THE OLD ARMY
K. IIiiN. God 01 battles ! steel my soldiers' hearts;

Possess them not with /ear; take from them now
Ihe sense of reckoning, if the opposed numbers
Pluck their hearts from them!

On this day of St. Crispin (October 25) the
sahent directly to the east of Ypres was held by
the P irst Corps, the 7th Division and the Cavalry
Division. To the south came Allenby's cavalry
and then the Third Corps. To the north of Ypres
was the Ninth French Corps and then French
lerritorials and Belgians up to the coast.

From the previous chapter you have, I hope,
gained some impression of the condition of the
Bntish Force All that I have said about theheavy os..

.
of the 7th Division came graduaUy

to apply to Sir Douglas Haig's corps. For theueek toilowmg upon their arrival from the Aisne
they, too, had to suffer as their comrades had
done. And when, at last, the climax was reachedon October 81st, the First Corps found itself

fif ^l^^"? ^
condition no whit better than that oftne 7tn Division.

Whatever may be said of the heroism of theFrench and Belgians to the north-and that Zl
378
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story \^ yet to be told—there is no shadow of
doubt that it was against the defenders of the
Ypres salient that the Germans directed their

mightiest efforts.

And now at the very moment when Germany
was about to hurl the flower of her army against
the meagre British line, when the enemy pur-
posed to turn every available gun of an over-
whelming strength upon the handful of men
who dared to oppose his will, there happened an
event as dramatic and momentous, surely, as
any in the war.

To realise the significance of it you must first

bear carefully in mind all that your imagination
can picture of this desperate battle against odds

;

and then understand that a field battery of six
guns, firing on an average 700 shells per day,
was even then firing all too little for the needs
of the moment.

Then learn that on this day the order was
issued that every field gun in the Force must
be placed on a daily allowance of ten shells
only! In other words, a battery was allowed
each day CO shells to fire when 700 was not
sufficient.

What the gunners said and what the infantry
thought I leave you to guess. But I would also
have you think of the high moral courage of the
Commander-in-Chief who, upon the urgent re-
presentation of the Q.M.G. (Sir William
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Robertson), dared to issue such an order at oneof ^e most critical n.oments of the woru"

more shells for the howitzers and eiithteen.pounders in France. .«! the reserve at home wa
practically exhausted. It is probably n7«"gera^n to say that had wc gone on firing at J.old ate for another fortnight we should haJ^had to cease fire •' altogether.

I he courage of Sir John French's decision

Hith the one already noted when he dared to™
^'l

'if »tm farther north insteJoTipporting the battered 7th Division. By °iuTn„the oMcr about the shells he was able to buM upat least somcthmg of a reserve to be used when

Surtl"'"'"^"' '"'" »""« sup,."^critinough the price was very, verv hpaw *hL

And ,t ,s well that the world should hear ofthis, for surely it throws another and Tju
Jtronger hght upon the heroism of the first Se el
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On Wednesday, the 28th, there were but few
attacks made, and the enemy's guns were almost
Idle. It was, however, but that solemn, deathly
silence which seems to brood over an Eastern sea
before the breaking of the typhoon. You may
picture German G.H.Q., where William Hohen-
zollem IS present in person, sending out through
their admirable organisation the final orders for
the great assault. You can see the officers andmen of every unit making their last preparations,
nerving themselves for a fight the issue of
which cannot to them have been a moment in
doubt.

Would you compare the two armies? Turn
then, to Shakespeare's Henry F. and read once
again the fourth act, from the prologue to the
closing scene. There shall you find it all setdown in matchless verse. Here I can add
nothing to that picture of geniu-

T-T ^^A
^,"^^'^«^ «n the 29th the storm burst.

Heralded by a whirlwind of shells of every size,
the German infantry charged down upon the
devoted remnants of the First Corps, the 7th
Division, and the Cavalry.

And just as the tidal wave tears from the

was the 1st Division torn from its trenches and
hurled back, gasping and blinded.
A moment's pause, the battalions turned

^<

>•
"^'

'i£''9!'
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and, with the 2nd Division, crashed back again
in a counter-attack.

A second time were the British forced back

;

a second time they recovered their ground. And
so the fight swayed backwards and forwards.
Bhnded, bloody and torn they reeled," but

ever they won back again. And the enemy drew
off, swearing that their spies had played them
taJse, that there were two army corps facing them
where they had thought it to be a division only.

Another gap," they cried. ''Take the
break to the south where the Cavalry are."

So aiother corps threw themselves kt the
men of the 7th Division. And the British
cavalry, shattered remnants of two brigades
stood to It. Such was the weight of the enemy's
gunnery that one troop of them was buried alive.
Ihe rest, o'erborne hke the 1st Division, were
thrust slowly back, struggling with impotent
arms agamst the wave of Germans.

Back they went, clinging fast to 'every point
of vantage—rallying, charging, and back again.An infantry battalion, close by, sees their plight
and dashes straight at the Germans in a counter-
charge. One skeleton of a battalion against eight
German battalions

! And that little one beat
them, routed them

; two score prisoners it took,
ten score dead the Germans left behind.

Agam and again the Germans charged ; and
the day passed into night-a night of blood-red
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flame and smoke. And stiU the British held the
line. And ever the Gennans drew back with
their dymg and their shame.

The blood-red night melted into a cold, grey
dawn, and with the first hint of daylight the
German gunners were at work again.

Now the British battalions are but little com-
panies. The line which they have held is no

o^ghostr ^
*""* ^^'^ ^""^ ^^^^^ ^'^ *'"^^ ^'''"P'

^^iJ^^T^^"?,"?"^
"""** ^«P*"^ Ypres. TheWar Lord is with them, and he conmiands.

Iherefore it must be.

And the ghosts of men who have said " No "
through the last ten days of hell say " No " once
again. It shall not be.

So the Bavarians came on and the British
Infantry and the British Cavaliy met them ttney came.

In fair shock of battle they met. And they
fought together as men have never fought

A T.i ^^\^V^ '"^^ °^^« ^«^^ "»en fought.And he daylight drifted into darkness again

..A^ f°^^
the line the battle swayed this wayand that. Here is a general in command of two

companies of infantry ; here a corporal acting asa battery commander-a battery of two guns.
Ihere is a junior subaltern leading his battalion
in a desperate charge-a battalion of a hundredmen. Every man is in. Here are cooks,
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grooms, officers' servants from a Gunner bat-

tery lining up with picks and shovels, branches
of trees, or bare fists. Why; in Heaven's name?
To hold up and repulse half an advancing
brigade.

*'God of battles, was ever a battle hke this

in the world before?
"

So wide was one of the gaps in the British

line that a German Corps had actually succeeded
in marching through and taking up a position

immediately to the flanks and rear of some half

dozen of the skeleton battalions.

Then it was that these devoted regiments
suddenly found themselves assailed, as it seemed,
by their own comrades, for who save British

should be behind them ? Through the fog-laden,

rain-soddened air the deadly streams of machine-
gun bullets tore through their ranks. And as

the British crouched low and tried to peer into
the mist to see how they should reply a Field
Battery of ours poured its shells into the melee,
unfortunately striking down several of our own
men.

. Who can tell the delirium of the hours that
followed ! The enemy to the front, to the rear,

to the flank. A German Reserve Corps against
the remnants of six British battalions, the men
worn to a shadow by exposure, want of sleep,

want of food. And yet they fought on. Now
one battalion is gone, destroyed. A second has

h
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150 men left out of 650, four officers out of six-
teen. A third no officers and but a handful of
junior N.C.O.'s to lead. And yet they fought on.

The slaughter of it all seems to pass human
understanding. You hear of one single British
company so surrounded by the enemy that the
Germans did not even know it was there in the
midst of them. And you hear of those few men
withm five minutes annihilating a German bat-
talion, accounting for more than 800 of the
strength. And still the enemy pour their masses
mto the battle.

You hear of the last remaining gun of a bat-
tery being brought into action on a road and
fighting a duel at 500 yards range with a German
field gun, knocking it out at last by a direct hit.
Of a lance-corporal sitting in a shell-hole with a
machme-gun firing methodically for an hour or
more into the enemy ranks before they discover
him—so mad is the confusio...

And how do they fare in Ypres and Hooge,
where the Divisional and Corps H.Q. are? Of
what are the Army Chiefs thinking? Within
three or four miles of the battle, sharing, too,
in the storm of shell, there is never a hint of
disaster. The Staff go about their work as
though the operations were fifty miles away.

The next evening there sped out of Yp'res a
dispatch-rider. One of those cheery souls he
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was who had come over with his motor-bicycle
straight from a public school, all for the "fun
of the thing." And what a record of gallantry,

endurance and cheeriness under all hardships
have those youngsters created.

*' Carrying dispatches and messages at all

hours of the day and night in every ki id of

weather, and often traversing bad roads blocked
with transport, they have been conspicuously

successful in maintaining an extraordinary de-
gree of efficiency in the service of communica-
tions." That is the tribute of the Corr^mander-
in-Chief.

So Stanmore rode up and delivered his

message.
" How are things going? " said I. " And

how are you getting on? "

" Having a simply ripping time," said Stan-

more, chuckling all over. " You never saw such
fun as it was yesterday."

(This was some of the fighting I have just

been telling about.)

"Oh," said I, "what was it?"
Stanmore sat down on a bench and nearly

choked with laughing at his recollections.
" Had to get a message through to 1st Corps

H.Q. at Hooge. Wipers ! You ought to have
seen Wipers.^ It was too funny. Not a soul

> I think Stanmore was mistaken in the name of the place.

Ypres wa» not in this condition at the time.—Author.
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in the streets, every other house in the place
burning like mad, and shell pouring in all over
the shop. I had to get off and wheel the bike
because there wasn't any road left. Great shell-
holes you could bury a 'bus in, and all the rest
broken bricks and glass. It was a mess. One
place I actually had to pull up because one of
those Black Marias came along, took away the
whole of a front of a house, went clean through
and smashed into the house opposite. (Fits of
laughter.) It was too silly to see all the floors
and furniture just like a doU's-house. Dead
horses and dogs and cats flying about. Two
cats just missed me as they fell off a roof. A
harlequinade wasn't in it. I simply rolled into
a doorway and laughed till I could hardly see.
Of course, H.Q. had been shelled out long ago
so no wonder I couldn't find the blessed place!
Ran 'em to earth a bit later. Had the devil of
a job getting back climbing over the mins, and
just as I was getting out of the town-oh, lord,
you would have laughed—a big shell plumped
down about 100 yards in front, and right out of
the dust and smoke came one of our chaps wheel-
ing his bike. The silly blighter had been and
got a puncture." (Complete col'.pse of Stan-
more.)

What German army, I ask you, is going to
contend against a spirit like that?

But it was a few days later that Stanmore
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brought the most delicious piece of news.
Several of the Staff of the 2nd Corps, beinj^

apparently bored with life and inaction (think
of it!) had actually gone oflP to London on 48
hours' leave!

Leave, in the middle of all that fighting!
It was really too gorgeous. And how mad the
Germans would have been had they known.

Of course, one did not know then that the
greater part of the 2nd Corps, being absolutely
exhausted, had been withdrawn from the firing-

line. Nor could one foresee that officers and men
on active service were going to be given occa-
sional home leave. At that time such an idea
was incredible. In fact, when, about Christmas,
a certain number of officers were told they might
go back to England for 96 hours, several de-
clined the leave, saying that they preferred to
stay and see the business through. So convinced
was everyone that two or three months' at most
would bring the end of the war. And of the
officers who took the leave one at least returned
before the 96 hours were up, being unable to
bear the seeming apathy and ignorance of those
at home.

The third day of the great battle for Ypres
had dawned. The 7th Division no longer ex-
isted as a Command, and the heroic remnant
had been placed under the orders of Sir Douglas
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Haig. Yet there could be no withdrawal ofthe men, for there was none to replace them.

I u "i";?
'*'" ^ ''^W- Or if it can nolonger be held, the Germans shall advance on°yover the English dead.

^

„.Slu u!"^
"""^ *'* «'''W»'i''d of shells ; oncemore the blue-grey masses of the Germans sweptdown upon the defenders. At every point of the

defence they strubk. To the north where the 1st

thlrr *^"^ o" grimly
;
at the 2nd Division,the 7th, the Cavalry, and to the south at Mes^smes, and where Pulteney's 8rd Corps fought.

Once agam the 1st Division was swept back

t!fr,"°-lV^^ r7 '"""^"^ seemed to rendapart with sheeted flame and p;.jr down their

Ttl'^.^T^'i '° ^^' ™8'"y concussion, so
.t seemed that exhausted nature at last snapped

andhtt:"!""'" ""' ""' "'*'• ""' *°*

mamed, remamed to be clubbed down ortrampled underfoot by the storming wave. Thedisciplme which they had learned kept them

bufth^
"'^l''^t. crouching in the pitted ground

laughter.
'"'"'°^"<'"^' 8'l'''cri°8 "ith unholy

"At all costs the line must be held " criedS.r Douglas Haig. And with the inspLio^ !^
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their leader the Division rallied. Once again
the enemy advance was checked.

All down the salient and far to the south one
British group of men after another (we cannot
say battalions or companies) was hurled back;
to rally and counter-charge, check and repulse

the enemy. But, ah, the terrible price which
must be paid for it

!

Hour after hour passed abd the issue still

swung in the balance. Shortly after noon Ger-
man shells crashed into the Headquarters of the
1st and 2nd Divisions, the brain centres of the
Corps. The General Officers commanding the
Divisions were both put out of action, General
Lomax wounded. General Monro unconscious;
three Staff Officers of the 1st and three of the
2nd were all killed.

Within half an hour Sir John French was
on the spot with Sir Douglas Haig. But
nothing more could be done. The issue was in

the hands of God.
From two to three o'clock the suspense was

imbearable. It was the most critical moment in
the whole battle, indeed since Mons, Sir .John
French has said.

You may picture those two nun, the Field-
Marshal and the General standing quietly by
the great map spread on the table of the battered
chateau

: you see the Staff going quietly about
their work ; and if the strain is telling you must
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needs look close into the eyes to detect it. ThereIS nothing more to be done v«f
unit be withdrawn :LT'th^: ir """'.r
con.e^of the ,ine, If theS i^madrt^

t„./'T'^ *?' """"'" P-^- A quarter past

holdiiS'" "-'-Half-P-t.—Are S.ey

"T^ldli Di""'
""" '"^ "-"««-

German right " *"" "' ««'^*'"« «>«

hasSLrovSrmrd'rGr"';r°«'^''
« making the suprerS. ''"'"''' ^"^'''

The minutes pass.

fast/J^'^Tren^^'^^^^V^^V^'^"^ P"^^^^ ^^^^

charge." ^ ^^''"^'^' ^etaken-^bayonet

Is the tide turning? Can they do it?

the nh n-
''^'' "'''"" *^" "^^^««^«- The left oftne 7th Division is attacking The 7fK n- • •

.Do vou hear th»f > a j If'
"*" Divisionyou near that? And they are attacking

throughouT'i^lrglorotth?^''^-'!'""'
S.r Douglas Haig li^s L ehIL 'r'th

'

BTarcrr:<£f-'--ttedts:
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The squadron leaders (what matter the
names of the regiments—they are of the 7th
Division!) rub their eyes in astonishment.
" Boot and saddle"? Horses? They nmst be
crazy at H.Q. ! But there is the order. " Get
to it, lads!"

The lads get at their horses where they can,
and the horses are as amazed as their masters.
" Thi^ is a joke. Another ruddy route-march !

"

But even a route-march is better than nothing.
" And where on earth have you been all

these years? " say the horses, as they nuzzle for
carrots.

" Sorry, old lady," says Trooper Tomkins.
"Couldn't help it. Another job on. And a
pretty one, too. But we're for it now. Get
up! '* And in goes the bit, on goes the saddle.

*' Hurry up, boys," sing out squadron com-
manders ;

" not a moment to lose."

Squadrons fall in, some mounted, some on
foot. And off they go hell-for-leather straight
into the torn and tattered woods where the Gep-
mans lurk.

What a round up !
" In at them, boys : get

to it!" Horses crash and cannon off broken
tree trunks in the headlong race; men on foot
come smashing through the undergrowth, fu-ing

wildly from hip or shoulder as the Ger»nans bolt
from cover to cover. Clean through the wood
they go ; nothing can stop the amazing charge.
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On. ont
"" "'"''' """^ "'" '"*" *'"' "P*" "S"'"-

Tri^T^^Ss "'' '""=• ""^''""•" «-P»

into^a'S L^L^'lrr.int
'''^"" "''"'^'^^^

L-: '*f^^^'J'*''"
'^•''' ^"^'^t^ Williams as Tom-kms drops down by his side. - 'Ad a bit o abeano, 'aven't vou? " « "u or a

"Not 'alf, "' says Tomkins.

By the late afternoon the British had wonback almost all of their original positions andbefore midnight - the line as held in the morning had practically been reoccupied.''
Just afte. Che tide had turned, at 5.0 p m

Du!hTf ^«^t^/"^«de got up 'to Hooge andpushed forward dismounted, to the help of theLife Guards and Horse Guards

s;. ^""^T *T **" *^'^ *^"^« paragraph fromSir John French's dispatch:
P" rrom

" During the night touch was restored be

the 2nd Brigade, and the Cavalry were with-dra^vn mto resene, the services of thjFrenchCavalry being dispensed with

reading that last sentence? Hard set them
selves, our gallant Allies had done all tty cou^dto send m time the needed support EveJ
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where possible—a regiment he s, a squadron
there—they had given through those days of
crisis

; but the strong, solid reinforcement which
would have meant so much was beyond their
power until later.

No, it had been a square fight between
British and German, and the British Com-
nriander-in-Chicf was determined that once the
tide had turned the day should be to his men
alone. So I read it.

The day was won, the crisis was safely passed.
But the cost of it in luuuan lives and suffering
had been a terrible one. The flower of Eng-
land's chivalry, her knights and yeomen had
perished. The Old Regular Army had fought
its last fight—the last, the greatest of all. And
it was in the noblest cause far which England
has ever sent forth her sons.

Of the 7th Division, less than one month be-
fore there had sailed from England 400 officers.

Forty-four returned. Their men had numbered
12,000. There were left 2,886.

"We thought," said a German officer, "that
you had four Army Corps against us there."

In every Division the tale was almost as
heavy. The 1st Division and the 2nd Division
lost nearly three-fourths of their strength. The
1st and 2nd Cavalry Divisions each lost a half.

Forty thousand men is the loss which they
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say the British suffered. Of the Germans there
fell perhaps 250,000.

'I'hat it was a victory, and a decisive victory
fc)r our arms there can surely be no doubt. The
(.ermans set out to achieve a definite obiect

:

they failed. The British determined to defeat
that scheme

: they succeeded. How the enemy
railed, though massing against the defenders
siich overwhelming strength, we cannot say.And yet may we not cry in all reverence—

" O God, Thy arm was here
;And not to us. but to Thy arm alone.

Ascribe we all !—When, without stratagem,
But m plain shock and even play of battle
Was ever known so great and little loss
On one part and on the other ?—Take it, God.
*or It is none but Thine I

"

And England never knew.
* * '

There I leave the narrative. Much more
might be told of the days that followed; of the
stern fight waged unceasingly through November
and December; of the attacks by the Prussian
Guard

;
of the misery of that first awful winterm the trenches, when men lived and fougKl' waist-

deep in icy water and freezing mud ; of the in-
credible cheerfulness, the unconquerable gaiety
which met and overcame everj' hardship.

But the Last Stand of the Old Anny is a
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fitting end. From now onwards the magnificent
fighting quaUties of the Territorial and New
Army units were thrown into the scale, and the
remnant of the Old Army, with the splendour of
its traditions and the inspiration of its record, be-
came the heart centre of the Army of a People.

There is in England to-day not a family which
does not mourn the irretrievable loss of its own
manhood—a son, it may be, the last of the line

;

a husband
; a brother; a lover; a dear friend.

Many there are whose loved ones fought and
died during those first four months of this great
War of Liberation. They have, perhaps, no
trmket of ribboned cross or order to show, to
hold out and exclaim with tears of pride :

" This
my beloved won on such and such a day."

And yet, did they but understand, theirs is
a treasure far more precious than any ribboned
trmket, any so-called "honour." It is the
treasure of a memory that he was ready to serve
England when England called; ready to give all
that he had to give at Her demand. Had it not
been so his name would not now be emblazoned
upon the Scroll of Honour amongst those of the
men who fought at Mons, at the Aisne, at Ypres

Whatever his motive—a love of adventure, an
impatience with the trivial things of everyday
lite a desire, perhaps, to wipe out some past
misdeed-whatever it may have been, he was
ready. And so to him there befell the proudest
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lot which a man may know—to die on the field
of honour. Nay, more than this : to die in the
cop-;p*^,iy of such men as those who faced the
fee Tul odd.c ot he opening months of this War.

I^'vr what prouder thing can a woman say
to-day ihui. • "My husband, my son, was one of
those who held the Ypres gate with the Old
Army," or " He was one of the old ' Contempt-
ibles'"?

There, indeed, is the honour. And the
memory of it, though locked deep in the heart
that no man may see, is dearer far than any
decoration that the Sovereign may bestow. For
all who so fought are worthy of the bestowal.

And, oh
!
may England never, never forget

the debt she owes to those of her sons who
fought for her then ! For with the passing years
the memory grows dim, and in times that are
gone our people have sometimes forgotten.

But to-day it is the Nation which fights, and
It is the People who shall see that justice is done
Justice and generosity to the living

; justice and
generosity to the dead and to their loved ones
who once leaned upon them.

The great fight for Freedom is not yet won
For weary months-for years, perhaps-the
bloody shadow of war may darken the world,
liut the end, and triumph, is certain if England
and her Allies will, with all their heart nnd soul,
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but dedicate themselves to the unfinished work
which their honoured dead "have thus far so
nobly advanced.'*

And when at last the Morning of a new life
has dawned upon the World ; when the day is set
for the Kings and Captains of the People humbly
to kneel with the Nation before the throne of the
Great Protector of the Universe and there to
offer up their prayers of Thanksgiving—then,
too, let England remember.

For in that mighty concourse shall a place be
set apart-a place of the highest honour that all
men may see, and seeing may remember—*' That
tew, that happy few, that band of brothers.'*

So to a deathly silence shall the cheering die
away. And through the silence, with dim
phantasn il tread, there shall pass the muster of
the men who died. But first of that great army
of Shadows to pass to the place of honour set for
them shall march the immortal souls of thosewho m 1914 saved England, who saved theW orld from the bondage of Hell.

Who shall sing the Song of them,
The wonder and the strength of them.

The gaiety and tenderness
They bore across the sea ?

In every heart's the Song of them,
The debt that England owes to them,

The chivalry and fearlessness
That strove—and won Her free.

Il-: 1



AUTHOR'S NOTE
With Some Observations upon a Subject of Importance

Seeing that comparatively few persons trouble
to read an; " preface " which a book may carry
I am placing this particular one at the end of
the volume instead of at the beginning so as
not to mterfere with a direct plunge into the
narrative. Yet a preface may upon occasion
serve a useful purpose, even though it be writ-
ten for the satisfaction of the author rather than
for the enlightenment of the reader. This one
will, I hope, serve both ends.

Firstly, then, it seems well to explain that
the design of this book differs, deliberately,
from that of the former volume, " The Retreat
horn Mons." This for two reasons. When
The Retreat '* was written no account of that

episode, embracing an outline of the military
operations with an estimate of the more human
side of the achievement, had been published.
i>o the story was told upon those lines. And
as it was an episode definite in itself, possessing
also a clear-cut, artistic unity, the story was not
a difficult one to tell.

But when the tide turned and one came to
299
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deal with an enormous battle-front and ever-
increasing numbers the artistic unity vanished.
Also It became impossible to combine a clear
survey of the operations with the story of
human endeavour-the spirit of the enterprise.
1 he British public cares little enough about the
former, but does wish to hear of the latter.And as my war work is, for the most part, con-
cerned with the great majority rather than with
the small minority, my choice of theme was at
once decided. Besides, two or three admirable
accounts of the military operations have been
published, and there will be more to follow.My idea, then, was to try to supplement
these histories by a personal suggestion of what
those months of September and October, 1914
looked like to the men of the Old Army To
set down a series of impressions gleaned from
the very heart of those big happenings ; impres-
sions of events which stand out in one's mind
like trees upon a skyline. The titles to the
chapters will show how I Nvent to work

That was my original idea, and having little
more than that in mind I was strongly aversefrom the compiling of such a book. It would
lack I felt, the great essential of every art-
work. However, upon certain urgent represen-
tations, I began the writing. And, as I wrote,
the form and purpose of the work became more
Clear, it I have succeeded in the task the
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nature of that purpose will be apparent : if I
have failed the purpose matters not.

I should like it that this volume may be
read as a companion to the previous one. Partly
because it is a continuation of the narrative,
although in a different form, but more particu-
larly because several of the descriptions in '' The
Retreat" apply to similar situations in this
volume: the German massed attacks, for in-
stance.

One other point. It will be found that the
chapters, or "Impressions" as I should prefer
to call them, are as nearly as possible in order
of time, keeping to the sequence of the military
operations.

There is very little in this book, so far as
mcidents are concerned, which has not been a
matter of personal observation or deduction.
But there are some acknowledgments not
already made in the text which I must make
here.

To the genius cf William Shakespeare I
owe perhaps the greatest debt of all. His nobly
patriotic and prophetic play, Henry F., has not
only helped to inspire my narrative, but from
this play alone I have once again collected the
little gems of thought and expression which I
have threaded upon my story like pearls upon
a cord.

In Chapter VI I have quoted from two
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:l;t

11

i'i N

poen«, by Miss C. A. Henshaw, taken from her
recently published volume, " England's Boys "
(Erskme Macdonald). Of contemporary authors
of mihtary works I am indebted for occasional
reference and verification of facts to Sir ArthurConan Doyle ("The British Campaign inFrance and Flanders "), and to Lieut.-Colonel

"ar
) Ihrough the courtesy of Lady Helenlorbcs I an. indebted to Major Ian FfrbesRoyal Scot. Fusiliers, for the outlines ofone

and XVIII
:

while Lieut.-General Sir DavidHenderson very kindly gave me some of tte

Aott r'"V 'T ™^'"'^^'' - ChapteV VIApart from the above, and one or two official

Pcl^T"'/
h-«- of necessity, beent>m.pcUed to write away from any library of refer-ence Nor have I any collection of "pe^na,narratives " from which to draw.

I owe a special debt of gratitude to Lieut -
Colonel Brindsley Fitzceralr) f-,,. *i,

^'^''^-

which lie has r!jTZ::L\7r^Jt
gestions, all of which I have adopted.

C T Ttt 'T'"" "y t''»°^« to Captain
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T h^^ J^5
,^i^eo"s and brutal side of the war

possible. Similarly on the subject of German
Atroeities. No description, holever v^id he

ever bring the facts home to peoole who hav«

to find that no passage in the earlier volume hasbeen more widely quoted i„ the AlW andneutral eountries than the one whieh d^rib^the mutWation of a little child. I only hopethat the incidents described in this volume underthe heading "Kultur" (Chapter III) may be-come as widely known. ^ ^

in re^^a tfw ^ T ^'^^ '"^''^ »'=°«"'*"'in retusmg to think about these things "
IfI may be aUowed to repeat myself ^^''Thereshould not be a home i^ the Brulh EmJre

known, and where, in realising them, hearts arenot nerved to yield their last drop rf blo^ [nstompmg out from the world of men the WdeoisIhing which has done them."
And there is no human brain that can conceive the nameless things which those Zste«

child^1"'^f
'"""" ^^ *^ E-S'^h womrtdchUdren If opportunity once served. Yet to

villages where soldiers in training are regarded
»» mterlopers. as interfering wiU. buS or

A
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disturbing the fair peace of the countryside.
Or if not as interlopers then as fit subjects for
robbery and extortion on the part of trat esnien,
lodging-house keepers and others. This is a
shameful thing, so that one comes to exclaim,
'* Is it for such men and women as these that
our sailors and soldiers are fighting?"

:»i'

i

The root of this and similar ignorance is, of
course, the lack of Education, of Enlightenment
m War Facts and Ideas. The Public generally
are kept in ignorance of the course of events, or
are misled by false optimism on the part of their
responsible advisers, or are unable to appraise
evonts at their real value. With the existence
of a properly co-ordinated system of Enlighten-
ment these failings would be minimised.
A case in point was that of the first an-

nouncement of the Battle of Jutland Bank. On
the Saturday when the first official intimation
was published (a tale of disaster, it will be
remembered) it chanced that I was in a great
industrial city of the Midlands. It did not
need five minutes to realise that the real truth
was being withheld, and that the report would
have the most mischievous effect on the public.
There was little I could do to counteract it, but
that little I did, and it proved effective so far
as that district was concerned. I at once tele-
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phoned to the manai^ers of the theatres and
music-halls of the city and obtained a very
cordial assent to address their audiences for ten
minutes at each performance. Thus I was
enabled to get directly at several thousand
people of a big centre, to suggest to them the
real facts, and to revive in them a faith which
the morning's announcement had badly shaken.

M. Sarraut, Minister of Public Instruction
in France, has put the case for Enlightenment
in a few admirable words :

*' Education," he says, " is a special personal
means of seconding the efforts of our Armies.
Its role is, indeed, so to act that the entire
Country shall know why it is fighting—for what
past, for what future, for what facts, for what
ideas; and thus, by informing national opinion
with this knowledge, to maintain and strengthen
the Country in its unshakable confidence in, and
its desire for complete victory."

I 1 a scheme such as this one has to hammer
for a long time at the doors of an unimaginative
officialdom before they are opened. And the
reference to personal work in this direction will,

I trust, be forgiven, for it is only made to indi-
cate what might be done. For two years now,
since July, 1915, I have been hammering at
those doors. At that time a comprehensive
scheme was submitted to each individual mem-
ber of the then Government, and it was backed

u
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>P «-,th cordia ity by every responsible journal(save one) m the Kingdon.. You will find the»cl>ome outlined in the Engluh fleric^ oNovember, 1015. Son.e n.easure of sueeess ha.been won, but this Is infinitesimal eompar^with what might be done.

"mparea

It ,s the one subject above all else which appealsto our Nation. They have the tang of the sTahe eentunes-old tradition of an island raee Tn

al^rire S
"^-

?u'^
""^ t" ''^" »•«" their

t7 worl 't?
""••' *""' "* ^'"""' Fleet does

Its work. The ignorance upon the mostelen.enta,y facts is sin.ply astounding. Jt Uan Ignorance which militates seriously against

"ffi T' '^r'- . " ""-^ """• working^ m-
^flScially and m his spare time, can give in a

he u'orTr'v^"" "popular" recitals onthe work of the Navy and so bring the factshon,c to thousands of the general public and thetroops, what „,ight not be done under a care!
fully organised scheme?

Besides apart from other considerations, the

Navv" like"
*''>°"-

•

'' '^ *''''^ "«>>(. OurJVavy, like our Army, is not a race apart. It

t.,}^' "
w^"*" ""'• "'"^> « P«rt of one bigfanuly. We are all working together to on!common end. We cannot work together wi?hthe whole-hearted enthusiasm which the Crseden.ands .f one half of us is kept in ignorance
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of what the other half is doing. And, be it
noted, the ignorant half is the one which sup-
plies the "sinews of war."

I would particularly emphasise the need for
a comprehensive organisation, because it is a
project which necessarily demands such detailed
and thorough methods and a man endowed with
a practical imagination to direct them. To
attempt a ''muddling through" policy is futile.

As I write there has just been constituted a
"War Aims Committee," designed to keep
before the Public the ideals for which we are
fighting. The idea, so far as it goes, is excellent,
and the Committee, with its staff of helpers, will,
I am sure, do excellent work. But it is only one
more example of our traditional method of
tmkermg at a job by fits and starts instead of
tacklmg the real project as a whole, visualising
It m Its entirety and getting a grip on to it.
Incidentally, the work of this Committee will
everywhere be recognised as being of an
"official" nature. Any propaganda which
bears such a mark can only be moderately suc-
cessful.

Now here is another example of the practical
effect of propaganda work. A well-known Mem-
ber of Parliament, but a man of the People
and incidentally an admirable "popular"'
lecturer, went down to a great engineering
works to lecture on "Trawlers and Mine-
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Sweepirm." For this he received a triflinff
tee. A week lutcr the Managing Director
wrote to Mil to this effect

:

*' If we had paid you a fee five times as
large we should still regard it as the finest in-
vestment we have ever made. Since your talk
to our employees the quality and output oftharwork have gone up twenty-five per cent/'

No one, of course, would have anytliing re-
vealed the knowledge of which might help the
enemy. (All this has been said so often.)
iiut while our People are remarkably patient,
they have long since come to view with suspicion
the official statement that such and such a fact
has not been published because it would give
the enemy information. On the other hand,
when the First Lord of the Admiralty, in re-
sponse to the strong popular demand for infor-
mation upon the number of German submarines
sunk, very frankly stated the precise reasons
why the figures could not be given everybody
immediately understood, and there was an end
of the matter. The Public must be told the
facts

;
or if the facts may not be toM the reason

why must be plainly stated. That is the long
and short of it. This is a War of Peoples and
1 nnciples, not of professional Armies.

It is to mc so incredible that after three
year f War, during which the Nation has risen
to suen splendid heights of self-denial, sacrifice
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and calmness under adversity, the People should

not be considered worthy of confidence and
trust. I can as readily understand the curious

mentality of the German rulers. It is not
merely wrong, it is worse—it is foolish.

It is foolish because every hour we are draw-
ing nearer to a crisis when the People are going
to speak, and with no uncertain voice. And
unless the facts are perfectly clear in their minds
there may follow disaster.

The public conunents and demands conse-

quent upon the humiliating air-raid over London
oti July 7, 1917, indicated very forcibly how
public agitation mi, :

< ievelop. It will be
remembered, too, tha^ that raid followed

directly upon the revelations of the Mesopo-
tamian debacle. Public confidence in the
Government was shaken to its depths. The
^eople, in their magnificent loyalty, must be
trusted. If there is a feeling that thut loyalty

is misplaced they will certainly demand a com-
plete reconstruction—and they will secure it.

Keep the People informed and you, keep
them inspired. It is the one factor most i^ee^ed

to ensure that the national effort shall be kept
tuned up to concert pitch.

"There comes a time in every war,'* Sir

William Robertson has said, '* when the strain

is heavier every day, is almost intolerable, and
when a little extra effort will sufice to turn the

'Mt';f
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side which clntrt'J^l^et -'r*"
""'

k in qU; on"' There",""',""'?
"' '««*» "hioh

presenting ?h;m to thl' V*" ""^'y *»
who read may undtstod'thi"

""^ '>* "">»
gent criticism and C,^'t*t! T^ '"' '"t*"'-

Press. We have iIwT k
*''* P"^ of the

dom which our Pri«^
'^"'.P""«» of the free-

and to it we can tS e l'"'"^"*
'° "" P""''

reform. But if tJ,?, f ^
"*""''"'« <>' """y »

denied or stLd the &• "'
t™"'""'^

themselves living n a w»M '""'^'f'f'y ^^d
rumour. Not ofly "r^ jL p u TP"'°" ««»

community which seWom ^^dsTr "' *'"'
"

men and women wh«c<. - J- . newspaper;

is 8eneralj;deri^d^''*r'^°fP"'"'« affair "
phrases. These tl f^?^' ""J "atch

catered for-and 'thcr^^
""'" ^ adequately

scheme.
""^ """^ P^^ded for in the

ficitrscheme: durW T^\T''''>-^ ^"^
cause (so it seems tf m^.C'T ''^"^ ^
academic. There has S^n'X'-^,^
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force an entrance into the heart and mind of
the big Public. It has been like sending a
University Extension lecturer to talk to the
huge popular audience which nightly crowds to
see a Lyceum melodrama. Apart from such a
man as the present Premier, Lloyd George,
those who have proved the most successful in
propaganda work, recruiting and the like during
the oast three years, have been men like Horatio
Bottomley, George Robey and Harry Lauder.
Neither Robey nor Lauder is an orator, as one
understands the term, but they do know how
to grip a popular audience from the first

moment of their appearance on the platform,
and they know, from long experience, exactly
what tells with such an audience.

If you want to get the Facts and Ideas of this

War of Liberation home to the British Public
you must be ready to compete with the cheap
novel, the music-hall and picture-palace, and to
beat them on their own ground.

Emphatically you do not require politicians

for such work. Propaganda, as I have suggested,
is most effective when it is carefully disguised.
The man in the street shies violently at the mere
suggestion of education. But administer your
dose like the powder in a spoonful of jam, and it

will readily be swallowed. Here is an instance
of one piece of propaganda work which has
proved particularly effective.
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T Vi J i.
^"^"J^g ballad on " The Baffl*. «pJutland Bank." Wp a;a „ • ,

cattle of

L r p '• ,^°:^^ *^«t 'ong, taken up by the

nas won to popularity in the Fleet and in fV

The above is but a trifling incident h„f ifwill perhaps suggest other useful3^
in~'at:r V^'^ "^r -aninTfnIdvoeat
hrnJ r ^ ""^ practical imagination wJ-broad human sympathies and a general knTledge m catering for ooDiilAr .«* 7 •

the riahi n„^ i^
Popular entertamment, >

t1
kmd of man to direct the organisation
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entertaining work on war topics with success.
But no attempt has yet been made to utilise the
services even of these persons, when a trifling
subsidy of a guinea per lecture would have
secured them. Further, the man who for years
past has directed the only Lecture Agency in the
country, and who knows more about such work
than any man in the Kingdom, has never been
invited to help the Government. Oh, yes, his
name has been brought to official notice at least
twice.

On the other hand, propaganda in Allied
and neutral countrie-^ is really being con-
ducted with success. But for propaganda at
home—where it is most needed—there is no
money and no real organisation. " We couldn't
think of such a thing," says Officialdom ; " there
is no precedent for it."

Then there is the Drama, another admirable
medium; sketches in the music-halls; telling
films for the c'nema houses ; the issue of broad-
sheets by county newspapers to keep their
readers informed of the deeds of the local regi-
ments; the eflFective distribution in pamphlet
form of "popular" war stories and articles by
competent authors—but all these points were
urged two years ago, and we still go on in the
same old way, discouraging individual effort and
refusing to allow an organised one. *' There is
no precedent!

"
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There is a strong feeling, which is growingm intensity especiaUy in the business and in-
dustnal circles of the Midlands and the North,
that we are fast becoming lost in a maze of
.deals without formulating any clear-cut policyof practical effort by which such ideals maybe reahsed After three years of appalling
slaughter of human beings, and of ^los^^
matenal destruction, we are still talking vaguely
about he rights of democmcy and the^efli ewhich IS coming. But your haid-headed busi-
ness man does not bother much about ideals
save mdirectly. He wants to know where he

w&Y ^
''^''*f

^ '^'^'^^^ proposition atwhich he may work. Given that, he is reach;to go on for another ten yea« if necess^y^
.

We know in broad outline why we are fight-ing, and to what end. We have retd thespeeches of Mr. Asquith and President Wil^^and half a score other leaders. We turn o^
"never sSh" '^t

"""'^"^ ^^^-^ •^"tnever sheathing the sword," or "the nrinnples o civilisation and the libelees' o

J^ 7^ L f^i
'''^ ^'^ J"^Jy P'-oud that such

abroad that the time has come when these ideals
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we want the job over at the earliest possible
moment. How many aeroplanes do you want?
20,000? Certainly, you shaD have them. Any-
thing else?*'

That is the attitude of the nation. They
have given a blank chegue to be filled in to any
sum. But this " nation of shopkeepers " pos-
sesses business instincts, and it is not content
to go on indefinitely under existing conditions.

Nor should this policy of Enlightenment be
concerned only with current war facts and ideas.
There are the details attending the conclusion
of Peace, together with the system of de-
mobilisation; and there are the projects to be
taken in hand after the war. One may per-
haps summarise the three under the words In-
spiration, Realisation, Reconstruction. Under
each heading a definite policy is demanded—
so far as experience and human foresight
can provide them. Each policy must be a
national one, discussed and framed by the
newly chosen representatives of the People. To
this end a comprehensive scheme of Education
IS obviously essential in order that the facts may
be clear for such discussion and decision. Under
neither of the two last headings have any con-
crete proposals been published, and that is why
I suggest that we are still groping in the fog
of ideals.

Surely by now the Allied Governments have
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fonmUated at least in oi.flme, the tenns of

w!^7^*? u*^
"^'"^ *^ ^'^^-te. I use theword dictate because in cei^ia quarters thereseems to be some idea that the AlUes propose

to discuss peace terms with the enemy.
Ihat, of course, is impossible. Let the termsbe as just, as wise and as moderate as may be,but there wiU be no discussion save only amongst
the Governments who will dictate them.

f;.„
??""*

"""I^"
*^** ^""^ ^^«^°« of Realisa-

tion, the people must be prepared for the pro-
cess of demobilisation-of the armies, of the
workers at homje. It is surprising (and yet is
It surprising?) how few persons reahse what anmtncate business that is going to be. An affair
of years, perhaps.

Presumably some scheme is ah^ady in hand,
with the actual details being gradually filled im

fn"i
•.^^^''^'*^ P"^"^ ^°°^« '^^thing about it,

ably will) there would be chaos unless the publicknew what to expect.
Under the third heading, the process which

nirr !?•
^ ^''^^ ^ Reconstruction, the

points for discussion are endless. Agriculture,Town Plannmg, Emigration, work or provision
for the war-disabled, and a hundred otherthemes These quite apart from the determined
attempt which must be made to secure a lastingWorld Peace and an end for ever of the hideous

^9mr^-
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ttLT.^^
"modern war. This generation willbut initiate many of the schemes, but it is forus to see that the foundations are well and tru^y

don^''''r!^«- *5^ ''^T '' '^ '" ^^'"^ *« be

in toLh ^r ^ "^^ ^y "^"^ ^^« "^^ "Eitherm touch with nor representative of the nation.

sex'inTh"'
^' '^' "^^' '^' ^^^^-^ «f theirsex m this country, are just now far moreel^dy m touch with the People than are the

will^hi'/''
\^' *^^' ^°"°*'y ^^ concerned, itwill be done by men and wor^^n who are ofthe People and elected under a newly devisedand eqmtable franchise. And that they may

should be a widespread knowledge and appre-
ciation of the issues at stake. An appreciSn,
too that England is but one nation in a great
Brotherhood of Nations. For it is in this know-
^dge, and the use to which we put it, that ourFuture lies. This and this only, so I believe, isthe Security which we can build up, and upon
which we can wholly rely, against the havoc of
another such war of hate and aggression.

^t we fail in that dissemination of know-
ledge. If we stumble blindly upon victory, then
all that we have suffered, all the lessons taught
by this newly revealed Brotherhood, all our
individual sacrifices may have been in vain.

I
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England will not ^vin this war with honour
to herself unless she wins as a nation. The
national service we demand can never be given
until the people see with eyes of understanding.

Let England, Great Britain if you will, look
to herself as her comrade nations of Canada,
Australia, South Africa and the others will look
to themselves. Then, in the fullness of time,
with enhanced right and pri< e, will she take
her predestined place in that reat Federation
of Parliaments which we all look to as the after-
math of this glorious rally to our Standard, and
of the Victory which that rally ensures.

A. Corbett-Smith.

London,

September, 1917,
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